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A ne .. 1 capability has been c:dded to the general purpose finite element 
program NASTRt'lN Level 17.7 to COioGUct forced v-Jbt'ation anaiysis of tuned 
cyclic structures rotating about their axis of syn1;netry. The effects of 
Coriolis and centripetal accelerations together with those due to linear 
acceleration of the axis of rotation have been included. 
This report presents the Theoretical, User's, Programmer's and 
Demonstration manuals for this ne\" capability. The work \'las conducted 
under Contract NAS3-22S33 from NASA Le~lis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, 
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FORCED VIBRATION {,Ji(,LYSlS Of il.OTt,lJ:NG CYCLIC STRUCTURES 
1.1 Introduction 






pel"fonn forced vibration analysis of eyel ic structures rotating about their axis of 
symmetry. Fans, propell ers, and b jaded shrouded di scs of turbomJchi nes are some 
examples of such structures. The capability ihcludes the effects of Coriolis and 
centripetal accelerations on the rotating structure which can be loaded with: 
1) directly applied loads moving with the structure nnd 
2) 'inertia; loJds due to th~ translational a.cceleratic!l of the uxis of 
rotation ('base' acceleration). 
One rotationally cyclic sector of the N-sectored structure is modelled and 
analyzed. Steady-state sinusoidal or general p2riodit loads are specified to represent: 
1) the physical loads on various segments of the complete structure, or 
2) the circumferential harmonic COr.iponents of the loads in (l). 
The sinusoidal loads are specified as functions of frequency and the general 
periodic lo&ds are specified as functions of time. 
The translational acceleration of the axis of rotaticn may be specified as a 
function of frequency in In inertial coordinate system. 
l' The details of the User's, Prograrr:mer"s and Demonstration manual!; are presented 
1j 
in Sections 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The fellol·ling sections presEtlt the salient 
l' points in the theoretical development. 
,~ 
The theoretical development of Reference 1 to conduct forced vibration analysis 
of rotating cycl ic structures in conjunction with the theor~' of rot<:,tional cycl ic 
symmetry as presented in Section 4,5.1 of the W\STRAN Theoretical Nanuill (Reference 2) 
is summarized in this section. 
n U 1.2.1 Equations of r'lotion 
IT 
tl 
The complete structure consists of i~ identical sectors. The displacement at 
any grid point in any sector can be expressed in ani body-fixed coordinate system 
as a combination of: 
1) the steady displa~cment due to the stcady rotation of the structure, lind 
2) the vibratory dis;:>lace:nent (sup2rposed on the stci1dyd'jc;piacement) due to 
the vibrlltory excitation prodded by the direct1y applied loads lind base 
acce1eration. 
1.1 



































The vibratory reslJonsr:: of I'otatir.g cyc'lic structures may be determined by 
this nm" capability. 
As s hm·m in Reference 1. the equations of forced response can be written as 
Mn~n + Bn~n + Knu n :: pn _ M~~ • n = 1. 2 •.•.• N. (1) 
For the nth cyclic sector, un represents the vibratory degrees of freedom; 
Hn. an and Kn represent its mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively; 
pn represents the di rectly applied loads on un, and -f4~R ,'epr€!sents the i ncrti ai 
loads on un du:! to base acceleration R. The damping matrix /3n consi<:ts of the 
viscous and structural d~mping, and the contribution due to the Coriolis 
acceleration, i.e., 
nn :: Bn. + 2Wn 
V1SCOUS. /. COI'lol is' (2) 
structural 
with n as the (constunt) ,'otational speed. The stiffness i:1::lt:'~;-: Kfl cC;i:;ists of 
elastic and differential stiffness together \.,rith the contribution d!1[O to t!.t 
centripetal accelei'at1on. i .8., 
The derivaticn of tile coefficient matrices gr~ . _. L.::;r'1oJ',S' ,.n and Nn? '-'centripeta 1 '-
is given in Referer_:e 1. 
EquaUor:s CI) supplemented by the inter-5£gr.t2n!. bounda:"y cotnpatibi1it.y 
conditior.s (S~ction 4.5. 1. Reference 2). 
n+ 1 n -, 2 Us ide 1 = Lis i de 2' n - i, , ... , N, 
completely describe the vibratory forced motion of the mtating cyclic 
structure. 
1.2.2 Method of Solution 
(4 ) 
The method of solution of equations (1) consists of four principal steps: 
1) Transformation of appl-ied loads to frequency-dependent circumferential 
harmoni c components. 
2) Application of cil'cu;r.f(!l'entiill hJrrnonic-dependent -inter-segment 
compatib il Hy COliS tt'ai !lts. 









. "." • ~, ~, "". ~ .~ "tf:'" 
(J~~~":t:;.};!/".L pt\{?~: [:J 
:~~:.~ ;~":f:<)r~ QU:\Lr~--~; 
4) Recovery of fr equelicy-d;:;i)Cndf:ni.. r2sponse (d~ sp 1 aCei7IGnts, stresses, 1 cads, 
etc.) in various sGgsents of the total structure. 
An overall flowchart outlining the solution algorithm is shown in Figure 1. 
1. Transformation of Apo1 ied loads 
The transfon1wtion to frequency-dependent circumferential harmonic com-
ponents depends on the form in 1':l1icl1 the excitation is Spt:cified by the user. 
The follo\'dng options ,Ire r.:ade availab1e in the present capilbil ity to specify 
the form of excitation due to the directiy applied loads and base acceleriltion 
loads: 
Directly app1ied loads specified as: 
- periodic functions of time on various segments 
- periodic functions of time for various circumferential harmonic indices 
- functions of frequency on various segments 
functions of frequency for various circumferelltial hamonic indices. 
Base ac~e1eration specified as: 
- function of frequeiicy for circumferential hal"fiIonic indices 0 (axial) 
and 1 (lateral). 
Details of each of the above five loading conditions are as follows. 
Directly appl ied loads (segmeflt-~(~ndent and periodic in time) 
If pn represents a genera1 periodic load on sector n specified as a func-
tion of time at r1 equally ~1(\ced instances of time ~r period (Figure 2), 
the load at mth time instant can be written as 
m -0 '~L r-X.c 
pn = pn + I ~)n cos(m-l 2b) 
p,= 1 
(5) 
m=1,2, •.•• N 
\·,here b = 2i;/I·1, 2'l :: (r-!-l )/2 for odd N, tL = (f·1-2)/2 for even f1. The 1 dst 
H'li! 
term in equation (5) exists only when M is even. The coeffi:icnts ;n~ 
("£11 = OJ X.c, Zs, 1:.=1,2, •••• x. l ; M/2) in equation (3) are inciependent of 
time, and are defined by the relations 
-0 M m 
pn = 1. I pn 
N m=ol 






-~c ": 1 2 r'l pn :: M L pi! : c. ~ (~j:·'Y'.;:.b ) ? 101=1 
-£'5 m (1'.=1 , 2, ••• t J?L) 
pn 2 H on 1. t"'':. C;~,-T"'lh" (}'~ld .- t1 I .;) t i1 01'" i J_U ) , m=l 
(6 Contd.) 
(1': c'/en only) (£=/-1/2). 
ClOIl 
- f" Each of the coefficient vectors p I on the left hand sides of equations 
(6) can fuy'ther be expandG<.l in <J c i rcumferenti <11 (tl"UnCa ted) Four~ er seri es 
(7) 
where n = 1, 2, ... , N 1 II .Ii," = 0; tc, Q.s , ~ = 1. 2. ... , 9.L ; ~1/2 
a = 2n/N 
J 
(8) 
kl = (N-l}/2 for N odd 
kL=(N-2)/2 for N even. 
The last term in equation (i) Qxists only when 1'1 ;s even. The Fourier 
_IIQ." 
"k" coefficients P ("k"::: 0; kc. ks, k == 1, 2, .•. , kL ; t1l2) in equation (7) 
do not vary from sector to sector, and are defined by 
-119 .. " N _"£" pD 
= 
1 )" pn N ~=1 
(k = o) 
_""" N Iv 
2 ') pll cos (r1=Tka) 
iT ii=l 





x.. P;$ 2 11 pn 
= IT \' sin (n-=1ka) , and '-n-;1 
11,.11 





-"kll The terms P (~111 = 0; lc, ~5) t = 1, 2, .•.• 1L; M/2 and "k" = G; kc, ks. 
k ::: 1. 2 •.•• > kL ; N/2) are th2 !!:Q:"!.~i2.!~1iG:! frequency-dependent circumferential 
harmonic components of the di:-cctiy ;.:r~;nC!d lOilds pW (m = 1. 2 ••••• !1 and n = 1. 
2, ••• , N). 
Directly applie rL loads (Circ'-',nf_:;rl~"!...iiaJ_~lll]l~onic-dependent and periodic in 
time) • 
Such loads can be represented as 
11: -0 
_111.'11 -"k" P , = p' + 
2, "-~-£c y.- p"k" 
t~l 
- £'5 l -~1/2 
--Hk" -- m-l-"k" 
cos(m:ri.b) + P sin (m-H.b~ + (-1)' P 
where m ::: 1, 2, •.• , M represent the time instances at which harmonic components 
"k" = 0; kc, ks, k = 1,2, .•. , kL; N!2 of directly applied loads are specifie:d. 
-"9." 
The coefficients p"k" on the right hand side of equation (10) are obtained 
using equations (6) with sectOl" nUr:1ber n replaced by harmonic number "k". 
Directly applied loads lliequency-and segment-dependent) 
This type of loads can be represented as 
_" 2" _II£,II -"p," 
(10) 
(_l)n-l pN/2 (11 ) 
where "£" (=1,2, .•.• F) now r"epreser.ts the frequencies at \·/hich excitation ;'; 
specified. The transformed frequency-dependent c~rcumferential harm~nic components 
_" til 
-Hk" P ("k" = 0; kc, ks. k = 1,2 ••.• , kL; fl/2) are obtained using equations (9) 
\·!ith II 9," as defined above. 
Directly appl ied loads \fre~ncy- and circumferential hamonic-derendent) 
These loads are the transfor~ed fr2quency-dependent circumferential harmonic 
11.111-
comflonents p-"k" ("k" "0; kc, ks. k = 1,2, ... , kL; N/2) \'lith "£" (=1, 2, .•. , F) 
representing the various frequencies at which the directly applied loads are 
specified. 
Base acceleration (f"egu~~cy_- ctnd cit"cumferential harr.lOnic-dep_endent) 
In Reference 1. it is shm·;r. thilt the ccmponents of thE; translational base 














Axial component contrib~!'~C:::; to P" ~Jhi;r2 "r<" :: 0, Gnd ".t" I"epl'escnts the 
2. 
specified excitation frequcnci:25'_';y,1i 
_ .. "kit 
Lateral components contribute to P wh~re "k" :: 1c and ls, and "1" re-
presents the effectiv(;- t::):c-itatiol. fI'2,-!ub',cies ~·,hich are shifted from the 
specified frequencies by :~ I'?, HI':: rct'lti:mal frequency. 
base acceleration vector R as The user specifies th~ corep9nents of the 
functions of frequency. The program computes 
forms them to appropriate frequency-dependent 
n" the inertial loads -M2R and trans-
circumferential harmonic components. 
2. Appl ication of Inter-Seg:ilent Compatibi} it)' Constraints 
As shown in Section 4.5.1 of Reference 2, equations (4) are used to derive 
the compatibil ity conditions rele.ting the circur.lferential hanncnic component 
degrees of freedom on the t't/O sides of a rotationally cyel ic sector: 
side 2 side 1 
----
if :: UO (k :: 0) 2 1 
j}c :: ukc cos (ka) ,\. uks sin(ka) t 2 1 . 1 :: 1 , " .•.• kL) 
r 
(12) r t:., I· S Ltc -ks il' = sin(ka) + 1I1 cos(ka) 2 - 1 
and tlV2 :: -N/2 (k ;: il/2) 2 -u l ) 
In order to apply these constraint rei3tion5hips for any given harmonic k, 
an independent set uK consisting of the circumferential hamonic component 
(cosine and sine) degrees of freedom fl' om the interior aod side 1 of the cyel ic 
sector is defined. uK is selected from the 'anal,Ysis' set degre~s of freedom. 
and is ~efined as 
-kc u and ) 
-ku c and -ku s eacll cont.a,' I'. a-ll ( d ') t' I 1 ., t d . of ' ,an onl! ne ana.YS1S 5e egrees 
(13) 
freedom from the interior and bottl sides of th~ cycl ic sector. Equations (12.) 
are used to define som~ of the elements of the transformJtion matrices GCk and 








C;~\'.;i;'.'i.L P:~'l~~ id 
OF ?CtJR QUALITY 
--' For a given harmonic k. the 1iTCr'Q0uctior. of Ul' In the equations of motion, 
(1), results ill the trar.sfor!~,~oj:~qU:ltiC'7~~ (If I;"::)t.ion (Reference 3) 
_~ v".K I.I·.V "V -1/ W'li + B"I.? + ~l?' ~. p~ (14) 
where w< GT Hn ,.. + T l,n Gs" = uck G<"k 'I c l ' .- "', h 
BK = T Qn Gr. l. ~T r,n " Gcl~ l. + l1sk u \';sk , ~" (15 ) 
....K T KI'I T Kn K - G~k GCk t GSk Gs :- , and 
K GT pkc G T pi<s P = + ck sk J 
As discussed in sUbsection 1 of SQction 1.2.2, pkc and pks are tlie transfo"'!!:ed 
frequency-dependent circumferential harm'Jnic components of tne directly applied .... l1d 
base acceleration loads. 
At any excitation frequency 0J~, let 
v ". ~t pt' = "'pf\e 1W ilnd accordingiy, } 
Equation (14) can be r~written as 
~ 16) 
=K =K 
where P and u are complex quantities. 
(17) 
The ~xcitation frequency w~ is given by 
(18 ) 
'" w±n for lateral base accelerdtio~ loads. 
w~ = W for ill1 directly applied Jnd axial t ~e acceleration} 
loads, ilnd 
Equation (17) is solved for ~K for all ~xcitatiorl frequencies and !ll hdrmonics 
as specified by the user. Ti:e cosine and sine l1amonil.: cUITiponents of displacer.ent:; 
are recovered using equations (13). 
This step is ccrriej out only Hhcn the appiied loads ,,\i'e specified on the 
various SEsments of the ~ornplete structure. 
1.7 
I \:! f1 [j I r' 
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For loads specifiEd as ftmctions of time, equation (7) is used to obtain tiie 
-"£" 
displacements un in 'furious se~i:j~i1ts ;rith "Q," = 0; te, £5, R. = 1, 2, .•.• Zmax' 
The circumferential hc:'mr.ic k is vZlI'icd fl'cm k
min to kOla,,' The user specifies 
£max' kmin and kmax ' 
For loads specified 
obtain the displacements 
excitation frequencies. 
fi ed Kmi n to kmax ' 
t\s fllnct10f1S Qf frequency, equation (ll) is used to 
_il{'U . 
n'~ -in vJrio~s seoments Wi~:i ">',' representing the u ~ 
The circumferential harmonic is 1aried from user speci-
The recovcry of othcr responses such as stresses, internal forces, etc., is 
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Figure 2: Directly Applied Periodic Loads Sp~cified as 
Functions of Time 
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FORCED VIBRAn01~ f..N!\L'iSIS Or ROTATING CYCLIC STRUCTURES 
2.1 Introduction 
Forced vibration analysis of cyclic structures rotating about their axis of 
sy~~etry can be conducted using this capability. An extensive package of ALTERs 
'including new Functional Nodules and PtlRAt1eters has been developed 'and used to 
modify the existing Displacement Approach Rigid Format 8 (Direct Frequency and 
Random Response), Series R, in NASTRAN Level 17.7. Example 2 of the Demonstration 
Manual (Section 4) illustrates the use of this ALTER packagei The Theoretical 
and Prograr.1ffier I s !1anual s are descri bed in Secti ons and 3, respecti vcly. 
2.2 flASTRAN Model 
The use," models one rotationally cyclic sector (segment) of the entire 
structure as shown by the l2-biaded disc example in Figure 1. All NASTRAN 
coordinate systems (baSic, location and displacement) are considered fixed to 
the rotating structure. The only additional requirement is that the X-axis of 
the basic coordinate sy~tem be coincident with the axis of rotation. A positive 
value of the rotational speed (PARAM RPSj indicates a clockwise sense of rotation 
when the structure is viewed at in the positive basic X direction. 
Except for the special features discussed in this section, the genera1 
rules of modelling rotationally cyclic structures in NASTRAN (e.g. CYJOIN, 
NSEGS, etc.) have been maintained. 
The rotating structure can be loaded with steady-state sinusoidal or general 
periodic loads classified as : 
1. directly applied loads moving with the structure, and 
2 .. inertial loads due to the translational acceleration of the axis of 
rotation ('base' acceleration). 
The sinusoidal loads are specified as functions of frequency lIsing the 
RLOADi .bulk data cards. The general periodic loads are specified as functions 
of time using the TLOADi bulk data cards. 
The following notes apply when using TLOADi bulk data cards: 
l. 
2. 
Time delay T Must be set to zero. 
In conjunction with the TSTEP bulk data card, TLOADi information is 
used to discretely defir.e P(t) at /,1 time instances as pR or p,W, 
(m ~ 1, 2 •... , M). as discussed in Section 1.2.2 of the Theoretical 
2.1 
U r·lanua 1. 
N(l) of TSTEP bulk data card = M-2 
U DTO) of TSTEP bul k data cal'd = (T2 - T1 )/r4 
"3. pet) is defined in the interval [Tl. T21 with (T2 - T1) as the period. 
4. Only one physical TSTEP bu1 k data card is allowed, i.e. continuation of 
the TSTEP card is not permitted. 
The follow-ing options are provided to specify the fOl-1O of excitation: 
Directly appli~d loads specified as: 
- periodic funct"ions of time on various segments (PARAM CYClO = +1) 
periodic functions of tir:Je for various circumferential harmonic indices 
(PARAH CYCIO = -1)" 
functions of frequency on various segr.1ents (PARA!,: CYCIO = +1) f 
functions of frequency for various circumferential hamonic indices 
(PARAH CYCIO ;0 -1) 
Base acceleration specified as: 
- function of ft'equency for circur.1ferential harmonic indices 0 (axial) 
and 1 (lateral) (PARAM CYClO = -1) 
The base acceleration refers to the translational acceleration of the axis 
of rotation, and is specified in an inertial coordinate system. The user defines 
a rectangular inertial coordinate system \·lith its X-axis parallel to and in the 
direction of the basic X axis, as shown in Figure 1. The definition of this 
inertial system, otherwise, is arbitrary. The user specifies the X. Y, Z com-" 
ponents (magnitude and phase) of the base acceleration vector as functions of 
frequency on TABLEDi bulk data cards. The use of these tables is activated by 
the PAKAMs BXTID. BXPTID, SYTID, BYPTID, BZTID and SZPTID. 
The user is provided with 1.'tlO options to include damping by specifying the 
form of the matrices Kdoj • Bdd and Hdd in the Functional module GKAD as per 
equations 16 through 21, pages 9.3-7 and 9.3-3, Section 9.3.3 of the NASTRAN 
Level 17.7 Theoretical l1anual. The PARAMeters GKAO and LGKAD have been defined 
for this purpose. 
Section 2.4.4 of this manual describes all the PI\RANeters applicable \'lith 
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2.3 Subcase Definitions 
The PARAf.1eters CYCIO (:::±1) and KHAX bO.~NSEGS/2 for even tlSEGS. ~(fISEGS-1)/2 
for odd NSEGS) determine the number. ordet and meaning of subcases as follm'ls: 
CYCIO=+l 
The number of 5ubca5GS is equal to NSEGS. independent of KHAX. 
CYCIO=-l 
SUBC,'l,SE 1 (SEG11ErlT NO.1) 
SUB CASE 2 (SEGMENT NO.2) 
SUBCASE NSEGS (SEGMENT NO. NSEGS) 
The number of subcases is equal to FYJ1AX. where 
FKHAX = 1. if !<!~.AX = O • 
.. 1 + 2 • K11l\X. if 0< Kr·1AXd NSEGS-l) /2. NSEGS odd. 
= 1 + 2· VJ1AX, if 0<KMAX~(NSEGS-2)/2 NSEGS even, and 
= NSEGS. ,if I'J~AX = NSEGS/2. NSEGS even. 
SUBCASE 1 ( I k' = 0) 
SUB CASE 2 ( 'k' .. lc) 
SUB LASE 3 ( 'k' = ls) 
SUBCASE 4 ( , k' = 2c) 
SUB CASE 5 ( , k' = 2s) 
.. 
SUBCASE FKMAX ('k' = K11AX~) 
In the event that tlSEGS is even and YJ1AX = rISEGS/2. Subcase FKf.1AX wi 11 
represent 'k' = KHAXc as KM"\Xs does not exist. 
Directly applied loads on various segments (CYCIO=~l) or their circumferential 
harmonic components (CYCIO=-l) are specified under the appropriate subcases. 
With RLOADi bulk data cards, nul I loads need not be specified by the uset'. With 
TLOADi bulk data cards. the user is required to provid~ information tn generate 
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Base acceleration is included only when CYCIO=-l. Based on the activating 
PARJlJ.!eters I3XTID etc .• thE> corresponding inertial loads are interna1ly calculated 

















Disc in VZ. plane 
Segment 8 . 
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2.4 RiQid For~at Descriotion 
2.4.1 Rfgi~ormat Alters to Oi5Pl~cerr~nt SOL a 
~~i"'iji"5S~5~i~SJ~ibt~SSlS'i~I~I'£$$Si$S)'S~~~~b!"i'S£$$ii5$ii$'~i'$ 
! - :. 




!. FuR/JeSt: - TLl M(:LJlfY CHI.; OIRE(.r fRt~UENCY ANIj RAfl.iJOH RESPUNSl R,GlC $ 
, tUkHAI TC ~hAtlLE IH~ USEk TG P~RF~KM A FCkCEU Vi8RATI~N S 
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1. SOL E 
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1. ALL SPC A~D ~PL CGNSIRAINT~ MLST 6~ AauVE IH~ SUbLAS~ lEV~l. 
.2. U TII~K F"i:(.;U!:NCY L..k 1 STt? MUST BE SHtCT£:.:: ANJ t~U~T B£ AtklVE 
lHL SUUL.ASl: Lt.VEL. 
~. If SlLELTtU, ~hl~utN~Y MUSr ~E USEU TL SELECT U~E ANu CNlY 
~Nt: ~~E~. ~kf~1 ,~ FKEW~ CA~U ~HLM lHE BUL~ OATA DELK ANU 
MUSl HE UE~I~~DAbGVE THL SUOCASt LEVEL. 
~. IF SLllCr£U, TSILP MJST UE USEU r~ ~ELECT THE TIMl-STEPS T~ BL 
USb) rG/\ LiiAL Dlf-lNITICN ANi) MUST er. lJEf-l~F.U AiJOVE ThE. SUuCASl 
LE'vEl. 
;,. Ulkr.c.r l,4P\il l:04lI<1I:.ES ARE N.Jf AlLLI-ILD. 
o. O~REUUENCY ~u~T NuT Ut USlU. 
7. A Sd'At<Al.:. GKl;UP OF SUuC/lScS MI,;ST t:L 1..l:F-{,\LL f-~K tACH SYMi-ltTK1G 
S[CM(/Ii T. 
e. ULLAU MuST b( USlu TL QtFl~E A Fkt~UEhLY CR TIME-UEPENLENT 
LlJAtJ !:~G LuND IT IIJIJ fuR. EACH SutlCASE. 
~Uk rRl~~lNCY-UtPtNUlNT LeADS. ~UuCASE~ ~lTHCJr LOADS N[~D NGT 
RlF-ER TO A ~LCAU CAktJ. 
~Ok TlhE-VEPlNUtNI LGAuS, SUdCAStS ~lTHUUl LCAUS NU~T REFER TO 
A ~LG~G LhKO IHAT GENEkAT~S A NULL lGAD. -
'J. AI'~ AL TbUiATl lUAUlhL> l"iE-:THCO 15 TO IJEi-HJf: A SEI'A"ATE Gi<uUP Cf 
~lifiC/~')[S HJf.. u.LH hARHuNI~ INDeX, K. ItiE PA/i.tU'UEK <-Y(.W IS 
IN~LLUEU t~V THl lUA0 ~GMPGNtNlS FLR tACH INOLA Akl UEFI~lO 
OiRELTlY hUl1lN tt-Cl' ukOUP FUR iNt. VAKIGl./S LU;llJlI~(j LUNDll II.;r.S. 
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SUPORl 3ULil. DATA CA:~ll $ ARE NOT ALLL~EU. 
EPUINT BULK UAIA LAKDS ARt NUT ALLl:WED. 
spa I/\/T bULK UA 11<. CAklJ S A Rl; NO r ALLGnE:D. 
CY",OlN BULK vA TA (.AIW S ARE HE(JUlkEO. 
If A ISH:t' .CARD IS USED THEN iT MUST NUT uE CUNTINJE:u SINCE 
ONLY ONE LNIFCRH r IHE SlEP INTERVAL NU~T llE SPI:.(.IFI f;O. 
THl 51< I!> l-Ar.TUR fUK CUIPL;h NC. lit .. TH[ 1 S TE:P CMW MUST Bt: 1. 








1. RP S 
J. dJ<TW 
dYfl:) 
fiL T I 0 
IjXflTiLl 
- KEIJUlftEl) - HIE !NTtGtK VALUE: Of THIS PARM~ETE:R 
l~ THE: NUMBER G~ IUE~TICAL ~EGM~~TS IN THE 
STRUCTURAL MUUEL. 
- REQUIRtJ - THE: INl~~ER VALU~ UF THIS PARAMiTtR 
SPE{.lFIES THE FOi<1-l ;jF ThE lr-;PllT AND (JJIPUT {jATA. 
A VALUE bF ~l IS USED TO SPlCIFY PHYSICA( StGMENT 
RlPRESENTATILN. A VALUE CF -1 1~ USED TU SPECIfY 
LYCLIC TRANS~CKMATI0N HEPkESENTATIUN. THtkE IS ~~ 
uEfAULT, A VALUE ~~ST ~E INPUT. 
- ~IAEu - THE INTcuER VALUE OF THIS PARA~tTEK 
$PECIFIE:i THE PkGCf:DUHE: FOk SE~tJf.NCING iHE 
EUJATI0NS LN THE ~ULUrlCN SLT. lHE VALUECF THIS 
PA~AMETt~ HAS dtEN SET to -1 Te SPECIfY 
ALTE:RhATIN~ COSINE A~U SlNE: TlRM5. 
- FIXED - THE uLU ~ALUE OF TH{~ PAKAMtl~~ 
IJI:fLI'f.S THe TYPE GF CYCLlC SYMMET~Y. THt VALUe 
Of 1I1l!:l PJ\kAME fER HAS BEE~ SEf T C -KUT- FUR 
K~THTIGNAL SY~MET~Y. 
- Rc~~lREu - THE I N r£(;~:1< VALUi: OF THIS PARAMET ER 
SPE~IFIlS THEHAXIMUM V~LUE GF THE HAhMGNIG 
l:~t.JEX. IdEti.E IS NG IlEFAULT H1R. THIS P~kAMETER. 
THE HAAIHUM VAL~E IrlAT L~~ be SPECIFIlU IS ~S~(;S/2 
GPl1~HAL - THE {HTLGER VALUE OF THIS PARAMETER 
SPEl.IFI£S Thl MLh!r1UM vALUE ,;;.: lHE I1ARI1CI';IC 
l~[jl:X Te BE: UScu If. THt: SOLUTICi't LUlIP. KMIt-, CAN' 
!::vuAL KMAX. Tlit: uEf- AlIL T VALuE 1::' o. 
UPTLGI\!\l - TttE Ii'H£\~ER VALUE LF HI!:) P/-\KAMHLR 
:)I-ELlFLES HiE MAXli'lLM TiME hAR/I'.,j!\IC INIlEX. THE 
iJEFAUlT VALUE IS NTS[~PS/2. ~HEkE I';TSTlPS EWIlAL~ 
~ (FROM ISltr CAHIl} ~~US 2. 
- FIXEO - lHl INTtG~R ~4LUE L~ THI~ PAR'MfILR 
IS flil f\UMLH:K rJF L(",~GlN(j LCt-.uITIuNS. THL V,,\LU( 
UF JlilS t'AI,AHElf:k IS INI!:KNALLY CALCJlAT"!:U. 
- UI'T{LNAL - THE Rlt.l. VALUt: Cf THb PAK'\MEH:~ 
UlFINtS lH~ ~GrATILNAl SP~~C LF ThE STRUCTURE 
IN I(EVGLdICNS PeR ut\IJ TlML. r~t. DEfl~uLT VALUE 
l!l J.C • 
UPT1UtML - jHE POSITIVE INTlCEf{ VALUeS OF rHESl 
PAK.H\t: TEK.~ UEF 1 NE THE Sf: i LUua IF ItA! I Uti NU,\lbt:k:> 
Ufo fHE TAULEuI tiULK uATA CAkUS \1HICIi UEFINE THE 
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eF ?GOi'"4 Q''JALITf. 
NASTr{J'.N t X E cur I V E CUI'.Tf'Ol DEl. K. E C H 0 
dYPTIU TAuLES k~~tRlU 10 oV ~Xl'U. dVTIJ A~u 8lTIU 
dZ~TIO DtFINt MAGNITUJt(LT-2J AND THE TABLES kEFE~lD 10 
dY BXPTIU. bYPTIU AND ~lPTIC ~tfINE PrlASE(UEGR~E). 
IHl ~EfALLr ~ALUES ARE -1 Whl~H ~EANS lHAI lH~ 
~ES~E~TIVE l[RMS A~E IG~GREU. 
K .• NO~PRT - OfTIGNAL - AN INTEGlR VALUE ~f &1 fOR THIS 
PAKAME:.T£I( Hill CAUSl:: THt (.U,..KENT Hi\KNONIC Irlu(X~' 
KINut~. TU UE PRINTED AT THt TOP OF THi HARMO~IL 
LuOP. THE uEFALLT VALUE IS ~l. 
L. GRUPNI OPTIONAL - ~ PlSITIVl INTEGER VALUE OF ThIS 
PAk~~ETcR ~!LL CAUSE ThE GRlJ PLINT ~EIGHT 
G£:NEkATGR TU ilc E;(E<"UJE~ AN~ THE HESJLTH~I.J "'E:luH' 
6AlANCE INFLKMAT!Ch TO HE ~KINTEO. UifAUlT IS -1. 
M.~rHASS - ~~T'ONAL - lHE TEkM~ Of THE STRUCTURAL HAS~ 
HATrtIX Ala: 14l.LilFLll:D BY THE HEI\L VALUE OF THLS 
PAKA~Er~R ~HEN THEY ARE GE~[RATtU IN tM~. TH~ 
l) 1: F A ul TiS 1. 0 • 
N. CUJ~MASS - fl~EO - ~NLY lUMPlD MASS ~AIHI<..ES MUST dE USEU. 
u. G~AD - GPilLNAL - THE BCU vALUE LF fHIS PAKAHElc~ IS 
JS~D TU TELL THE GKAU MLJULE TH~ DESIKlD F~kM OF 
MAT~ll~S KUU~ tiU~ ANU ~u~. T~E dCU VALUE CAN 6E 
FR[~KESP Gk TRA~RESP. ThE DE~AUlT IS TKANRiSP. 
~GTL - RlMEM8~K TC 0lfiNE PAkA~l:rEkS G. w3 AN~ W4. 
~L[ ~ECTICN ~.3.j (UIRlCT UY~AMIC MA1KIX 
ASSEHlJU) PA::;lS 'J.3-7 Af\O ~.3-d Uf- THE 
NASTRAN THEGRETILAL HAN~Al. 
iJ. L !.>I\AU - UP TI CNAl - THE lIHE~Ek V,'\LUE OF ilil S PAI{At1t:T lK 
IS USEU H. CLNJl.iNCllU .. hITH PARM~Ht_H. IjK~D. IF 
l>KAtJ =FKLORE SP ThEN .}[T LG"AtJ= 1. ll- Gr,Au=T /{At~KcSP 
IHEi~ ScT LGKAU=-l. lHE VLFAl1LT VALUE IS -1. 
~. G ~PT!UN~l - THE R(Al VALUt Gr THlS PARAMETER IS 
USbD AS A UNIFORM ~TkULIUKAl UAMPING CGcFFL<..IENT 
IN Tht DIRECT FCKMULATICN UF DYN~~ILS PKOULEMS. 
R. rl3 - UPTLCNAL - Inl REAL \~lUE l~ THIS PAKAMETtH [S 
UStU A~ A PlvGTAl FkE~UE~CY FC~ UNIFGKM STkU'TUAL 
lU.i~PLtJ~ It- PARANl:TU. uKAJ=TaANRt:SP. lt~ THIS C~~l 
W) 1$ KE~Ulk~J [f U~lfUkSED ~TRu<..TJAL JAMPING [$ 
UESl~l:D~ THe Ol:FALlI VALUE IS 0.0 • 
~. 11'1 LPl10NAl - THi RtAL VAL'JE CI- THr~ PAMM1ETE~ IS 
u~cu AS :... ~l IJGTAl ffU.l.JutNCY I-LK ELE1-IEiH STKUCTUAL 
ut.MPING If PAkAMETtk G,~"\il::TKAl~Rt:';P. IN TtHS CASE 
h4 LS KtWUIRlU IF STgUCTUAl UAMP[NG Is DESIRtU I-OK 
AI~Y GF HiE STI\lJ£.TUAL HtMEt\j:i. DEFAULT IS 0.(,. 
li'$I~~.$£'$ii$~$~'~£l~t~$$}~$i$i$SSili$~'t61$$!i~iSS.£i~li1$S$$~i'Si~ti . 
1 
i: ht.:r~.'.,{1\ S' -
i 1. THl A,'';\LYSLi ~~!LL L.JCf' Tdf..U i~ f\A:-"I..~E Cf· TIiL CYLlll. Lh()t;X, 
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. OF POOR QUALlI"V 
l A E CUT l VEL 0 N r R 0 L () E C. K 
i$r'J.~$$$$i~$'5'1$~~~~.~"$SSS$SS'5~~$$$iS'$$$~~ii'$$$S$S$i$$$$15$'$$~S 
ALT~R 3 S . 
FILe . UXVf=APPtND/PDr=A~p~ND/PO=AP~~ND $ 
$ Pt,i{'=Gti.i'1 WITIAl li~Kurt CIIECKS uN NSEGS AND KHAX. 
CG~.U ~kKLRC1.rJSt:lJ~ 3. If USER liAS NOl SPE~If-lEf) N:>EGS. 
l.(.f,U £:;1\j{lJ/-(CL ,KIMX to. IF LSE.-.. I-!t~S NUT SP~CIFI t:Lj KMAX. 
PARM·I //C.tJ,EU /V,N,C'fLlOl:RR /VI/Y,l.YCIU=G li .• N,O .$ 
t.GNU ctH{GRC.l~l,Yl.WlHR 1> IF USER BAS Nor SPEl.1FIED CYCIIJ. 
PAkAM IIC,~,Dl~ /~,N,~SEG2 IV,V.NSEGS IC,N,l$ NSEG2 = ~SEGSI2 
PARAM IIC,N,SUB IVt~tKMAXERR IV.N.NSEG2 IV9Y.KMA~ $ 
l.Ch~ L~RGKC1,KMA~EKk ~ tF KNAX .GT. NSEGS/2 
$ StT GEFALLIS FOR PARAMETtKS •. 
PAkAM IIC,N,NUP Iv.y,~GKPKT=&l IV.Y,LGKAG=-l $ 
~ l.~Ll.~lATl ~~EGA. 20UME~A ~NO OHEGA**2 ~RUM RPS. 5~T DEFA~LT hPS. 
PA~AhK IIC,~,MP~ I~,~,GME~A IV.Y.RPS~O.O IL,N.b.2a31a~ , 
t'AKAt-Ir. 11~.I~,t·IPY lv.N.0!4r:GA2 IC.f\.2.0 IV.il.LiMEGA .£ 
PARAMR IIG,W,MPY ;v.~,OMEGA~UR Iv,N.CME~A IV,~,LM~GA $ 
5 L~htkATt N~KPS FLAG If KPSIS lERO. 
PAK~MK Ilc,~,E~ Ilv,Y~~PS IC.N.C.O IIIIV,~,NOKPS 5 
~ MAKl SURE tUuPlE~ kA~SES HAVE NGT ~EEN REC0EST~U. 
PAkAM Ile.H.NUT /v.N.N0LUMP IV.y,CCUPMASS~-l $ 
CG~U l~R~KC2.NOlLMP • 
~lfb~ d.Zl 'f> Auij SLT TO CUTPuT Fljk TRLG. 
~p3 ~EUM3,Ew~Xlf\,utuM2 I ~LT.GPTI I V.N.NOGRAV $ 
C~KPNr SlT.GPrl $ 
Al Ilk d .l> 
J, SW(..l ~ULT IPlt ~ONSTh .. dNTS ARE NuT ALLU,~EiJ LXEC.UTE uP4 NU,.; SO THAT 
f. ~~Ul\£ tRRGR LhlC",S LAr. uE HAUE BEFOl<E HEMEt-.J Ga.ERAI ION. 
~ Au~ YS Ntl0~~ fGR P~f r.~~CVERY IN ~SGl. 
P~KAM IIL,N,MPr /~,N.NSKIP IC.~,O IC.N,O S 
G~~ l.AS[~L.GEuM4.t~(XINJ~PUTtB~P~T.tSTH/kG.YS.USET'ASET/V,~,LUSETI 
S,~,MPCFL/S,NtMPC~2/S.NtSrNGLE/S.NtO~LrIS.N.K~ACT/S*~.N~KIPI 
S ,;'-J ,i{ E P l A TIS ,t~ • NO 51: 1/ ~. t., fj CL I S 'l~ .I~D AI C. Y • AS E T LU r IS, Y , A'JTl.$P C l> 
PU Rl1(l.H t CMi.JI,~I?l.I· 1/ til" tiCD / Ct·' I T 11\1- ~ ,P Sf- ,Ct'CI S 1 NGL E: $ 
1..11"ProJl \.>1'1.~,·W,r'.u.l1G.lJGu,Kf-S.r'SF ,i.:PC,US£:;T,YS $ 
!> SUP-.J,(T bULK CAT.' IS .~uT AlllJhED. 
PM~AI'l /ICtl~tN(jT 1\,r~.KtAc.()ATA IV.1\.KEACT $ 
~G~U ~KRL~C.3t~EA~UArA ~ 
b tXL ... t.IELJPll NOh SU Lll£:CI\S LA~ dE IHIJi:. AClj IHl TLl ULlIPlJT uA1AJLllCKS. 
UPL. DYNAl-1LCS,liPL.Sll,UStf I liPL~.SllU,Ll:)I:T[;.TFPOlil,UlT,fJS;)L,fRl,. 
Tkl"E~LY~ J Vt~.LUStrIS,N,lUSE1~/V,N.NG1FL/S,N,NUULTI 
S ,I~ • t~L tl S Lill ~ ,N • • ,d cR l/ J, N f N[jfljLf- J I..) tN, NUT 1(1./ V, N, I"CE E sJl (.. i'lo I 
~,N.:~(JUE .j, 
$ XU~T HAVt ~ITHEh ~kL~ UK TSTEP bULK DATA. 
PO\~M', 11(.",/,AI"-ilj/V.N,FTt:KK IV.N,NurHl IV,N,r~CikL.t 
wr~o 
$ Gtil Y 
t'At< ... l-1l 
PAI~A"'l 
I:k~L~,~,fILkK i N8 fKEw Ll~ TSTlr dUl~ DATA. 
FI<I:",ULNCY UH T~IEP IS AllU"'£;[) IN THE LASE LCNfl{Cl 
CA~~CC 11C.,~.uTI IL,~rl I~,~,l~ IIV,~,Fk~~SET $ 
~~SL ... L 1/~,N,0rL I(..~,l IL.N,3d IIV,~.TIMESEr 5 
/I~,~,MPY /V,N,~~E~rl~E IV.N.fhE~SET IV.N,TIMESlf ~ 
2.9 
r 
























:;: POOR QU ... ,\LfiY 
N " S T f{ A I~ CON T R G L 
PARAM In,N,NUT /V,N.I:n:zWl.. IVtjhFREOTlt~E .£ 
tJM{Aj~ IIC.N,LI: /V,lhN(jFI~E~J /\I,i'hFREllS':T IL,N.O ~ 
PA[{AM //C,NtLt: IV,ruNUrH1ii l\i.i~~Hr:':':SET IC.N.O $ 
CGNU EI<IWI{Co,HEHt.l :) BOlH fHE:G AiW TSTl:fJ IN CASE Cur~TRf.JL Ol;CK. 
$ EPGl~T u~Lk DATA NUl ALLCW[O 
PARAH IICrh,~ur IV,N~~xTRAPTS IV.NeNOUE £ 
CUNC ERKGHC4,EXTk~prs $ 
$ Gwtl~~lt: DATA t-GR CYCT2 t"OOULEe 
GPCY~ - GEOM4,EUUYN,UStrU ICYCUU IVrNeCTYPt:=R~l ISv~.hGGU S 
LU\u EHRURCl ,NOGC $ 
lHI,Pta c y(.OC S 
AL Hk 3~ $ 
5 Pk(-PURGE DATA uL~L~S rriAT kill NUl HE ~E~lRATEU. 
PARAM 11',N,ilR IV t N9NGdH! IV,NfNOMG~ IV.N.NUkPS $ 
FUR~Lbl~G,MLuG I~OUMI ~ 
PJMGL M2G~,M2bA3EX~ IN~MGG $ 
AL T Et; .j~ 1> 
s' lL:~lI\AH D.HA oltJCI'.S FRlX, dlGG, MUi ... , t~2('G ANI) IlA.')luX. 
i LlNthATE P~RAMtTckS FKMAX AN~ ~L8ASEX. 
LU~HOUl ~ASl~L,~GPUr.LSTM,Oli,FkL,M~G., 1 FRLX,BIGG.MIGG, 







~L lU< l,Z 
V, Y .:lY T lU =-1I V, Y r GYP T1 0 =-11 V, Y • B LT 10=-11 
V,Y,OlPTI~=-l/StN.NUBASEX/V,N,N~FHEU/V.N.UM(GA $ 
fRLXIIL,N,P~tS~N~E 1IIIV,N,NGFRlX $ 
L!.lLfKlX,NLlf-ta.x .s. 
Fi<.L X, h{L ~ 
L bLrKLX $ 
~KL,dlGG,MLGG,M2~G,JASEXG i 
~ 
P~~A~ i/~,N,ADU IV,~,NCd~G IV,N,NUBMI IC,N,O' H~SET NOUGG. 
~l Hk ~;! $ 
$ I~LLEI 1~L. Allv A~[J K~G. 
~GND L~L1IA.~GBMl $ 
PJ~KMli< iIC,N,C(IMPlI:X /1 VtN,O~I:Gl\l / C.I'I,O.lJ I Y,N,('MPLXl !> 
P~hA~~ 11l..N.SLb / V.~,MCML~ASQ I ~.N.U.a I V.N.UMEGASOK $ 
PA~A~R /IL.N,CuMPLEA II V,~,MOHE6A5~ / L,~.u.O 1 V,N.CMPLX2 $ 
ALL ~~G.alG~ I U~Gl I C,N.(l.Q.J.O} I y,N,CMPLXl $ 
(~LIV dGG1,bGG $ 
AU( I\G~''''luu I KG6L I C,N,tl..O,O.O' 1 V,thCMPlY.2 ;£ 
E~~lV KlGl,KG~ $ 
l.HK~~T b~G,KLG I 
l#II::LL L '~L llA 
E C H 0 
JoL Tlk ~d. ~ 5 ~GIJ "t HJ~ 5 &lE/'j :-!O\'cU-UP. 
ALllH UU.u8 } LPL ~AS Ul[N MuvEu-UP. 





lIe .j~ ,M~[)/V.fHKUf:t<A/V.N.NCUE/V.t~.NOK2PP !. 
LGKAUI,L~K~G l ~RANLrl 1~ NGT FR~'klSP. 





O~~IGINAL ?f\GE iff 
r,:~ POOR QUAi.l1-V 






L (,1\ AU 1 !o 
H ,pp ,M2UO /NOA/o.ZE' P.H 2QD/f.,lG~VY.2rp r K200/NOA/ MAA,IfOU/ HUEHAI 
KAA t KOO/KDEKA i. 
_ ~2PP,M2PP,D2PP,K2C~tH2UUt62DO.KDD.~DO $ 
LGKAU2 $ 






ALT~k 118. SEl ALT~R Ll~ tUMMENT. 
LU~U LCKA03.LGKAD S URANCH IF NLT fRE~kESP. 
ALTLK 119 S SEE ALTER ll~ COMHENI. 
JU~P lCKAu~ ~ 
I. A E: f: l l (K A L1 J " 
lq~lV b20~.BOD/NuG~Dr/K2DD.MUJ/~OSIMP/~2DU,I\UO/KD(K2 S 
LActL lGKA04 $ 
AL 1Lk I~O, 123 ~ 
~ ~tk SuLufl0N LuGI~ 
$ ~LN~R~Tf TIM(-U~PtNUl~T lGAUS If T5iEPnAS RlQUE~rED IN CASE CUhTROl. 
LC~C LtLlkLlt~OTlME , 
;j, LUliP IH,{U All ~lJtl('ASES FuR- IHiE-IJEPENDfNT LOAUS. 
P~MAH IIC,N.hPY /~.~.RE~tArT IC.N~l IC,N.-l S 
P~h~H I/C,N,A~D /~~N,A~PFLG fe,N,1 /C,N.O $ I~ITIAlIlE FLR SOKI. 
JU~P lRLGLuOP $ 
LAl'(L TKlGLC,OP £, 
CASt t'$LCC.ICASEYY/G,N,TkAN/S,N,~~PEA1T/S,N,NOlUCPl $ 
ChKP~T CASLYY $ 
PAK~M I/~,N,MPY /V,N,NCOL IC.N,Q IC.~il $ 












L rlK? rn 
JUfP 
lADlL 
"PLTl,PD1,.TCLI V,N.~CStT/SfN,PUlPGu/V,N,NGGL $ 
lKL,POTl .. ", .... I ,POi, Iv,N,A?Pf'Li;/C.t-.,DYI\AMl<..S $ 
TRL,PiJl """'" I .PO , /v.r..APPFU;/C'~fOYI\AtJ,lCS s 
IIC.N,AUu 1~,N,APPfL~ IV,N.~PPFLG It,N,1 S APPFLG=APPFl~&l. 
TkL~uGNt,R~PtATT • 
Tf\L GLtJGP. lOe " 
U<RCt<) $ 
TkLGu(iNL 1-
PL; T) PU, TCJl $ 
?L.PJT/Pt-EPUO 1> 
., CT £ 
ILL •• ",,, I fKLl,fGlZ,KEChUEkl.,{LOWER2 .... I 
" , Y • i~ !:i [ (j S I V • Y • t Y ~ 1 G I ~ • Y • L N A}\ =-11 V • N • F K M A X I 
S,N,flMAX/s.~.NrsT~ps/S,~,NGkCl/~tN.~GRL2 1 
FKLl,F~l /1 ~ULl,FCL $ 
FRL.FGL.kEGKO~Kl.R~CRUE:R2 S 
L tiU,{1.2 ~ 
LuLIRLl ! 








































i\I A S T RAN 
CI~!G:!t\iAL. ~·:v.;~·::;, 
,OF POOR Q'UALIT" 
CON i R () t. DEC t. 
CASEXX,USETL.OL1.~Kl.G~UtGCDt~IT, I PPF,PSF,POF~FDL,PHFb~n / 
. CtN9JIRELi/V,N,f~EUY/C~NtFREO , 
E C H G 
L.Ct\.u LjjLfI~LX1,NUfkLX S lE1W ::Ur LOAD COll.HI~S IF FKlX wAS GfNf.~AiED. 
MPYAD PPF,PUlE~Ut I PPfX IC.N,Q S 
LyLIV PPFX,PPF $ 
LALl:.l LBLh{LXl S 
j, H;HI-l NUi LUAVS. 
(CN!.. LbL FRLl ,NUbAStX $ 
MPYAC M2~L,~A5lXG. I M2HASEX~ le.N.o s 
A~[ PP~,M2HASEx~ I PPFl IC.~,(1.0tO.O) 1~,No(-l.O~O.O' $ 
E~UIV PPfl,PPf ~ 
I.cr.l.J LeLt:.ASE.l.,NOSf:T.!t 
SS~2 U~E10~~Mu,YS,KFS.uOO.,PPF I ,PODUMl,PSF1,PDFl $ 
!:,.oiL{V "SFI,PSI- /I I'Ofl,PDF :-
lAtcL LUlBAStl $ 
lAetL LBLf~Ll $ 
t~~'V PPF.?u~/~OSlr ~ 
LHKP~l P~f,PSF,PDFtrOl ~ 
i LuA~S AKl FKEuUENL~-uEPE~UENT 
i Pl~FCKH CYCLIC lR~~~FLRM~T!aN Oh L~ADS If ~YCLC=&l. 
PARAHL P~F IIC,N,ThAll[k IC.~.l IV~NoPDFCOLS S 
~ LAL~LL~l~ lH£ NUM~LROF LUAUS feR eVLiG=-l. 
PARAM /IC,N,OlV IVtNf~LLAD IV,N.POFLOlS IV,N.FKMAX I NLUAU = NF/FKMAX 
l~L'v ~tFePXF/LYLIL $ 
CL~O LULPOONE,CYLIU L 
~ LALCULATl THE ~LM~lR CF LUAUS feR CYCIU=l. 
PA~~M IIC,N,UlV IV,H,NLCAU IV,~,POFCGLS IV,Y,NSEGS i hLQAu = Nf/NS~GS 
LYLll pef J PX~,~LYLFI IV.N.ClYVE JC.N.FGR~ IV,y,hSEGS=-l I 
V~Y.KMA~=-l I V,N,NlUAU IS,~,~~GG 6 
~Gt\.U lRROR~l,hUGU $ 
CI-KI"NT PJtF Jj 
JU~?LtiLPuGNt 5 
t.AHL LCLFKl2 $ 
* LUAJS A~E TIME-UEPlNutNI 
PA~AM IIC,N,NLT 1~.N,~UILYCIU /V,Y.GYCIU $ 




~LNU L&l~UIA,NGRll • 
M~YhJ I"Or.REOkJERl. I POrRil I t.N,O $ 
LA~tL lULRCIA ~ 
LYCrl PDT~ll I PXTKll.G~YLF2 IV.N.LTYPE/Lt~.FakE/V.N.N1Sr~~SI 
L.Gr.li 
~ h" t>.oJ r 








L tj L R () 2 A t NO I( C l r. 




























" , ,,_ ,,_. ' .. --. __ ,_ ... ___ "._, __ .. ' , __ '. _.J 






jl XF 1 $ 
U:lL TRl3 lo 
l UL TRL2 1. 
= t;l 
PDT,KlOHUtRl, I P~TRi2 I C,N,Q 5 
C'O N r R C l DEC K. E C 11 0 
$ CY~ [L; 
MPYAU 









p.\n~l2,1:i..IJI<u!:R2. / PXIR2./L,N,Q S 




<;Y C T 1 ,~XTk2 / P.\~l2,GCYCF4 I VtN,CTYPE/C,N.FORE/V,Y.NS~GS/V.Y.KMAX/ 
V.~.FLMAX/~.N,NJGC ~ 
CGNUE~~ukCl.NGGG $ 
c~ulV PI.FZ2,PXrl $ 
l.t-tI\PNT I-'XFl" 
LAUEL . LOLT~l3 i 
) '1ME-uEl-'tNuENT l~AUS ARE ~EAL. MAKE LOA0~ CUMPlEX TL CU~KESPON~ 
$ T~ FK!:CUENCY UtP~NUlNT (CAUS. ALSC SUR2 EXPECTS L~ACS TO BE tuHPLEX 
~ IN FK~~~lsr TYPl PKOtlltMS.' 
Lupr PXFl I PXF2 , CC~VEKr k!:AL PXF1 Te LOH~LEX rtF. 
A oJ r P x Fl. P X'" 2 I I"' X fIe • N " 0 • 5 • L • ll) Ie. I\; " 0 • 5 • -1. 0 J $ 
$ L[Fl~l NLOAD FGK LY~T~. 
~AHA~ IIC,~.AUU I~,~.~LU~D IV.~.fLMA~ IC.N.O S NLCAU = FLMA~ 
LAetL lULPDGN~ ~ 
P.\kAH 11 ... ,N,Al..tJ Iv.r~.Krr\DE'( Iv.Y.KMIN=\J IC9N.O) I1alTIALIlE KINLll:lI.. 
l 


















11~,N,AuJ IV,I\,~MLNl IV,Y.~HIN IL,N,-l I 
I-JUKt-: Il~l ,r<~ I ~L ~ 
IIL,N,AUu IV,N.K~INV IC.~.O IC,I\,Q I 
KH li'll-LUP 1 
t<M Ij~Ll.Uf' $ 
,-YCuLl" ,P~t" I"PKFl u I G,N,FLRE/V,Y.I\SE~:'I 
v.~,KMINV/V,N,CYSStW/v.N,~LCAU/S.N,N~GL $ 
I:RRCHCI ,.~nGC $ 
PKFl, I l.iI<VFl I l.,r .. .l0.0,O.lH .5 
CYCLtJ.,,;..KVFLtt /"UXVF .. / C.N.t3A(,K/V,Y,NSE~SI 
V,N,~Ml~v/v.~,l.Y'S~U/V,N,I\LLAU/S,I\,~GGC $ 
b~KLr<l.l ,I.'JGC ! 
IIC,N.AUU IV.N.~MINV Iv,~,KMINV le,N,1 $ 
",r·I!NL(JUI',KMIl\;l $ 
lWr<H lt~L ' :. 
IGPCYC $ 




























02~;~~'~;'.ij~ ..... t~'J:.·~;~ ;.: 
., .-" ;_..,-;0- . ..., ... 
'.I,", r'.r.);'1. QW\ln"Y 





NOKf'H T .NOI'PI{ T $ 
Ilt.N,Q IC.~sK'N~Er. $ 
N(;KPR i ~ 
CYCUU,KDU.MOU •• , IkKKF.MKKF.,. IC,N,FCHE/V,VoNSEGS I 
V ,N, 1\ I NOI: xl III N ,e fC Sf. y=-l1 V, N d,l{JAOI S ,f'4, NGGG $ 
~1{fWP.ll ,NUGC $ 
K.KKf,HKKF $ 






I/(.'I~,SYST IICt'-.,Sb /C,N.2 .$ METHOD 3T IN CYCT2 PROOU~ES 
LNOERFLU~S FeR PXF. ,USE M~THOD ~. 
l.'t'CiJU,dL;U"PXF,. IGKlU- .. PI~F,. / C,N.fLJRE/V.Y~r-.SEGSI 
V,N.KINUtX/~.N.CYCSEQ/V,N,NLGAU/StN,~CGC $ 
~AkA,., IIC,.".,SY!>f IIC-.N,SS 1L.,j~.U S RESET I~P\,AD t1~Hfl]l) r.;GNr~GL. 
,eND EKK~~Cl,~OGC $ 
LM~?~T HKKr,PKr S 
$ SLLlH IGN 
rRkU~ KKKf,~KK~,MKKf.,pr~,FOL / uKVF IC.N,O.O/C,N,O.O/C.N.-l.O ~ 
(,HKPNl I,)/\VF $ 




















(RRL~('l ,/'>eUGG $. 
IJXVF $ 
IIC,N,A~U 1~.~,KI~OEX/V,N,KINUEX/C.N,l ~ KINOEX = KINO~X & 1 
I/C,N,SLO /~,~,UU~t' I V~y,KMAX I V,N,KINDEX $ 
LLYC2,J~N~ I If KINDtX .610 ~MAX IHE~ EXlf 
TLP(.YL..ICC ~ . 
(f,iW,{ 3 :to 
d.vC2 ::. 
UXV~.UUVF I CYClu ~ 
UUVr $ 
lCYL.3,LY(.IU J; IF L.Y~LO .. GE. u THE,,, TKA!~$fuIHl Tu i>HYSICAL. 
UXVf .' Ui.JVr.vLYL.ut I V,N.(;TYPE/C,r..:.tiACKlv,Y.NSEG:)/V,Y.KMAXI 
v ,1'1: .r~L(JAJ j; 
uCVt- :. 
LCY('3 l 
LuL Tr{L4 • NtH HIt:: .£ 
rXf .... UF2 / CYClC 
li..Y('4,CYl.LU ~ :oF 











L(,AtJS rlLhl T ll'1t::-utPt:W£;NT THlN Rt::COV::R PPF I\f\lU P5F FRuM PXF • 
U5ETU"PuFl •• ,~UJ,uMD., •• I PPFl., IL.N.l IC.N.OY~AMIC~ ~ 






PPrl,pP~ II PSfl.P$F ~ 
... PF , P Sf .£ 
L I.>L TRt.4 J, 
ll4,l24' USE fuL INSTtA~ OF PPF TO GET OUIPUrFHE~JENCY LIST. 
CAS[XX.i~UY~.USlTO,~DVF,fCL,XYCDd./OUOVCl./C.N~FK~ORES ~/L.N. 
~jlRE~I1';),r\j,r,USl<Rl2/~,j~ :.i:.U/S,!\.NLP/C.(\.O $ 







OJ ?IG""'P, r ~ •• "'- il"'l 
"".. Ii j ,_ ,oJI-J.\!;t;. ~
{)~' POOR QUALlri 
N A S T RAN· E X ~ C G T I. V ~ COl'. T R 0 L o E C K E C H 0 
'! III 




. L AH.L 
CASEXX,f..~TH,MPT,JIT)~~OY~~S!LDlt~EGPDP.FLL,QPGIUPVC.ESTI~YCOB. 
PPF/UPPL1.OCPf..1,OUVVClttGE~Cl;CtfCl.P~PVCl/CtNoFREOR~SPI 
S ,N .~OSU!{ r 2 J. 
160 ,s.' ."Du LAcH:l Fw~ tR~CiiG .. 
!:RiWR3 $ 
lu3,166 S kEMLVI: ER~Ck! ANU EkHORl • 
168 I FURCEJ V1HkAJICN ERRCHS 
fl. pr{ TP AKM U • LABEL 
I:.RRORCL $' (.fILL'" NSEGS. IUIAX ANCJ CTHEI<. CYCLIC OATA. 
IIC.I\j,-7 IC.h,I.VCSTATlCS S 
EKfWRC2 t CU0PLt:u HAS!) NOT ALI.UI'ILO. 





Pk.l P AK;·l 
, JUI~P 
l A t:t;L 
PK IPAt\M 
LAJfl 
I'/{ I"t' AkH 
Jur-., 
L Al:ll. 
i'i~ TP AKj1 







F iN I$·.f, 
Ck~UK~3 ~ SuPukT tlULK !JATA NOT AlLC~EU. 
I If.. ,N ,-6 IC ,I~.f.. VI. STA He S $ 
ERRORC4 5 ~pulNr UUl~ DATA Ncr ALLO~EU. 
I/~.N,O ICt~iN~UE ~ 
F IN IS $ 
EkkU~I.~ i ~EITHLK FkE~ Ok T~TEP hlRE Ih uULK OATA OtCK. 
I/C'I~'O iC,f\,I~~f"L $ 
I/~,N,O IC,~.NUT~l $ 




Hill I S .t 
i b0TH fKt~ A~U T$TlP wlR~ SELI:CTED IN CASE CUNTR~L. 
1t.:,r-..r.OF/{EIJ $ 

















FORCED VIBRATION Ji,Ni\LVSlS OF R0T.D..TING CYCLIC STRUCTURES 
3 2.4.2 
{f110NS I~ -EFFEC.T GO NUL! 51 NODECK NOREF NOOSCAR 
1 t:lEGW 
S, 2 Pkl(.HK 
§ 3 f- I L. E' 
4 f IL E 
8 ti 5 CmJU 
b tl]~D 
~ 0' PA~A~ 
~ B (.o~ n -- 9 i' A~ AM 
~ 10 PARMi 
'11 COil 0 
~ 12 t> A~ AI>1 
~ 13 PAR ANR rr: 14 PARAI1R 
~ I 5 PM{MIR 
16 J> AI{ AN R 
~ 11 :t A~ Ai-1 
III CO'J I) B ,- lq PARA~ 
fJ 211 LPL k 
~ II PLT TR AN ... ~2 PURGE 
~ :2 .~ 
H 
r.1..1- . ~~~ ... ~-,~.-•. <>--.~.-




ERRL:RCL,NSEGS ~ If liSE" HAS NeT SPECIFIED NSEGS. 
ER~JRC !,KMAl( ~ If t.SE~ liAS r~CT SPH,l FI EO K?-!AX. 
IIC,N,E~ IV,N,CYCIGcRP. IV,Y,CYCIO=O IC,NtO ~ 
ERRJRC1,CVCtOERk 5 IF U~ER HAS NOT ~PEC[FlEO cveto. 
IIC,N~UIV IV,N,NSEG2 /V,Y,NSEGS IC,Nfl $ ~~FG2 = NSEGS/2 
ERRURC1,KMAXER~ $ IF KMAX .GT. NSEGS/2 
IIC,N,NUP IV,V,NOKPKT=&l /V,Y,LGKAD=-L i 
I/C,N,,-1t>V Iv,N,GMEGA IV,Y,PPS=G.O IC,N,6.283185 £ 
IIC,N,MPV IV,N,OMEGA2 IG,~,l.O IV,~,CMEGA ~ 
IIC,N,MJ>Y IV,N,C~EGASUP /V,N,CMEGh IV,N,L~EGA $ 
IIC,N,EQ IIV,Y,RPS IC,N,O.O /IIIV,N,NURPS. $ 
IIC,N,NUT IV,N,~OLUMF /V,Y,COUPMASS=-l $ 
ERRwl<C 2,NOlUt-\P " 
11~~PY~/CA({O~O/O/C ~ 
GEOM1,~£CM2,/GPltEUEXINfGPOTvLST~,BGPOT,SlL/S,N,L~SETI 













\ • __ ,_~ __ . __ 41 
OF POOR QUALITY 
LEVEL Z.ONASTRAN OHAP CO~rllER - SO~~CEL!STING I I 
l3 CO'UJ 
l4 tiP.! 
2? IJ ,.\~ AMl 
26 PUR GI: 





·32 CU'J 0 
J3 pur 
)'t PRTMSG 
35 LAB EL 
,3fJ GP3 
31 CH< p~ T 
38 1 A1 
)C) ;) U{ GE 
'.0 PAt.;Ml 
/ .. 1 ljP4 
42 JJU~ GE 
43 (.H< Pi'. T 
I.BL5,NOGPDT '1, 
PCOBI/$PRES~IIIINOPCOB S 
PLTSEf.I(,PLTPAR !L.PSt:TSpELSETSINOPCOfi $ 
P!,NUPCOB $ 
PtUH,EQEXIN,~Cl!PlTSErx,PLTPA~,GPSETSpEL$ErS/s,N.NSILI 




P l,JUMPPlOT S 
Pl TPAR f GP SE T S ,ELSE T S ,CASE:CC, BGPOT ,EQEXl N ,s r L" EeT f ;/PUJTl< L I 
NSIL/LUSET/S,N,JUMPPLOTIS,N,PLTFlG/S,NoPFIlE $ 
PlOTX 11 1$ 
?1 1> 
GEUM3,EQEXIN,G~UM2 / SLT,GP1T I ~,N,NOGRAV $ 
SL T, GP T T $ 
EC T , t:P T ,0 GPO 1 , !, 1 L ,L P TT ,e S T HI EST, GE I , GP EC T f "LU S E T/ S , ,~, NOS I "IP = 
-1/l/S,N,NU~EN~=-1/~,~,GENEl ~ 
K'tGG, GP S T, (lG P S r, MGG ,HGI;, K4NN f K4FF ,K4AA, ,(N~ ,MFf ,MA A, HNN, Hf.F, UAA, 
KGGXINUSIMP/CGPST/GcN~L $ 









































f' AR A~IL 
P ARM-IL 
P Ak AM 
















OR:\i'(~A~_ ~~A~!:': ~:i 
OF ?OOR QtJALO'Y 
• 
OY~AMItS,GPL,SIL,US(T I GPlO,SILO,USETU:TFPGOL,OLT,PSDL.fRL" 
rRL,~EQDYN I V,N,l~5Ei/S,NrLLSETU/V,N,~8TFl/SrN,NODlTI 
S,N,NGPSDL/S,N,NOFRL/V,N,NONLFT/S,N,NOTRL/V,N,NOEEU/C,N~/ 
SQN,NOtJE $ 
IIC,N,ANG/V,N,FrER~ IV,N,NCFRl IV,N.NUT~L ~ 
ERRORC5rFTER~ $ NC fREU GR TSIEP BULK OATA. 
I/C,N,NOT IV,N,fTERRL /V,N,FR~CTIME 5 
ERRUNC6,FTERRl S BeTH FREO 4~D TSTEP IN CASF CUNTRUl DECK. 
EI<!<URC4,EXTR hP TS S 
GE~~4,~QCYN,USETO ICYCDO /V,N,CTYPE~ROT IS.~,NOGG S 
. ERRORe 1,NOGD S 
CYCOD $ 





EST.CST~.Mpr,DIT,GEUH2,/KlLMfKUICT,HEL~,MDICTfO~LM,UDI CTI S. 












. Q -72 
"';'''''''J'''' ,",' f'~ .'J' t_~~I~·"'.-...i" (~!"'\~'.;  
_.""ItM.:' .... ." .... i' _' ..... _ • 
OF POOR QUALITY 
i 
. . 
-- -.--. ------. .. ------~-~-.-_,...-... .__.'''' .... __.._--~. 'T-'l\ 









DIGG,MIGG INGBMl $ 
i12GG ,,~ 2ilASEXG INONGG $ 































CASECC,BGPDT,CS1M,DrT,FRltH~Gtt I FRlXfBl~G.MlGG, 




FRlX Ilt,N,PRESENCE 11/IV,N,NOFRlX S 
LRlFR LX ,NOFR LX S 
FRLX,FRL ~ 
U3lFR LX $ 
FRL,dlGG,MlGG,MlGG,HASEXG i 
LBUHiG, NUtlGl.> $ 
GPECT,dOICT,BELM/AGG. ;£ 
LAlUGG So 
LBLK 4GG,NOK4GG 1. 
GPECT,KUICT,KEl~/K4GGt/NUK4GG $ 




': . I 
. . -, 
- .-. &-~ - -- ..... _- •• " ........ t\ ... ~ i 
I , 
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP CUHPIL5R - SOLnCE LISTING 

















~ 1J2 PAl{ AMR PAR AMR 
ADi) 
105 EQU IV 
AU!) 




111 tON l) 
113 cb~w 
lBll,GRDPNT S 
BGP UP t C S iH, r: QE XI N ,NGG IGGPt'<G/IJ, Y ,GP.D PNTzo-lIC, Y, l'lT ,"tASS $ 
lOll $ 
KGGX,KGG/NOGENl S 
lOL 11,NGGENl $ 
GEI,KGGXIKGG/lUSET/~GGENl/NOSIHP $ 
lBlll t 
lBll lA , NOR M 1 $ 
IIC,N,SUB I V,N,MGHEGASy I c,~,o.o I V,N,C~(GASu~ S 
IIC,N,COMPlEX II V,N,MCMEGASC I C,N,O.O I ~,NtCMPlX2 , 
OGG,BIGG I bGGl I C,N,(1.0.0.0) I V,N,CHPLXl S 
IlGG1,BGG $ 











































t::~ir:;:C;;?t:~~;,L ~~~.:.,.: .. :.~.< ~.~~ 
: ,(10" ~.::,r·t>:::·-'L (X·Jld .. t(~.: 
, 
r . r -~. 
LEV El 2.0 Nt\ S IRAN DMA P Cti,.l~~ !.L:~ - SOURCE liSTING 
GPSP GPL, GP ST ,USE: j r S[ '_liY:'''' S 1 /S',N ,HuGPST $ 
CO~W 
JFP OGPST"t"IIS,N,CAkD~G S 
lAU El lBl4 $ 
EQJ IV KGG~KNN/MPCFI/HGGfMNN/HPCF11 BGG,BNN/MPCF1/K4~G,K4NN'MPCfl S 
. CO\! 0 LBl2,MPCFl $ 
MCEl USE T .RG/GM $ 
.., CE:l 
LABEL LBl2 $ 
fQJIV KNN,KFf/SINGLE/MNN,~FF/SINGLE/BNN,Bff/SINGlE/K4NN,K4FFISIN~LE 
COr.:U LBL3t~INGLE $ 
SCEl USET,KNN,MNN,BNNfK4NN/KFF,KFS,~MFF,6~FwK~FF S 
LAB EL LBL3 5 
EQUIV KfF,KAA/OHIT $ 
EQU tv MFF, MA A leM 1 T !i 
EQ:JIV BFF,BAA/OM}T So 
EO!) IV . K4fF, K',4A/OM IT $ 
C O'J tJ LBL5,OM[l S. 
')'P 1 USET,KrF",/GO,K4A,KCC,LCO"", $ 
C(I'lO LBU1,NO~lGG $ 
;:,MP l 
LAO El lBU~ S. 
LUN .) LBLB,NOBGG $ 
S"If' 2 USET,GO,8Ff/OAA 5 . 
LABEL· LBlB $ 
. 2.21 
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IJ Af.: AI~ 




l8L:; ,NOK4GG $ 





liJA TflOGL, BGPf) T , f:OF. Xl N ,C S Til/SO pct:lI S,"', ~CKHFll S, N, NOAfjFlI S, Nt 
MFAC T io 
II*ANO./NOFL/NCABFl/NO~HFL S 






nUDVC 1, U La VL 2, XYP L TF A, ur PC 1, G';:PC 1 ,GuPV Cl , C ES C1 , DEFC 1 , llPPC' . 
OQPC2,JUPVCl,OESC2,GEFC2,XYPLTF,PSDF,AUTG,XYPlTR, K2pr,M2PP, 
B2P P ,K2JD,M2DO,U2DU/NEVER 5 
CAStCC,PSDL/CAS[XX/*FREO.'S,N,REPEATF/S,N,NOLOOP S 
CASE XX. MATPuul ,E!JOYN r f TF P (01. 1K2L1PP, f4ZUPP. 82 PP/lU.i ETDI S ,1;, 
~UK2DPPIS,N,~O~2DPP/S,N,NCB2PP $ 
11*4 NO ~ INOM;C tiP li~U.""fjF L Il'iCI-l2DP P $ 
I/*ANO"'/NOK2F'PINOFl INCK2llPP $ 
M2UPP,12PP/~UAHFL 5 
,'BFt ,KBFL,KlDPP" /K2PP/f-1. 0,0.:)) 1> 
LBLFL2,NCAUFL 1>' 










1_ , . 
t· .. 

































L AA EL 
EQJIV 























LGKA 02 $ 




V ,N, NOll 2PPI V ,N ,I-1PCf 1/V ,N, SI r~GLE IV, N ,UM (T I V ,N, NCJJ E/V, N, NO!<4GGI 
V,N,NOHGG/Vf~,KOEK2/C'~t-l $ 
LOL 18 $ 
LGKA03,LGKAJ S BRANCH IF NOT FREQRESP. 
























LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP CVMPILER - SOURCE LISTING 
134 LAB EL 
18 5 (.U~ 0 
187 PAR AI1 
If;8 JUI.\P 
159 LAH (l 
1<;0 ' (.AS E 
191 CH<FJI! T 
1~2 I' AI: M1 
l'i 3 nLG 
19't ;)D~ 1 
195 S!)~ 1 
196 PARA,., 
197 CO~O 
1'10 REP T 
1'19 JU"l P 
no LAB EL 
201 C Hf( PN i 
2:>2 LQJ IV 
2J3 Cti<.. PN T 








CASE YY $ 
IIC,N,HPV IV,N,NCOL IC,N,O !C,N,1 $ 
CASEYY,USETO,DLT,SLT,BGPDT.SIL,CSTM,TRl,DIT,GHO,GOO,.EST,MGGI 
"POTl,PDl"TOll VrN,NGSET;S,N,pnEPDC/v,N,~COL £ 
rRL,PDTlt""~"t I ,PDT, 1~,N,APPFl~/Crh,DY~AHJCS $ 
TRL,PDl """'" I ,PO, !\',i"t,APPFlG/C,N,DYNAMICS $ 





PDT,PD, TOL .$ 
PD,PUT/PDEPOG :to 
PDT $ 
rul""", I FRLl,FGLl!'{cc!WE~l,~ECR::lER2"" I 
V,y,NSlGS/V,Y,CYCIC/S~Y,lMAX=-l/~,N,FK~AX/ 
S,N,FlM~X/S,N,~TST[PS/S,N,NGROl/SrN,~OR02 , 












LEVEL 2.0 NA~TRAN DMAP COMPiLER ~ SOURCE LISTING 
B 208 LAS El 
209 I-RL G 
~ 
210 CU'lU 
H 211 I1PYAO 
IT 
III I:QJ [V 
u 213 LABEL 
~ 214 CLJ'~ 0 
215 MPY AU 
i 216 AOO 
2L"f EQJ IV 
H 218 CU'IO 
II 2l'J ~SG2 
220 t:QJ I V 
U 221 LABEL 
21.2 l A[~ EL 
n U 223 I:UJ I V 
~ U4 CH{PNT ., ,. 
2~ 5 P AK AHL 
~ 22t P A~ At1 
21. ? EQU IV 
~ U 228 Gu\l 0 
l] 219 r AR A'1 
230 Lye T 1 
r 





CASEXX,USETU,nlT,rf<.L,GHDsGGO.DlT, I PPF,PSF,PDF,:=OL,PHFil\.4t1 / 
C,N,OIRECT/V,N,FREQY/C,N,FREQ $ 
LBlfRLX1,NOFRlX ~ lERe OLT LOAD COLUMNS IF FRlX rlAS GENERAfEOe 




M2GG,BASEXG f I ~2BASEXG le,N,o $ 
PPF,r-i2/jASEXlj I PPFl IC,N'(l.O,O.O) IC,~,(-l .. O,O.O) $ 
PPr-t,PPF $ 
lfilUA$E1,NOSET $ 
USETD,GMD,YS,KFS,GCO"PPF I ,POUUM1,PSFl,POFl $ 





PDF Ile,h,TkAILFR le,N,1 /VrN,PO~CGlS $ 
IIC,N,DI" IV,N,NlOAD 1\I,N,PiHCCLS IV,N,FKtJAX $ t'LOAD = NF/FKMAX 
PUF , PXF/eYCIC ~ 
IIC,N,OIy IV,N,NlOAIJ 1'V,N,PDFCClS /V.Y~NSEGS S NLOAU = Nf-INSEGS 
PDF I ~XF.GC~CFI /V,N,CTVPE IC.N,FCRE 11,Y,NSfGS=-11 
V,Y,KMAX=-l I 'V,N,~LLAU I~?N,NGGC S 
ERRORC l,f-ICJGO $0 
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tl LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP CUMPIlER - SQURCE LISTING 
U 232 CH.,{PNT 
233 JU'-1P 
23'. LABEL 
235 P APAM 
23:> eo'd D 
I 237 EQU!V 
2 .. Hl eCND 
T 239 '1PV AD 
r 240 LAU EL 141 CVC T 1 
J 242 Cl'\I 0 
r 243 CHKPNT 
• 2ft4 EQUIV· 
r 
246 "'PY 140 
247 LABEl 
24CJ CHKPNT 




251 L A~ EL 
252 MPY AD 
2<;3 eyeTl 









POT,kEuRDERl, I PD1Rll I C,N,u ~ 
loLRO lA $ 
PDTRll I PXTRI1,GCYCF2 /V,N,CTVPE/C,N,FORE/V,N,NTST(PSI 
V,Y,LMAX/V.N.FKMAX/S,N,NUGO $ 
ERRlIRC 1,NOGL1 $ 
PXTRll S 
PXTRll,PXflllNCK02 $ 
LBLFJ (J 2A ,~ORl2 1', 
PXTRll,KEORDER2v I PXFll IC,N,O $ 
LBLR02A $ 
PXF 1 .$ 
lBLTRl3 $ 
LlllTRl2 $ 
POT,REORDERl f / PDTRl2 I t,N,O $ 
PDTRl2 IPXTPll,GCYCF3 /V,h,CTVPE/C,h,FCRE/V,N,NTSTEPS/V,Y,lMAXI 
V,y,NS~GS/S,~,~CGO' 
E~Ruf<C l,NJGO $ 




.~, __ .. -.'~ .••• ~ ...••. ~ •.• ,. __ "' . ",'. _. '._.'.' ._.'''.'''<'' ..•.. --'t , '-_ ...... -:', .. ,... ... ! 
(l~:f(t~~;.~f. ~\~ p.:,:}/.;'~~ r~~ 
Cj~~ ('\.>' .. j~~i rJ1"~ALrJ)' I I 
LEVEL 2 0 0 NASIRAN OI~M~ CC;4ra:;.!,~ ... SCU:lCE LISrn~G 























264 L AU El 
2o~ CUP Y 
266 A 01) 
2b8 LABEL 
21;9 P AR A~' 






276 CU,! C 
27 7 A DO 
2fB CYCT2 
2FJ CU'l C 
Pr.iR l2vP XTR2lNO:::02 r 
LBLR02B ,NOR02 $ 
tBlR 029 $ 
PXTR2 I PXFl2,GCYGF4 I V,N,CTYPE/C,N,FORE/V"V,NSEGS/'/,1Y,I{MAXI 
V,~,FLMAX/S,N,~CGU S 
ERRORe 1,NOGO .$ 
PXFl2,PXFl • 
PXF 1 s 
LBLTRL3$ 
PXFl I PXf2 $ CONVERT R~AL PXFl Ie CC~Pl~X PXF. 
!>XF1,PXF2/ PXF / C,~,(O.5tl.OJ I C'~h(J.,;,-l.O' $. 
IIC,N,ADD /V,N,NLOAO I~,N,FL~AX IC,~,O $ NlOAD = FlMAX 
lBLPDON[ $. 
IIG,N,ADo IV,N,KINUEX IV,V,KMIN=Q Ir,N~ s 
NOKM(NL,I<MINL $ 
KHINLOUP ~ 
KM [tJLOUP $. 
C:YCUO,,,PXF,, I"PI\FI" I C,I\,FORE/V,V,NSEGSI 
V,N,KMIN~/V,~,CYCSEC/VfN,~LGAD/S,N,~CGC $ 
ERRUI~Cl,NOGO $ 
PKFI, I LKVFZ·/ C,I.'(O.O,o.O) $ 
CYCUD",lJKVFl" /nUXVFn l C,t"tjACK/V,Y.~SEGSI 
V.N,KMIN~/V,~,CYC~E~/V,N,~LC~O/S,N,I\CGC i 













































R 296 fI~~02 




300 ttl< PN T 
3) 1 i' AR MI 
3u2 PARMI 
3)3 (LJ\lr 
NOK~' IN L fI 
rope YC $ 
ropcyc $ LUOP ON KINDEX 
NOKI'R T ,NOKPR 1 $ 
IICtN,o ICtN,KINDEX 5 
NOKPR T $ 
CYCODtKOO,MOO", IKKKF,MK~F", IC,N,~ORf/V,Y,NS~~S I 
V,NtKINOcX/VtNtCVCSEQ=-l/V,N,~lUAD/S,N,NCGC $ 
E~RLiRC 1,NOGU $ 
KKKf:,MKKF $ 
. 
IIC,N,SYST IIC,N,58 IC,N,2 £ ~ETHCC 31 I~ CYCT2 PRODuCES 
CYCDD,BOD"PX~" IB~KF"PKf" , C,hrFURE/V,Y,NSEGSI 
V,N,KINOEX/V,N,(YCSEQ'V,N,~lCAD/S,~,NOGO $ 
1'C,N;$YST '/C,~~,58 le,N,;).f. flESET MPVt\D t1ETHOu CCNTROl. 
2RRORCL,N(JGC $ 
BKKF,PKF $ 
KKKF,BKKF,H~KFt,PK~,fCl , LKVF IC,N,O.O/C,N,O.O/C,N,-l.J • 
UKVF $ 
CYCJU",LKVF" /"lJXVF" IC,~,AI\CK/v,y,r~SEGS/Vtt~,KI~OEXI 
V,N,CYCSfQ'V,N,NlCAC/S,N,NC~C $ 
ERRCRC 1,I\OGlJ S 
uXVf- $ 
/IC,NiSUB IV,N,DONE I ~fy,K~AX / V,~,Kl~CEX $ 








































,~. '.~: .. ': .. · .. K .. ··~,i. t·.f:..~~~ ;5 
Ol-:'·;OOR Q4JAUn 








CHI{ PN T 









C H< PN T 






iOPC YC flea $ 
ERfl.OR3 5 
Level", 
uxvr,UUVF I CYClD 5 
UDVF S 
LCYC3,CYCIO $ IF CYClD .GE. 0 THEN TRANSFORM TO PHYSICAL. 




PXF,PDF2/ cyeIn 1> 
LCYC4,t;yCW $ Ir CYCIO .GE. 0 THE,.. TRA~SfOR/~ TU PlifSICAL. 
PXF I tJOF2,GC'fCil2 j \o,N,CT\'PEIC,I\,BACK/V,y,NSEGS/V,y,Kf.IAXI 
V,N,NlUAD $ 
LC YC 4 .$ 
USETO"POF2, "GIlD,GMD"" / PPFl" IC,Nt! IC,N,DYNAMICS $ 
USETU,GMD,YS,KFS,GOJ"PPFl / ,PCDU~,PSFl,PlCUM $ 
PPFl,PPF II PSfl,PSF , 
PPF,PSF $ 
lAL TRl4 $ 
CA SEX X, EOO Y.-l , USE TO, LO VF ,r LL, X rc'uB" OUiJVC 1 .I C, N, FREQP [S PI C, r~, 
D [?!:C T IS,N ,NOSOR TZ/S ,N,NODiS,,... ,NCP/C,N ,0 $ 
.lBLl5,NOD ~ 



























3 /t 7 
'J .... .-. 
LEVEL 2.0 NASTkAN DMA~ COMPtlER SOURCE LIS Tl NG 









S uf{ 1 
LABEL 









X YT R M~ 
-<YP UlT 
XYCOBrOUDYC2rt9,!nYPLTfA/$FREQ*'.OSET./s,~,prIlE/SfN,CAROND 5 
XYPL TFAII $ 
lBl15 S 






USE T D t t t; 0 V F, f' G tI 1) ,G fJ 0 , P SF ,KF S , " UP \Ie , , Q P C III Jl< (J Y N 1\ M I C 5 J.). .$ 
LBL 19 $ 
CASEXXtCSTM,MPT,OlT,EQOYN,SllO",BGPDr,FOl,ap(.~pVC,ESTfX~COO, 




OEFC 2, $ 
XYClH3, UP PC 2 p CQPe2 ,ullP ve2 ,GE SC2 1 CEfC2/1( YPU FI *FRE: iJ*1 ~PS £1 *1 
H,P~IlE/SJN.CAPD~O $ 
XY;>L TF /I j. 
LBL16,NOPSDL $ 
X YCDB, 0 IT t P SOL ,UUPVCl ,ei-' PC2, r.(~PC2, lE SC2 ,GEH.2 ,CAS EXx! rs 11F, AU TUI 
S,N, NCRO $ 
LBl16,NORO 1 
XYCUB , P SCF "\ u TO" ,/ XYP l TR I*P.A ";0 * I ~p SfT */ S ,1\ • Pf I LEI 
CAr~ tlNO j, 














-.. tt; 0; 
11 - : 
n lEVEl 2- .. 0 NASTRAN DI1AP COHPltER - SOURCE !..lSHNG ~ 
H 350' JU\lP Lal 1 b 5 





UUPVCl,OPPCl f OQPCl,GEFClrCE5Cl ,IIS'~fCARD~C S 
~ 353 lABEl lBL16 j, 
354 CO~l) L8L20,JLlMPPLOT ~ 
~ 355 PL:IT PlTPAR,GPSETS,ELSErs,CASEXX,B~PDT,EQEXI~,SIP"PJPVCl, GPECT t 
OESCI/PlOTXlINSIL/LUSEP/JLMPPLGT/PlTFlGI S,N,PFllE S 






3~7 LABEl l!3l20 $ 
358 CU'lU FIN1Sd1EPEATF !> 
LBL13,lOO !> 
3~O LAd EL 
3~1 PHPAR,"1 11-3/*l)II<fRkD* $ 
362 JJ"'IP FINIS $ 
3~3 l AU EL ERROR4 $ 
364 PHTPARM 1/-4/*0 IRFRR 0* 1> 
3b5 LABEL ERRURCI S C~ECK NSEGS, KMAX AND OTHER CYCLIC DATA. 
36fJ PkTPAR~' IIC,N,-1 IC,r~,CVCSTAllCS $ 
367 L A8 EL Et<RJRC2 $ COUPLED MASS NCT ALLChED. 
30b P RT PARM IIC,N,Q IC,y,CGUP~ASS $ 






l hB !:l E~RuRC3 $ SUPCRT B~lK DATA ~cr ALlLWEO. 
LAe EL ERRORC4 5 EPUINi BULK OAT4 NGT ALlChED. 
PRTP~R~ IIC,N~O /C,N,NUUE $ 
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n(~~·~~'\~r~.' ?:tGE ,a d~'~oc:,~ QUALiT1 
LEVEL 2.0 NASTRAN DMAP COHPILER - SG~~CELISTING 
LAB El . ERRORe 5 s N E [lHER FREQ OR i SlEP hERE IN BULK DATA DEC~. 
PRTP ARM IIC, N r 0 IC,N ,NUFRL $ 
PHTPAR'" . IIC,N,O Ie ,N ,NCTRL $ 
J 1J't P FI~IS $. 
LAB El . ERRnRCb $ BOTH FREe AND rSTEP I1ERE SELECTC:O IN CASE CONTf.\OL 0 
PRTPARH IIC, N, a IC ,r~ ,NOfr.EQ s 
'RTPARr-1 IIC, N ,0 IC ,N ,Nun t~E $ 
JU"1P F IN I S $ 
LAS t:L F IN IS S 
END # ., 
~~; 
,~ . 




















FORCED VIBRr:::rc!····, '/::T~ 1\"" i":.n"t'iTING CYCLIC STRUCTURES 
2.4.3 Description of D~AP OC2rntions fer Forced Vibration Analysis of Rotating 
Cyclic Structul:!:.'!2.. ~.-.---.. -.-
5; Go to m~AP No. 365 if user has not specified parameter NSEGS. 
6. 'Go to OHAP No. 365 if user has not spec"ified parameter Kr·'AX. 
8. Go to DNAP No. 365 if U3cr has not specified parameter CYCIO. 
11. Go to Dt1AP No. 365 if KNAX > NSEGS/2. 
18. Gato OMAp No. 367 if user has requested consistent mass. 
20. GPl generates coordinate syster,l transformation matrices. tables of grid point 
locations. and tables to re1ateinternal to external grid point nunDers. 
23. Go to Di~AP No. 141 if only Direct r~atrix Input. 
24. GP2 generates Element Connection Table with internal indices. 
27. Go to m·1AP No. 35 if no plot output is reques ted. 
28. PLTSET transforms user input into a fOlom used to drive structure plotter. 
29. PRTHSG prints error messages associ ated \'/ith structure plotter. 
32. G0 to Di1AP No. 35 i f no undeformed 5 tructure plots are l"::ques ted. 
33. PL£)T generates all requested unddOl-med stru.cture plots. 
34. PRTf4SG prints plotter datil and eng; necring data for each undeformed plot 
generated. 
36. 
GP3 generates Grid Point Temperature Table. 
38. TAl generates element tables for use in matrix assembly and str~ss recovery. 
41. GP4 generates flags defining members of various displacement sets (USET) arid 
forms multipoint constraint equations [Rg] {ug} = o. 
45. Go to Dr1AP No. 370 and print error message if free-body supports aloe pres·ent. 
46. OPD generates flags defining members of various displacement sets used in dynamic 
analysis (USETO), tables relating int~rnal and external grid pOint numbers. 
including extra points introduced fOI' dynamic analysis, and prepares Transfer 
Function Pool, Dynamics Load Table, PO\'ll;r Spectral Density List and Frequency 
Res ponse Lis t. 
48. Go to DMAP No. 375 and print parameters NOFRL and NOTRL if there was no FREQ 
or TSTEP bulk duta. 
55.' Go to DMAP No. 379 and pri~t parameters NOFREQ and NOTIME if both FREQUENCY and 
TSTEP 11er2 reques ted in the Case Contro 1 deck. 
2.33 
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57. Go to m~.Ap flo. 312 and pl"lnt par(;:i1]{~tel' r\QUE if extra points arc pl"escnt. 
58. GPeye prepares segment boundiu'Y table (CYCDD). 
59. Go to Di1AP No. 365 and print el'for ;:~GSS;13~ if CYJOIN data is inconsistent.-
61. Go to D1~AP No. 95 if thGt'c nrc Ft::l :.;tructilral elements. 
66. EMG generates structur~1 element stiffness, mass, and damping matrix tables 
and dictionaries for later assembly. 
67. Go to Of-lAP No. 69 if no stiffness matrix is to be asserrbled. 
-- v . . 
68. HiA assembles stiffness matrix [K~gJ and Grid Point Singularity Table. 
73. Go to m~p tlo. 75 if no mass matrix is to be assembled. 
74. EMA assembles mass matrix [l1gg]' 
76. DUMMODl generates modified Frequency Response List, FRLX, Co\"101is acceleration 
coefficient matrix [B1GGgn], centripetal coefficient matrix [M1GGg-], Base 
. oJ 9 F 
acceleration coefficient matrix [M2GGggJ, Base acceleration matrix [BASEXGg] and 
load modification matrix, [PDZERO~J, for base acceleration problems. 
79. Equivalence FRLX to FRL if FRLX was generated by DUr~:-10Dl. 
82. Go to DMA? No. 84 if no '/;SCOU5 damping matrix is to be assembled. 
83. EMA assembles viscous damping matrix [BggJ. 
85. Go to DMAP No. 87 if no structural damping matrix is to be assembled. 
86. EMA assembles structural damping matrix [K~gj. 
91. Go to DMAP No. 95 if no weight and balance is req~ested. 
92. Go to DMAP No. 363 and print error message if no mass matrix exists. 
93. GPWG generates weight and balance infonnation. 
94. 0FP formats weight and balance information prepared by GFHG and places it on the 
system ~utput file for printing. 
96. Equivalence [K~gJ to [KggJ if no general elements. 
97. Go to DNAP No. 99 if no general eleiT1~nt5. 
98. SHA3 adds. general elements to (K~g] to outain sti ffness matrix [Kgg]. 
100. Go tom·1AP No. 109 if parametf;r RPS = 0.0 or _ if no mass matrix is present. 
104. ADD asselT'b1es the Coriolis acceleration matrix into the viscous damping matdx 













105. Equivd1ence [BGGlgg] to [5g,,] • 
.. ~ 
106. ADD assembles the centri:)~tal accelel'ation matrix into the 5tiffnes~ matrix. 
[KGGl gg] = [KggJ - (2 n .f;'P5}2 U:1GGggl 
lQ7 .' Equivalence [KGGlgg]to~!~(1(1J .. 
:;:1 
110. Go to DHAP No. 117 if general elements pl'esent. 
111. Go to D:1AP No. 117 if no structlli"al elements. 
114. GPSP d~tennines if possible grid point sil1gulal'ities remain. 
115. Go to DH.A.? No. 117 if no grid point singu.larities exist. 
116. f!)FP formats the tableof possible grid point singularities pl'epared by GPSP and 
places it on the system 'output file for printing. 
118. EqUiValence'[Kgg] to [Knn]. [Hgg] to [r"nn]' [BggJ to [Bnn] and [K~gl to [K~nl 
if no multipoint constraints. 
119. Go to DHAP No. 122 if t4CEl and MCE2 have already been executed for current set 
of multipoint constraints. 
120. 11CEl partitions multipoint constraint equations [RgJ = [I{m: Rn] and solves for 
121. 
multipoint constraint transformation matrix [Gm] :: _[Rmrl[RnJ. ' 
and performs matrix reductions 
and damping matrices 
~1 t" r_ I ~ 
[Hgg1 :: ~n I n~ .~ T'1 
"':'mn I 'mn 
[KnnJ:: [Rnn] + [G~J[KmnJ + [K~n][Grn1 + [G~][Kmml[Gm]' 
[Hnn] = [~lnnJ + [G~J[11!Tln] + [H~n][GmJ + [G~][I~mm][Gm]' 
[Bnn] :: [Snn] + [G~J[BmnJ + [B~n][GmJ + [G~J[nmm][GmJ· 
[ K4 ],:: ['K4 ] + [{~Tl[K4 ] + [y,4 }TrGl + [GT][K4 J[G]". nn nnm~ mn mn L m' m, ~m m 
123. Equivalence [KnnJ to [KffJ. [Mnn] to [MffJ,[BnnJ to [8 ff ] and rK~n] to [K1f] 
















. O.t?!GfNk' Pl'····· n 
Go to O:~AP No. 126 if no iingle-point constraints. OF POOR QJ~~I1Y 124. 
125. seEl partitions out singl~-poi~t constraints 
[KnnJ - ~ff + Kf~ 
Ksf I :~s~ 
rB ~ ~ff I a~ = 
B + l3 Ln. 
sf I s~ 
and 






Equivalence [tlff-l to [MaaJ .if no omitted coordinates. 
Equivalence [B ff] to [Baa] if no omitted coordinates. 
Equivalence [K~fJ to [K!a] if no omitted coordinates. 
Go to DMAP No. 141 if no omitted coordinates. 
SMPl partitions constrained stiffness matrix 
solves for transformation matrix [Go] = -[Koo.l-l[KoaJ 
and perfQrms matrix reduction 1 
[KaaJ = [KaaJ + [Kao][Go]' 
133. Go to DMAP No. 135 if n' mass matrix. 
134. SMP2 partitions constrained mass matrix 
~f.1 I"'j aa ao [HffJ = - t- -. Hoa I Moo 
and performs matl"ix reduction 
[111 J = [r" I, + [11 ][G 1 + [M G JT + [GTJ rr1 J[G] aa aa' ao· o' ao 0 (J" 00 0 
136. Go to DN,L\P No. 138 if no viscous damping matrix. 
2.36 



















137. ~ . . . . .." . . .- -SMP2 partitions ccnstralned vlscousdamping matrix 
~:~a i Gaol = -. +,-, Boa I Bo~ 
. andperJorms reduction 
[B!a] = [Baa] + [Bao][GoJ+ [BaoGo] T .j. [G~J[Boo][G~] 
139. Go to DNAP No. 141 "if no structural dampir.gmatrix. 
D 140 SMP2 p~rtitions constrained structural damping matrix 
and performs matrix reduction 
[K4 ] [1<4 J + [K4 ][G ' + [K4 G IT + [GT]rK4 ][G ] aa = 'aa .10 ool • ao 0 . 0 - 00 0 
142. Equivalence (Go] to [G~J and [GmJ to [G~ if no extra points intrcduced for 
dynamic analysis. 
145. BMG generates DMIG card images describing the interconnection of ~he fluid 
and the structure. 
148. Go to or1AP No. 150 if no fluid structure interface is defined. 
14: .IITRXIN generates fluid boundary matrices [Ab,fQ.J and [Kb,rx.J if a fluid 
structure interface is defined. The matrix [Kb , ttJ is generated only for a 
nonzero gravity in the fluid. . 
151. Go to riext DMAP instruction if cold start or modified restart. LBL13 will 
be alterpd by.the Executive System to the proper location inside the loop for 
. unmodified starts within the loop. 
"152. Beginning of loop for additional sets of direct input matrices. 
154. CASE extracts lIser requests from CASECC for current loop. 
n 155. HTRXIN
2
se1ects the direct input matrices for the current loop, [K~~J, [r'1~~] 
and [Bppl. 
158. Equivalence [M~:~] to [r1~pJ if no [/\b,H.1. 

















i6l. Transpose [Ab foJ to obta'in r"t. I'nJT 
, ~ J,fA. 
Oit!Glr~f~t p-f'tG2 ~' 
OF POOR QU:\Llll" 
162. ADD assembles input mat.rix Fl~p-1 "' I1rr\CT [Ab,fJT + [H~~]. 
169. Go to D~lAP No. 172 if tt\'Hlsi~i!t type GKf:.Q matrices are to be generated. 
170. Equiva 1ence [H~~ to [r'l~dJ. [8~r) to [B~d] and [K~pJ to [K~d] if no constrai nts 
applied, [Maa] to [Hdd] if no direct input mass matrices and no extra points 
and [Baa] to [Bdd] if no direct input damping matric~sand no extra points. 
172. Go to DNAP No. 175. 
173; 'Equivalence [f1~p] to [N~d.1, [B~pJ to [B~d1 and [K;p] t~ [K~d] if no constraints 
appl ied, [NaaJ to [Hdd] if no direct input mass matrices and no extra points, 
and [KaaJ to [KddJ if no direct input stiffness matrices and no extra points. 
176. Go to or,IAP No. 178 if only extra points are defined. 
177 . GKADassembles stiffness, mass, and damping matrices 
Response, if parameter GKAD = FREQRESP. 
[KddJ = (1 + i9)[K~d] + [K~d] + i [K~d] 
1 2 
. [Mdd] :: [1~dd] + [NdaJ and 
1 2 [Bdd] = [Bdd 1 .;. [Odd] . 
Direct input matrices may be complex. 
ill] 
GKAD assembles stiffness, mass. and damping matrices 
Response 1.f parameter GKAD :: Tr~NRESP, 
[KddJ .. [K~d]';' [K~d] , 
1 2 [MddJ :: [HddJ + [ l1dd1 • 
and [Bdd] [B~d] + [B~d) + S [K~dl + ~4 [K~d] 
where 
b 
I l . 
Maa I . 0 ----~ =? o I a . 
I 
for use inDirect Frequency 


























I-o-T-o ~ I • 
8~41 oJ aa I ----. 0 I 0 I 
All matrices are real. 
. ;, 
179. Go to D:1AP No. _182 if tl"Cinsient typeGKAD matrices were generated. 
180. Equivalence [K~dJ to [KddJ if all stiffness is Direct Matrix Input. [H~dJ to 
[Mddl if all mass is Direct Matrix Input and [B~d] to [B dd] if all damping 
is Direct Matrix Input. 
181. Go to D!1AP No. 134. 
183. Equivalence [B~dJ to [Bdd1 if all damping is Direct M~trix Input, [H~dJ to 
[MddJ if all mass is Direct Matrix Input and [K~d] to [KddJ is all stiffness 
is Direct Matrix Input. 
185. Go to DHAP No. 20n if loading is frequency-dependent. 
189. Beginning of loop for addition.al subcases for time-dependent loads. 
190. CASE extracts user requests from CASECC for th current loop. 
193. TRlG generates matrices of loads versus time. {Pl~} is generated with one 
column per output time step. {Pl d} is generated with one column per solution 
time step, and the Transient Output List (TOl) is a list of output time steps. 
194. SDRl uppends {Pl~} to {P~}. 
195. SDRl appends {Pl d} to {PdJ. 
197. Go to DHAP No. 200 if no additionai time-dependent loads need to be processed. 
198. Go to DNAP No. 139 if addi ti ona 1 time-dependent 1 cads need to be processed. 
199. Go to DMAP No. 360 and print message if more then 100 loops. 
202. Equivalence {Pd} to {P~} if the output times are the same as the solution times. 
204. DUMMOD2 generates a Frequency Response List (FRlZh and a Frequency Output list 
~Ol),from the Transient Output list (TOl). Load reordering matrices REORDERl 
and REORDER2 are generated based on parameter values. This module, in effect. 
generates data blocks necessary to convert time-deper.dent loads into frequency 
dependent loads. 
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Go to DrMP No; 234. 
FRLG forms the dyn1mic load vectors {P~}. {P:l: {P~} and Frequency Output List 
(FOL) for frequency-depenG'=nt "j oads . 
Go to DHAP tlo. 213 if FRLX \tas not generated by DU1~r"O!)1. 
~ 
HPYAD uses PDZERO from DU~lNOD1 to zero out selected columns of {P~} in base 
acceleration probh~:ns. 
f f Equivalence {PXp} to {Pp}' 
Go to DMAP No. 222 if not a base accelerat,ion problem. 




































.:!.- ,. :-~ 
216. ADD asscinblc5 the freq, ;;;:J~'b',_: ,,1':.'.,5 and the loads due to base acceleration. 
.' '.::. f f _. J: 
{Pl p} = {P p} -. m23{\3EXG~} 
Note that the p-setand g-set «(l'e tht~ $CiWe because no extra poi nts are allowed. 
217. ' Equivalence {Pl~} to {P~}' '{ 
218. Go to DHAP No. 221 if thC!rc ate no SPC 's, i'1PC's or O~nTS. 
219. SSG2 applies constraints to {P~}. 
228. Go to Dr1AP No., 2G8 if pal"amete'," CYCIO = -1. 
230. eYCTl transfonns loads on analyses points to symmetric components. 
231. Go to Dt~AP No. 365 and pri nt el"i'or fi¥.!ssage if a eYCn error \'Ias found. 
233. Go to 0I1AP No. 268. 
236. Go to DW\P No. 251 if par~meter CYcro = +1. 
237. Equivalence {P~} and {PDTRZl} if REORDERl was riot generated by DUMMOD2. 
238. Go to DMAP No. 240 if REORDERl was not generated. 
t 239. NPYAD reorders columns of {Pd}' 
241. eYCIl transforms loads on analysis points to symmetric components, ill time. 
242. Go to D~:.L\P No. 365 and pri nt error mess age if a eYCn error ~Jas found. 
244. Equivalence {PXTRZl} and {PXFZl} if REorWER2 \'/~S not generated by DUMMOD2. 
246. MPYAD reorders columns of {PXTRZ1}. 
248. Equival ence {PXFZl} to {PXF1}. 
250 Go to DNAP No. 264. 
t 252. MPYAD reorders columns of {Pdl. 
253. CYCTl transforms loads on analysis points to surnmetric components, in tillie. 
254. Go to DMAP No. 365 and pt'i nt error message if a CYCTl error \'/as found. 
256. Equivalence {PXTRZ~} to {PXTR2} if REORDER2 was not generated. 
257. Go to m~AP No. 259 if REORDER2 was not generated. 
258. MPYAD reorders columns of (PXTRZ2}. 
260. eYCn tl"ansform sym;r.etric components, in time, to summl:'tric components. 
261. Go to Dr1Af' No. 365 and print errol" messilge if a cycn error l~dS found. 
262. Equivalence f?XFZ2} to {PXF1}. 














266. ADD m~kes loads complex." since SDR2 expects complex loads in a frequency response 
problem. Time-dependent loads are r~al. " 
" {PFX} ., (0.5,I.Oi)- "{lJFX1} ,1r (O.5,-1.0n • {PFX2} 
271. Go to DHAP No. 282 if 0-UN :~ O. 
274. Beginning of loop to d'cate r~lIN nun columns of {UV~} for !\INDEX = 0 to 
(KI4IN-l). These leading null columns are necessary because CYCTlexpects 
columns fo\' KINDEX = 0,t(Kf.l.4X. 
275. CYCT2 transforms loads from syw~etric components to solution set for rota-
tional symmetry. Thisoperution is necessu:-y to get a correct size matrix for 
generating null {UVf} columns." "" 
(:76. Go to Di-lAP No. 365 and print el'ror message if a CYCT2 error \'Ias found. 
277. ADD generates" a null vector {UVZr} ~ {PZr}* 0.0. " 
278. CYCT2 f"lnds sYllTlletric components of d"jsplacements from solution set data and 
appends it to {UVf}. . 
279. Go to DMAP No. 365 and print error message if a CYCT2 error was found. 








. . f Go to DMAP No. 274 if more null vectors are to be generated for {UVx}' If 
the initial {UV~} for KINDEX values 0 to (KMIN-l) has been completed then 
go to DHAP No. 282. 
Beginning of loop for cyc1ic index value (KIIWEX). for values KItlDEX '" KHIN 
to KMAX. 
cycn transforms stiffness and mass matrix ;rom symrr.etric components to 
solution set for rotational symmetry by the equation: 
[Kkk] = [G~J[Kaa][Gc] + [G~][Kaa][GsJ 
CYCT2 transforms damping and loads from symmetric components to solution 
set for rotational symnetry by the equations: 
[BkkJ = [G~J[BaaJ[Gc] + [G!][Baa][GsJ 
[PkJ :: [G~J {Pc} + [G~J {Ps} 
Go to DMAP No. 365 and print error message if CYCT2 error ~/as found. 
FRRD2 solves for the displacements using the fol10l"ing equation: 
2 [-Mdd\t + iBddw + Kad]{Ud} = {PdL 
CYCT2 finds symmetric components of displacement from solution set data and 
appends to output for each KINDEX. " 








301. PARAr~ incrernents the value of K!!IDEX = IqNDEX.+ 1; 
303. Go to m1AP No. 306 if ali' cyclic index values are complete. 
g 304. G~ to DMAP No. 284 if-addtt1onal ind~xvalues ~~eneed2d. 
305. Go to m.IA? No. 360 and print error messuge if more than 100 loops on KliwEX. 










309. Go to DHAP No. 312 if parameter CYClO = -1. 
310. CYCTl transforms dis pl acement$' from symrr.,! tri ca 1 components to phys ical ccmponents. 
, . 
, 313. Go to DMAP No. 322 if loads werl' frequency:-dependent. 
314. Equivalence {P~} to {P2~} if parameter CYCIO = -1. 
315. Go to DMAP No. 317 if para~eter CYCIO = -1. 
316. eYCTl transforms loads from syrnmet'ical components to physical components ·if 
1 oad~ \'/ere time-dependent. 
318. SDR1 recovers dependent loads {PZ~}. 
319. SSG2 app 1 i es cons trili nts to {PZ f} to form {PZ:}' P u 
320. Equivalence {PZ ~} to {P~} and {PZ!J to {P~}. 
323. VDR prepares displace~ents, sorted by frequency, for output using only the 
independent degrees of freedom. 
324. Go to DMAP No. 333 if no output reques t for the i rodependent degrees of fr'eedom. 
325. Go to DNAP No. 331 if no output request for independent displacements sorted 
by point number. 
326. SDR3 sorts the independent displacements by point number. 
327. 0FP formats the requested independent displacements, sorted by point number, 
prepared bySDR3 and places them on the system output file for printing. 
328. XYTRAN prepares the input +or X-V plotting of the independent displacements 
vs. frequency. 
329. XYPL0T prepares the requested x-v plots of the independent displacements 
vs. frequency. 
332. 0FP forma ts the requested independent d i sp 1 acements, 50rted by. frequel']cy, 
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: 334. Go to DNAP No. 357 if noc",'''' ., ,:':"i ~;· •. :'r':ir.g dependent degrees of freedom 
for forces lnd stresses. . 
335. Equivalence IUd} to {up} if no constraints ~pplied •. 
. 336. Go to DNAP No. 338 if no constr.:1ints app1ied .. 
. 337. SDRl recovers i ndependent C'Jji';j0;~2nt;,; of dh;p1 i)cements 
{~n~U~1 = {u} I ' 
. um J . 
and recovers single-point forces of constraing {qs} = -{Ps } + [K~s]{Uf} . 
339. SDR2 calculates element forces (PEFC1) and stresses (OESC1) and prepares load 
vectors (J'lPPC1), displacement vectors (0UPVC1), and single-point forces of 
constrain~ (0QPCl) for output sOI'ted by fl'equency. 
340. Go to DMAP No. 351 if no output requests sorted by point number of element 
number. 
341. SDR3 prepares reqllP~ ted output sorted by point nurroer or element number. 
342. flFP formats tables prepared by SDR3, sorted by point number or element r,umber, 
and places them on the system output file for printing. . . 
343. ~VTRAN prepares the input for jequested X-V plots. 
344. XVPL0T prepares the requested X-V plots of displacements, forces, stresses, 
loads or single-point forces of constraint vs. frequency. 
345. Go to m~AP No. 353 if no Po\'ier Spectral Density List 
346. RANOON calculates po.'1er spectral density hnctions (PSDF) and autocorrelation 
functions (~UT~) using the previously calculated frequency res~)nse. 
347. Go to DMAP No. 353 if no RANDOM calculations requested. 
348. XYTRAN prepares the input for requested X-V plots of the RAND0i1 output. 
349. XVPL0T prepares the request(!d X-V plots of autocorrelation functions and 
power spectral density functions. 
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~FP formats frequc?,''':,' ,:': .. ;~:'.!~(; L~!::,)Jt requests prepared by SDR2, sorted by 
frequency, and pla~es thi'!111 on tl1<: sys1.m output file for pr'inting. 
Go to DMAP No. 357', H r,;J dcfon.i~J structure ploL at'e requested: 
PLOT generates an reqli0s t~d de fonl:'2d plots. 
rRT11SG prints plotter data and engineering data for each defamed plot generated. 
Go to DHAP No. 383 if no additional sets of direct input matrices need to be 
processed. 
Go to DH1\P ~!o. 152 if additional sets of direct input matrices need to be 
processed. 
DIRECT FREQUENCY AND RAMD011 RESP0NSE ERR0R MESSAGE NO. 3 - ATTEHPT TO EXECUTE 
N~RE mAN 100 L00PS. 
364. DI RECT FREQUENCY MID Rfi.ND0M RESP0NSE ERR0R r1ESSAGE N0 •• ~ - MASS HATRIX REQU IRED 
F0R WEIGHT AND 8ALANCE CALCULATIONS. 
366. STATICS WITH CYCLIC SYNMETRY ERR0RHESSAGE N~. 7 - CYCLIC SYMMETRY DATA ERR0R. 
36B. Coupled mass is not ailOi'/ed - Print parameter COUPI·1ASS. 
371. STATICS IH111 CYCLIC SYr1r~ETRY ERR0R NESSAGE N~L 6 - FREE-B0DY SUPP~RTS N0T 
ALl0HED. 
373. EPoint bulk data not allowed - Print parameier NOUE. 
376. Neither FREQ or TSTEPwere in bulk data - Print parameters NOFRL and NOTRL. 
380. Both FREQ and TSTEP were selected in case control - Print parameters NOFREQ 
and NOTIHE. 
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2.4.4 
The 'foHowing items relate to SlJbCilSe def~nition and data selection for 
Forced Vibration and Random Response of Rotatirig Cj'clic Structures: 
1. The SPC and t4PC request mu:?t aPPC;Cit ilbovethe subcase·level and·may not be 
changEd. 
2. Either FREQUENCY or TSlEP must be selected and must be above the subcase level. 
3. If selected, FREQUENCY must be used to select 'one and only one FREQ, FREQl or 
FREQ2 card from the Bulk Data deck. 
4. If selected, lSTEP must be m: 2d to select the time-steps to be used for load 
definition via a TSTEP Bulk Data card and must be defined above the subcase 
level. 
5. Direct input matrices are not all(Med. 
6. OFREQ must not be used. 
7. A separate group of subcases must be defined for each syrrmetric segment. 
8. DLOAD must be used to define a frequency or time-dependent loading condition 
for each subcase. For frequency-dependent loads, subcases without loads neerl 
not refer to a DLOAD card. For time-dependent loads, subcases without loads 
must refer to a OLOAD card that explicitly generates a null load.' . 
9. An alternate loading method is to define a separate group of subcases for 
each harmoni c index, k. The parameter CYCW is i ncl uded and the load components 
for each index are defined directly I-/ithin each group for the various loading 
condi t ions. . '. 
10. If Random Response calculations are desired, RANDOI·I must be used to select 
RANDPS and R!\NDTi cards from the Bulk Data Deck. 
The following printed output, sOI"ted by freqeuncy (S0RTl) or by point number 
Ot' element number. (S0RT2), is available, either as real and imaginary parts or' 
magnitude and phase angle (0 0 - 360 0 lead), for the 1 ist of fequencies specified: 
1. Displacements, velocities, and accelet'ations for a li5t of PHYSICAL points 
(grid points and extra scalar points introducca for dynamic analysis) or . 
S0LUTI~N points (points used in formulation of the gen~ral K system). 
2. Nonzero components of the applied load vector and sing'Je-pointforces of 
constraint for a list of PHYSICAL points. 
3. Stresses and forces in selected elements (ALL availablQ only for SORT1). 
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1. Undeformed piot of til:: stl·L\CCUl'j.,1 f[locsl. 
2. X-V plot of any component of dhplacement. velocity. or accele.ation Of a 
PHYSICAL point or SfLl!TI!3N point. 
3. X-Yplot of any component of the applied 1cad vector or single-point force 
of constraint. 
4. . X-Y plot of any stress or force ccmp"ncnt fOl~ an element • 
. The follO'.'ling plotter output is available for Random Response 
calculations: 
1. X-V plot of the powel' spectral density versus frequency for the response of 
selected components for points or elel:1ents. 
2. X-V plot of the autocorrelation versus time lag for the response of selected 
components for points or elements. 
The data used for preparing X-V plots may be punched or printed in tabuiar fonn 
(see Section 4.3). This isthc only fonn of printed output that is available 
for Randcm Response. Also, a printed swrrnary is prepared for each X-v plot \,Ihich 
includes the maximum and minimum values of the plotted function. 
The follO'Yling items relate to Bu'~ Data restrictions: 
1. SUPORT cards are not allowed. 
2. EPOINT cards are not al1o';led. 
3. SPO I NT cards are not all Dl"/ec!. 
4. CYJOIN cards ~ requi I'ed. 
5. If a TSTEP card is usee: then it must nct be continued since only one uniform 
time step interval must be specified. The skip factor for output, NO, on 
the TSTEP card must be 1. 
The following para~eters are used in Forced Vibration and Random Response 
of Rotating Cyclic Struc~ures: 
1. GRDPHT - optional - A positive integer value of this parameter will cause the 
Grid Point Weight Generator to be executed and the reo:.ulting \·/eight and 
balance infonnation to be printed. All fluid related masses are ignored. 
2. HTHASS - optional - The terms of the structural mass matrix are multiplied 
by the real valre of this parameter I."hen they are generated in HlA. flat 
recommended for use in hydroelastic problems. 
3. COUPMASS - fixed - Only lumped mass matrices must be used. 
2.47 
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4. GKAD - optional - The ij'C!)\';l.tU2 of ~dl';S parameter is used to tell the GKAD 
module the desired fcirmof riiatrices KDD. BOD and "100. The BCD Value can be 
FREQRESP or TRANRESP. The dp.fault is TiMNRESP. ' 
NOTE: Remember to define pare.meters G. U3 and 1-14. See Section 9.3.3 (DIRECT 
DYNAmC I~ATRIX .A.s~E[:iBLY},Pc.ges 9.3-7 and 9.3-8 of the NASTRAN theoretical 
manua 1 for furthp.r r!etc. 115 . 
5. LGK.'iD - optional - The integei~ value of this parameter is used;n' conjunction 
\'lith parameter GICAD. If GKAD = FREQRESP then set LGKAD = 1, if GKAD = TRANRESP 
set LGKAD = -1. The default value is -.1. " 
6. Q - optional - The real value of this parameter is used a$ a uniform structl!ral 
damping coefficient in the direct fonnulation of dynamics problems. Not recom-
mended fOlouse in hydrce1astic problem3 (use GE on ~lAT1). 
7. W3 - optional - The real value of this parameter is used as a, pfvotal frequency 
for unifonn structural damping if parameter GKAD = TRANRESP. In this case 
H3 is required if uniform structural dar:iping is desired. The default value 
is 0.0. ' 
8. H4 - optional - The real value of this parameter is used as a pivotal frequency 
for element s tructura 1 dampi ng if parameter GKAD = TRANRESP .In thi s case H4 . 
is required if structural damping is desired for any of the struCtural 
elements. The default value is 0.0-. 
9. NSEGS - required - The integer value of this parameter is the number of 
identical segments in the structural model. 
10. CYCI0 - required - The integer value of this parameter specifies the form of 
the input and output data. A value of +1 is used to specify physical segment 
representation, and a value of -1 for cyclic transform representation. There 
is no default. 
11. CYCSEQ - fixed - The integer value of this parameter specifies the procedure 
for seq~encing the equations in the solution set. A value of +1 spe~ifie5 
that all cosine terms should be sequenced before all sine terms, and a'value 
of -1 for a 1 ternat i ng the cos i ne and sine terms. The va 1 ue of CYCSEQ has 
been set to -1. 
12. CTYPE - fixed - The BCD value of this parameter defines the type of cyclic 
'S"Uiiiiletry as foll OI'IS: 
(1) R0T - rotational symmetry 
13. KHAX - requi red - The integer value of this parameter specifies the maximum 
value of the hal"monic index. There is 110 default for this parameter. The 
maximum value that can be specifiecl is NSEGS/2. 
14. KHIN - optional - The integer value of this parametel' specifies the minimum 
value of the harmonic illdex to be used in the solution loop. KMIN can 
equa 1 !"NAX. The default is O. 
15. NL0AD - fixed - The integer value of this parameter is the number of static 













16. NOKPRT - optional - An intcgGt' val'ueof +1 for this parameter I'lill cause the 
'Ci.i"i::rt:nt.. harmonic index, KiNDEX, to b~printed at the top of the hannonic loop. 




lNAX - optional - The integer value of this pilra~eter specifies the maximum 
hannonic in the fourier d~r.ompcsiti0n of fleriodic, time-dependent loads. 
The default value is NTSTEPS/2, \~here NTSTEPS = N+2 where 14 is from the 
TSTEP bulk data card. ' 
RPS - optional - The real value of this parameter defines the rotational 
speed of the structure in revolutions per unit tiir.c. The defauH is 0.0. 
BXTID, BYrlD, BZTID. BXprID, BYPTID, 8ZPTID - optional ~ The positive integer 
values of these parameters define the set identification numbers of the TABLE~i 
bulk data cards which define the co~ponents of the base acceleration vector. 
The tables referred to by BXTID. BYTID and BZTID define magnitude (Li-2) and 
tables )'eferred to by BXPTID. BYPTID and BZPTlO define phase (degrees). The 
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3.11Ih~r:\ BLOCK AND TP,BLE OESCRIPTIOti 
3.1.1.1 FRLX (TABLE) 
Oescr; pti on -
Frequency Response List 
The FRLX conta i ns one: 109 . .:.... record for each di fferent set defi ned in the 
bulk data. Each record co~tains a sorted list of frequencies defined in the set. 
Table Format -
Record 1·/ord 








Data block name 
Set 101 
Set IOn 
l-m R Radian frequencies belonging to set 10, 
(w :: 2rrF) 




Word 1 = number of trequency sets 
Word 2-6 :: ZEro . 
3.1.1.2 131GG (rlATRIX) 
Description 
End-of-fi 1 e 
[Bl~Ggg]·= Coriolis ~cce1eration coefficient matrix - 9 set. 
3.1.1.3 r·I1GG (11ATRIX) 
Description 
[MlGGgg] - Centripetal acceleration coefficient ma~rix - 9 set. 
3.1.1.4 t1~GG (tfATRIX) 
Description 
[M2GGggJ Base acceleratio~ coefficient natrix - 9 set. 
3.1 
/ 
. -- ., 
3.1.1.5 BASEXG (MATRIX) 
Description 
[BASEXG~] - Base acceleration m~trix - 9 ~et. 
3.1.'.6 PDZERO (M~TRIX) 
Descri pti on 
[PDZERO~J - Load modification matrix in base acceleration problems - 9 set. 
3.1.2 Data Blocks Output from Module DUHM002 
3.l.2~t FRL (TABLE) 
Description 
Frequency Response List 
The FRL output by OUllllOD2 contains one logical record. This logical record 
contains a sorted list of frequencies. 
Table Format 
Record Hard llE.~ Item 
0 1.2 BCD Oata Block Name 
3 I Set 10 = 1 
1 l-m R Radian frequencies (w = 2iTF) 
2 End-of-fil e: 
Table Trailer 
Hord 1 = 1 
~~ord 2-6 = zero 
3.1.2.2 FOL (TABLE) 
Descripticn 
Frequency Response Output List 
Table Format 
Record I'lord ~ Item 
0 1-2 l3CD Table Name 
3-NFREQ+2 R Frequencies F (II = 2iTF) 















Hord 1 = Number of frequcndr{s (NFHEQ; 
Word 2 = Frequen~y set reCord ~w~bcr (=1) 
140rd 3-6 :: zero 
3.1.2.3 REORDERl (MATRIX) 
Description 
", ; ',,: 
[REORDERll ~ Load reordering matrix in time-dependent frequency response problems 
for cyclic structures. 
r.1atrix Tr'ailer 
Number of columns = } rlTSTEPS*FKtlAX. if CYCIO = -1 




= real singer precision 
3.1.2.4 REORDER2 (I-lATRIX) 
Description 
[REORDER21 - Load reordering matrix in time~dependent frequency response problems 
for cyclic structures. 
I~atrix Trailer 
= -1 Number of columns = } FU~AX*FKHAX, if CYCIO 













til fJ . : 
\ 
.. ..... ... ... ._\ 
3.2.1 Functional Module DUm~ODl 
3.2.1.1 Entry Point: DUflODl 
3.2.1. 2 Purpose 
To ·generate the Coriolis, centripetal and base acceleration coefficient 
matrices and the base acceleration matrix for a forced vibration response 
analysis of rotating structures. 
3.2.1.3 DMAP Calling Seguenc~ 
DUHMODl CASECC, BGPDT, csm. OIT. FRL. /-lGG .. /FRLX. B1GG. HiGG, H2GG. 
BASEXG, PDZERO •• /V, N. NOMGG/V. Y, CYCID/V. Y. NSEGS/V, Y. 
KMAX/V. fl, FKMAX/V, Y. BXTID=-l/V. Y. BXPTID=-l/V. Y, BYTIO=-l/ 
V, Y~ BYTIO=-l/V. V, BVPTID=-l/V, Y. BZTIO=-l/V~ Y. EZPTID=-l/ 
V, N. H08ASEX/V. N. NOFREQ/V. H. O~EGA S 
3.2.1.4 Input Data Blocks 
CASECC - Case Control. 
BGPDT - Basic Grid Point Definition Tablea 




- Direct Input Tables 
- Frequency Response Li~t (radians). 
- Partition of mass matrix (g-set). 
Notes: 1. All inp!.Jt data blocks can be purged if only parameters FKl1AX and 
.NOBASEX are to be computed. 
2. CASECC, DIT and FRL can be purged if output data blocks FRLX and 
BASEXG are purged. 
3.2.1.5 'Output Data. Blocks 
FRLX - Frequ~ncy Response List (modified) 
B1GG - Coriolis acceleration coefficient matrix (g-set) 
M1GG Centripetal acceleration coefficient matrix (g-set) 
M2GG Base Acceleration coefficient matrix (g-set) 
BASEXG - Base acceleratlon matrix (g-set x f) 
PDZERO'- Load modificaticn matrix in base acceleraticn problems (g-set x f) 
Note~: 1. All output dJta blocks can b~ purg2d if parameter NOMGG=-l. 





































". .- - :- . 
4. FRLX, PDZERO. 1I2GG and Bf\SD,li can be purged if NOHGG=-l 01' if 
NOFREQ=-lor if CYCiO=+l or i'~ all three parametet's BXTID=BYTID= 
BZTID=-l. 
3.2.1.6 Parameters 
NOHGG - Input- i nteger-lio default. 11GG l'IUS not genel'a ted if N0l1GG=-1 • 
CYCIO - Input-integer-no default. Tlli S parameter specifies the form of the 
NSEGS 
input and output data from cyclic structures. A value' of +1 is used 
c to specify physical segment representation and a value of -1 for 
cyclic transformation representation. 
Input-integer-no default. The number of identical segments in the 
structural model. 
Kf4AX - Input-integer-no default. KilAX specifies the maximum value of the 
harmonicin-dex. The maximum value that can be speci fied for K11AX 
is NSEGS/2. 
FI<HAX - Output-int-2ger-no default. FKMAX is a function of Kf1AX. 
NOBASEX Output-integer-no default. NOBASEX=-l if data block BASEXG is not 
gener,,~ed. 









in the Case Control deck. 
- Input-real-no default. Rotational speed of the structure in radians. 
OHEGA = 2'IT·RPS. 
Input-integer-defaults. The value: of these parameters define the 
set identification numbers of the TABLEDi Bul k Data cJrds ~/hich define 
the components of the base acceleration vector. The tables referred 
to by BXTID, BYTID and ~ZTID define magnitude (LT-2) and the tables, 
referred to by BXPTID, BYPTID and BZPTID define phase (degrees). The 
default valiles are -1 ~/hich mee!lS that the respective terms are 
ignored. 
Method 
Parar.1eters NOBtlSEX and FKHAX are computed dependi ng on the lJa 1 ues of vari ous 
input parameters. Parameter 110BASEX is set equal to -1 if pal"ameters NCrI:GG=-l 
or CYCIQ::I-l or rIOFREQ=-l or ifparClmeters BXTID=BYTID=BZTiD~-l, o"thel''iise NOB,I\.SEX 






























If parameter CYCIO=-1, th'.:!"! parameter FKMAX is computed as follows. If NSEGS 
is odd then FKMAX=2*KMAX+1:: i 1'. iiSEGS is··· even and KMAX=NSEGS/2, then FYJ·\AX=NSEGS, 
otherwi se FKr·~AX::2*KHAX+ 1. 
If parameter NOMGG=-l then no data blocks afe generated and an exit is mad@ 
from modu1 e DUr~1·10Dl. othen'll se computations proceed in three phases. In the fi rst 
phase B1GG and M1GG are generated unless para~eter QMEGA=O.O. M2G& is.generated 
if parameter NOBASEX=+l. The second and third phases generate data blocks asso-
ciated with base acceleration problems and are only executed if NOBASEX=+l. In the 
second phase FRLX and PDZEROare generated unless parameter OMEGA=O.O. Data 
block BASEXG is generated and output in phase three. 
3.2.1.7.1 Phas~ 1 - Generation of B1GG, M1GG and M2GG 
Phase one begins wi th a request for open core and buffer allocation. If 
OMEGA=O.O then B1G& anf M1GG are not output and their buffers. IBUF3 and IBUF4, 
are not allocated and IBUF5 is set equal to IDUF3. If coordinate system trans-
formations eX1st then the CSTH data block is open and the coor-dinate system. in-
formation is placed in core and readied for .use by subroutine PRETRD •.. 
The primary loop in phase one is controlled by the number of grid points in 
the Basic Grid Point Definition Table (BGPDT). scalar points are not allowed by 
DUM11001. Each grid point in the BGPDT is considered in order and the correspondilig 
. . . -
columns of the mass matrix. /·lGG, are processed to form B1GG, M1GG and M2GG. When 
all grid points have been proc~ssed the necessary trailers are written. For the 
;th grid point in tile BGPDT the corresponding translational teri:lS of MGG are un-
packed and the diagonal terms al'e 'isolated into a 3 x 3 matrix [M~]. If the 
grid point is not in the basic system then subroutine TRANSDcalcula'~es the 3 x 3 
transformation matl'ix [T.J from global coordinates to basic coordinates for the 
• 1 
grid poir.t and [M~J is tt'ansformed to the basic system to form [i\]. The aver'age 
of the three diagonal terms of [M) is then used to form [BTi ], [Mfi ] and [M2;]. 
These three submatrices are then transformed back to the global coordinate system, 
if necessary. The 3 x 3 matrices [BTi ], [Mfi ] and [M2iJ are then packed into the 












r1 , -! ~eo:·, i " \'Ihere [NiJ ;,!., ,~ , 
- .' , n [H.] = - - .\ .- '~ ·;··1 








'3x3 (". 1 ' 
"' ... \ o ' 0 ",'.) 
"'i 
1 
' '(b) Transform [Hi] from global to basic coordinate system 
- 1 T [M.] = [T.] [M.] [T.] 
13x3 1 1 1 
(c) Compute average of [Mi ] 
=- 3 -K Hhere iii~ is the mass (in the basic coordinate system) 
mi =k~l mi at the ith node point of the total of 'n' nodes in 
3.0 the kth direction. 
(d) FOI"m B1GG 
[81 GG] = 
gxg 
\'Ihere 
[Bl . ] = 
16x6 
and 
' [8 1 ~] = 
13x3 
(e) Form M1GG 
, [H1GG] 
gxg 
[B 11 ] 0 
[B1 2] 
0 [ B1 nJ 
.. . . 
YB213 J -_j 
' , I [0] 
I 
~ 0 ~J [T ]T [T i] 0 -m i 1 :-::;:: 0 mi 





















...... , - ..... ' c',~ ..;.. - . j. • 0" ~_', ," 
Nhere 
[rn .J = 
16x6 . 
and ~ 0-' 0 [Hl~] [T.i = OJ (Ti ] = I 0 r'~ • 1 3x3 1 . 1 
'0 0 nl. L 1 . 
( f) Fori" tl2GG 
[H21] o l U12GG] . = [M22] gxg [l~2nd 0 
\'/here [~LJ+ __ ~ [H2.] = 
16x6 : [OJ 
and ~i 0 ~J [/,i2 ~] [T.]T = , = mi [T iJ , 13x3 1 = -mi m. 1 
3.2.1.7.2 Phase 2 - Generation of FRLX and PDZERO 
In. this phase the FnEQUENCY set selected in the Case Control deck is located 
in data block FRL and stored in core. If parameter OMEGA=O.O of if parameters 
BYTIO=-l and BZTIO=-l then phase two is co~plete, otherwise phase two ~r6cessing 
. . 
continues. The Frequency Response List must be modified to include an expanded 
set of frequencies. Read and copy from FRL to FRLX record 0 and all logical 
records up to the selected frequency set. The only set that will be modified in 
FRL is the selected freqllency set. Once the set of selected frequencies have 
been found and stored in core a vectol" fat' FRLX and PDZE~O are generated using 
the FRL frequencies stored in core and parameter ONEGA. ~C!t ("'i for i= 1, NFREQ 
be the frequencies (in radians) from FRL. 
If wi/D.O. create 3 entries, 0.0, 1.0 and 0.0 for PDZERO and create 3 entries~ 









: . -: ,- . 
If wi :: 0.0, create 2 entl"h~s"Lc ~j-;d G.G foiH PDZERO and create 2 entries. 0.0 
and I 0i1EGA I forFR!.J:,· 
After the expanded list of.f'requcncics is generated call routine DUM01E to sort 
it in <1Scending order. DUf')O~[ also l'eturns.) sort'jng index so othpr vectors may 
be sorted the same as FRLX. Sort PDZERO using this sorting index. Output this 
FRLX vector and continue copying tlw l'~m::inina records of FRL to FRLX.Output 
data block PDZERO by writing ot:t the PDZ[RO vector FKHAX times, thus creating 
FKf,lAX col ulTlns. The ori gi na 1 unexpanded frequenci es from FRL and the sorti ng 
index stored in core are retained for phase 3 processing. 
3.2.7.3 Phase 3 - Generation of BASEXG. 
If NOBASEX=-l then this phase is skipped, othen-lise processing continues. 
A unique list of table iDs using parameters BXTID, BYTID, eZTID, UXPTID. BYPTID 
and BZPTID is ge.1erated and a call to PRETAB is' made so that tables TABLED1. 
TABLED2, TABLED3 and TABLED4 car. be interpolated by calls to TM.Routines DurmlA. 
DUM01B. DUM01C and DUN01D are used to generate data block BASEXG. Routine DUM01A calls 
the routines to generate the BASE table and outputs the BASEXG matrix. The BASE 
table is used to generate up to three groups of NFREQX columns. where NFREQX is 
the number of expanded frequencies from phase two. in the BASEXG matrix. Ro~tine 
DUM01B is called to generate th~ BASE tabl~ if the original FRL frequency list 
was not expanded, see phase two, otherwise routine DUM01C is called. Routine 
DUH01D sorts the columns of the BASE table so that they are ar,ranged in the same 
order as the modified frequency set 1f FRLX \'/as generated in phase t\'IO. The 
fo1101'1in9 is a mathematical description of matrix GASEXG. 
. .. 
(a) Let,xo(fi), ,\(fi)' Yo(fi ). 0y(f i ). Zo(fr ). 0z(fi' be 'input via frequency 
dependent tables TABLEDi where the table IDs are defined by parameters 
. .. .. 
~XTID. BXPTID. BYTID. BYPTID, BZTID and BZPTID respectively. Xo' Yo and 
Zo are r~aQnitudes in l7-2 units ~Jhile ,"x' 0y and 0z are phaseanqles in dearees. 
(b) Define control flag M0DFRL. 
If parameter OMEGA=O.O or parameters BYTIO=-l and BZTIO=-l then s~t ;10DFRL 
to fa 1 se. othend se IIODFRL is true. 
(e) Let FRL be a vector of NF frequenci~s (in radians). 
FRL = [1..'1' ;..)2' ;..)3' ••• u.iNFJ 
Cd) If MODFRL is false then generate complex base table BASE of order 3 x "F. 





. '. c-.·, 
_,·1-.·:·,-. 
where fi =W/21T for i'~ T,'~, . ~., NF 
; ._. 
and (.. . ~0 (T.)1 J X (f.) 0 e' x 1 r 
{BASE( f i}} :: 1V 0 ft.' \ • iOv(fi }J\. 
. 3xl 0 \ i Ie' 
. .. z (f.) • e i 0z (f i ) . 
·01 
. 3xl . 
(e) If HOOFRL is true then generate complex b3SB table BASE of order 3x NFX 
where NFX is an expanded number of frequencies as defined below. 
[BASE] = r[BASE(f;)J [BASE(L.}] •.•• [BASE(fNF)]l 
3xNFX ~ , . J 
where fi = W/27T for i == 1, 2 •... , IIF 
and each {BASE(fi }} ;s either 3 x 2 if wi = 0.0 or 3 x3 if wi r D.O., 






SGN = 1.0 if ~ararneter OMEGA ~ 0.0, otherwise SGN=-l.O and 
A = i (f')'ei0x(fi) 
0' . 
B YoU;)· cos(~y(f;» - ;. SGN· 20(f;). cos(0z(f i ) 
c = ZoU;) ,cos(0z(fi» + i· SGN' Yo(f;). cos(0y(f;)) 
If w.t 0.0, then [BASE(f,.)] ;s defined as follows: 
.. ' . 3x3 
~Da ~O ~EJ [BASE(f;)~X3 
SGNA = 1.0 if ([J; - OHEG/\) ~ 0.0, othenlise SGNA = -1.0 
SGN8= 1.0 if ((oj; + 0I1EGA) ;::..0.0, otherwise SGIB == -1.0 
O 5 • ry" (f.), i.SGW\·0y(f;) 






:- ~ -.. - -r.-=.. ,-
, . 
Or~iGH"~I~,:- ~';~f<1~ is 
. elF r'OOI{ QUl\UTV 
C'= 0.5 'l-y" (~.) ei •. SG1'm~~;\'(f':)'~f'··.·':·z· ,(~), i t SGHB(0z(fi,)-SGNB o iT/2Aj' o 'i' , . ,~ ".~ ",\JIlt.", ~ \ I i .~ e " , ' J 
0= 0.5· [SGr~A'Y (T.) .ei'SGNA(0y(fi)-SGNA'~) + Z (f.) ·ei.SGNA·~z(fin 
o l' 0 1 . J 
. -
(f) Define the complex base acceleration matl'ix BASEXG of order G x (NF'F"'J~AX) 
, as follows: 
Let NF be the number of frequencies in the BASE matrix. i.e •• let NF = NF 
if f100FRt was fa 1 se or HF = NFX if MODFRL HilS true. 
[BASEXG] =f[BASEXG 1] [BP.SEXG2] [BASEXG3j ... [BASExr/ Kf.1f\X] 1 
gx(NF· FKMAl) gxNF gxN:: gxNF , gxwd ' 
where ., 
[BASEXi ] 
[BASEXGiJ = 6xNF for i = 1. 2 and 3 
gxNF [BASEX i ] 
6xNF 
. 
[BASEX i ] 
6xHF 
and 
[BASEXGi ] = [OJ for i = 4.5.6 •.•. , FKHAX 
gxNF 
NOTE: [BASEX i ] is repeated tl times \'1here N =' g/6 and 9 is the g-set sizp.. Scalar 
points are not allowed so each node has 6 degrees of freedom. 
BASE(l.l) BASE(1,2) BASE(l,!lF)' 
[BASEX 1] = 0 0 0 
6xNF 0 0 0 
I 0 0 


































l o o 
3.2.1.8 Subroutines 
.' " 
0 .. . .. 0 •. . . . 
~3/{SE((~;\c.} BASE(2,NF) 










Utility subroutines GM~,iATD, PRETRO, TRAt~SO, PRETAB and TAB ilre used. 
See subroutine descriptions, Section 30f NASTRM PI"ogrammer's flanua1. 
3.2.1.8.1 Subroutine Name: OUI,101A 
1. Entry Point: OUr,100IA 
2 •. Purpose: To detine and output the complex single precision tia'se 
acceleration matrix BASEXG. 
3. Call ing Sequence: Call OUl101A(BASE, BASEl, Z, W, BUF, INDEX, r100FRL, 
BASEXG, rmm'i, NF, NFX, FKf.lI\X, or,1EGA) 
- Storage for BASE matrix - complex S.P. - input. 
- Storage for sorted BflSE matrix - complex S.P. - input .. 
BASE 
BASEl 
Z - Storage for one column of matrix BASEXG - complex S.P. - input. 
W 
BUF 
- Frequencies (radians) from data block FRL - real - input. 
- GINO buffer for BASEXG - rea 1 - input 
INDEX - Sorting index - integer - input 
tl0DFRL - Flag to indicate if frequency list was expanded - logical - input. 
BASEXG - GINO file number of BASEXG - integer - input. 
NROW' - G-set size - integer - input. 
HF Number of frequencies in fRl data block - integer - input. 
NFX Expanded number of frequ~nties- integer - input. 
FKMAX - Function of parameter KMAX - integer - input. 













3.2.1.8.2 Subroutine Nam2: GUM01B"" 
1. Entry Point: DU;lOH1" 
2. Purpose: To define the complex single precision BASE matrix used in 
generating tIle cc;i;:p"lcte h.E':' ar:c01er-ation matrix BASEXG. This routine 
is only ca lled if NODFRL is fa1 see 
3." Calling Sequence: CALL DU1101B (BASE, ~1, flF) 
BASE - BASE matrix - complex S.P. - output 
W - Frequencies from data block FRL - real (radians) - input. 
NF - Number of frequencies in W - integer - input. 
Cor~:10N/CONDAS/PI ,fL'!I)PI, RADEG, DEGHA, S4PISQ 
Cor'1:1ON/BLJl,NK/DUN(5), BX:-IO, BXPTID, BYTID, BYPTID, OHIO, BZPTID" 
3.2.1.8.3 Subroutine Name: DUM01C 
1. Entry Point: DUM01C 
2. Purpose: To d~fine th@ complex single precisior BASE matrix used in 
generating the complete base acceleration matrix BASEXG. This routine 
is only called if MODFRL is true. 
3." Calling Sequence: CALL DUM01C (gASE. W, OMEGA, NF) 
BASE - BASE matrix - tom~lex S.P. - output. 
W Frequencies fro~ d~tablock FRL - real (radians) - input. 
OMEGA - Rotational sperd of the structure in radians - real - input. 
NF - Numbel' of frequencies in!; - integer - input." 
COMMON/conDAS/PI, TWOPI. RADEG. DEGRA, S4PISQ 
COMt10N/BLANK/DUH(S). BXTID, BXPTlD. BYTID, IlYPTII1, 8ZTID, 8ZPTID 
3.2.1.8.4 Subroutine N~me: DUM01D 
1. Entry Point: DUM010 
2. Purpose: To sort the columns of matrix BASE in the same order as the 
expanded frequencies in data block FRLX. 
3. Call ir.g Sequence: CALL DUrl01D (BASE, BASEl, HlOEX, tWX) 
BASE - BASE matrix - complex S.P. - input/output 
BASEl Temporary storage used for sorting matrix8ASE - complex 
S.P. - input. 







NFX - HumLer of columns cf'~2tr~x BASE and length of INDEX -
intege'r;' - 'fnput: 
3.2.1.8.5 Subroutine Name: DUM01E 
1. Entry Point: DUN01E 
2. Purpose: To sort the 1ist of eXD~nded frequencies of data block FRlX 
and to supply an i ndc.·o( key S'J t!lCSf: v.::cfors can be sorted the same way. 




Vector to be sorted - r~al - input/output. 
Sort inde:: key - integer - output 
Length of A and K 
3.2.1.9 Design Requirements 
a) Open core is defined at /DUM1XX/ 
b) No scratch files are used 
c) DUMODl resides in LINKNS07 
d) Open core for five GINO buffers is needed. 
e) The luyout for open core is uS fol1oW5: 
Phase I 
COH~10N/DUMIXX/ Z 
Z(l) Co 1 urnn Cif j.jGG 
FREE 
Z(ICSTr1) CST/,' DATA 
Z( IBUF5) r12GG 
Z(IBliF4 ) 111 GG 
Z(IBUF3) B1GG 










































.------'-_ .. _._-, 
~PATA I 
! 
SORT INDEX KEY I 
FRLX DATA ~ 
PDZERO DrlT:l ,=1 
FREE J 
Z ( IBUF3) I-P-D-Z-ER-.O---' j 
Z(IBUF2) _ CASELL/FRLX 'I, 
Z( IBUF1) '-' F;...:.R;;::,.L _____ __ 
Pha:;e II I 
Cor.l~lorl/ rUM I XXI Z 
Z(IFRL) 
Z(INDEX) 











COLUMN OF BASEXG 
FREE I 
I--'-_____ ~ 
, Z{IBUFl) I DIT /BASEXG 
















fatal errcr messages may occur: 








3.2.2 Functional Module DUMMOD2 
3.2.2.1 Entry Point: DUMDD2 
3.2.2.2 Purpose 
-To generate tables FRL and FOl and matrices REORDERl and REORDER2 to be 
used in a forced vibration response analysis of rotating cyclic structures. 
Parameters WAS, tlTSTEPS, FLHAX, NORD1- and NOR02 are also COlT,puted. 
3.2.2.3 DHAP Ca1linQ Sequence 
DUl-lJ 10 I) 2 TOl ... " .. I FRl., rOL, REORDER1, REORDER2" "IV, Y ,NSEGS/V ,Y , 
. CYCIO/V, Y ,1.MAX::-l /V ,N, FI<11AX/V ,N. FLMAX/V ,N. NTSiEPS/V, N, NOROl / 
V,N,NCR02 $ 
3.2.2.4 Input Data Blocks 
TaL - Time output list. 
NOTES: 1. TOL must be present 
3.2.2.5 Output Data Blocks 
FRL "- Frequency Response Li~t 
FOL - Frequency Output List 
REORDERl - Load reordering matl'ix for time-dependent fl"equency response prob1ems.-
REORDER2 - Load reorderi ngr.la trix for time-dependent fl"eqt.:et1cy. response problems. 
NOTES: 1. FRL ar)d FDL callnot be purged. 
3.2.2.6 Parar.leters 
NSEGS - Input-integer-no default. NSEGS is the number of identical 
segments in the structural model. 
CYCID - Input-integer-no default. The value of this parar.leter specifies 
·the form of the input and output data for cyclic struCtures.· A 
value of +1 is used to specify physical segLlent representation 
and a value of -1 for cyclic transformation representation. 
WAX - Input/output-integer-default. U·1AX specifies the maximum time-
harmonic index for cyclic structures. The default value is 
NTSTEPS/2, where NTSTEPS is defined below. 
FK1~AX - II'~:Jt-integer-no default. FKMAX is a function of parameter KI·1AX. 







































, fnSTEPS - Ol,ltput-inteq0(''-no def?I!1t.~ .. The number of time steps from data 
block TOL. 
NOROl - Output-int~gQl'-n0dGfr1uit. ·-liOR01=-1 if matrix REORDERi is not 
genera ted. +·1 othcn·11 se. 
NOR02 Output-integrr-no defualt. ~OR02~-1 if matrix REORDER2 is not 

























computations proceed il1 three phases. Parameters InSTEPS, lHAXand FlHAX 
are computed in Pilase 1. Data b-iucks -FRl and FOL are generated and output in 
Phase II -arid matrix data blcds REOF:DERl a!'1~:I REORDER2and their respective 
parameters NOROl and "OROl are generated. and output in Phase III~ 
3.2.2.7.1 Computation of PJ.i'cirneti:rs rnSTEPS, loMAX and FLHAX 
Data block Tal is open and the list of output times is read from the header 
record and stored for use by Phase I I. Let NTHlES be the number of times read. 
a) Parameter NTSTEPS 
If CYCIO=-l. then NTSTEPS=(NTmES~:FKtli\X)/FKf1.l\X 
If CYCIO=+l. then NTSTEPS~(NTIMES*NSEGS)/NSEGS 
b) Parameter LHAX 
If U-1AX<O. then the default value of U'lAX is set equal to NTSTEPS/2. 
c) Parameter FlMAX 
If NTSTEPS is even and LMAX=NTSTEPS/2, then FU~AX=rHSTEPS. othenli se 
FLHAX=2*U1AX+ 1. 
-3.2.2.7.2 Generation of tables FOL and FRL 
The list of times read from TOl are now converted to the frequency domain. 
The number of frequencies, NFREQ, is set equal to FLMAX. 
then. 
and 
Let PERIOD = TIME(2) + TIME(NTSTEPS) 
0.0 FOL(l) = 
FOL( i) (i_i/2)*(1.0/PERIOD) for i= 2.4,6, •.• ,NFREQ 
= FOl(j-l) for j = 3,5,7 •••• ,NFREQ-l rOL (j ) 
Data block FOL is ~hen output and data block FRL is then generated & am -
FOl by converting th~ FOl frequ~ncies in hertz to FRl frequencies in ra ~ns. 
FRL(i)= FOl(i)*2n for i = 1, HFREQ. 
3.2.2.7.3 Computation of parameters NOROl and NOR02 and matrices REORDERl and 
REORDER2.-
REORDER 1 and REORDER2 are used for reordering columns of a matrix by post-
multiplyihg the matrix whose columns are to be reordered. Routine DUM02A is 
called tWlce, once to generate and output REORDERl and once to generate and 













3.2.2~8 Subroutines ~.-.. -
- .'J' 
DutlOD2 uses standard N/£rRMI GHW roirti;;es and utility routines. 
3.2~2.0.1 Subroutine Na~e: DUM02A 
1. Entry Point: DUM02i\ 
2. Purpose: To generate and output c.olumn reordering r.Jatrices HEORDERl 
and REORDER2 and to cCmpu :;c:p~ r'::':ii(;t02r:> NOROl and NOR02. 
3. Calling Sequence: CALL DUM02A(FILE. KK1, KK2, NORD, BUFFER) 
FILE - GINO file number of- REORDERl 6r REORDER2 - integer - input. 
KKl - Reordering row index - integer - input. 
KK2 - Reordering column index - integer- input. 
NORO - NORO=+l if reordering matrix \~ilS generated, -1 otherwise -
int~ger - output. 
BUFFER':' GINO buffer-' real - input 
4. Method: If KKl = 1 or KK2 = 1 then set pa rameter !IORO=-l, otherwise 
set parameter NORO=+l.to indicate that th~ reordering matrix was 
generated. If NORO=-l. then return otherwjse continue processing •. 
Generate a real single precision reordering matrix of order KK1*KK2 by 
KK1*KK2. This matrix can be used to reor'der columns of another matrix. 
by post-multiplying the matrix whose columns'are to be reordered. 
Column i of the reordering matl'ix contains' a 1.0 in rOl'/ j if column j 
is to become column i of the reordered matrix. For example, if 
column 5 is to becom'e column 1 of tii,~ new matrix then the reordering 
matri~ contains a 1.0 in row 5 of column 1. 
3.2.2.9 Design Requirements 
a) Open core is defined at /CUM2XX/ 
b) DUMOD2 resides in LINKNS07 
c) No scratch files are used 












TOl TH1E DATA 
FOL/FRl DATA 
FREE 
Z( ISUF1) TOl/FOL/FRL/REORDER. GINO BUFFER+ 1 
3.2.2.10 Diaonostic Messa9~~ 
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3.3.1 IBM OVERLAY CHARTS 
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3.3.2 UlnVflC OVERLAY CHARTS 
FOR NASiRl'\N LINKS 
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Frequency' Responr:oe of a '12···1.11 aded Di ~c 
(Examp1es 1-5) by the Dir(~ct:1ethod 
A. General Descriotion 
Five inter-related exampies al~e presented to illustrilte various featut'es 
of this nm'l capability to conduct furced vibration analysis of rotating cyclic 
structures. A12-bladed disc is used for demonstration. 
The capability includes the effects of Ccriolis and centl'ipet~l accelera-
tions on the rotating structure which can be loaded with: 
1. directly applied loads. moving \'lith the structure, and 
2. inertial loads due to the translational acceleration of the 'axis of 
of rotation ('base' acceleration). 
Example 1 is conducted on a finite element,model of the complete structure 
(Figure 1). Examples 2 through 5 use a finite element model of one rotationally 
cyclic sector (Figure 2). Results of example 1 are used to verify sorr~ of the 
results obtained in the remaining examples. Table 1 sumrr.adzes the principal 
features demonstrated by these examples. 
Steady-~tate frequency-dependent (sinusoidal) or time-dependent (periodic) 
loads ar~ applied to selected grid point degrees of free~'m. The specified 
loads can represent either the physical loa~s on various segments or their cir-
cumferential harmonic components. For illustration purposes only, the frequency 
bar.d of excitation, 1700-1920 Hz, due to directly applied loads and base accel-
eration is selected to include the second bendin '] mode of the disc for a circum-
ferential harmonic index k = 2. The 'blade-to':'b'!ade' distribution of the 
directly applied locids also corresponds to k = 2. Table 2 lists the first few 
natural frequencies of the bladed d'jsc for k = 0, 1 and 2. !'lodes for k = ~ are 
shown in Fi~ure 3. 
B. General Input 
l. Pi'! rameters: 
Diameter at blade tip = 19.4 in. 
Diameter at blade root = 14.2 in. 






























.~ 30.0 x 10(i lbf/in: 
. .:. 0.3 
~ 7.4x lb-4 lbs-sec2/in~ 
Uniform structura, dumping (9) .: 0.02 
Constrtlints: 
All constraints are applied in body-fixed global coordinate system(s). 
. ,,\11 grid points or. the shaft diametel" aloe completely fixed .. Rotational 
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This e::a:np1e uses t(;e direct f:'equimcy response capabil ity in NASTRAN~ 
," 




Same as general input parameters. 
2. Constraints: 




P(f;n) = .A(f) cos (n-:r.®@)., 
.n is the segment number~ 
® represent~ k = 2, 
@ represents the total number of segments in the bladed 
disc. 
P is specified using RLOADi buik data cards. 
Sample plots of grid point displacement and element streSS response are 
shown in Figures 4 through 6. The expected behavior about a k = 2 natural 
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f! TlE - FOR-CEO V! jl[{t\H Ql'~ :U1L.L '(5 L S Dr 
SUBTITLE ~ BLADED else ~=ANPLE 1 
l~Bcl = K!NOeX 2C TYPE LOADS 
ROFnTING CYCLIC S!~UCTURES; 















































OlDAO = 1 
DISP(SORT2,?HASEI = All 
STRESS(SORr2~PHAsEt ~ All 
OUTPUHXYPLOTJ 
PLOTTER NASfPLTg lIODEl 0,0 
XPAPER = 8.0 
YPAPER '" 10.5 
XAXIS :: YES 
YAXIS :: YES 
XGRIU LINES:: YES 
YGRID LINES = YES 
CURVElINESYHBOL = 1 
VLOG = YES 
XTITLE = FREQUENCY (HERTZ) 
YTITLE = GRID POINT DISPLACEMENTS' HAGNITUDE,lNCH 1 
TCURVE = 14 (!3RH) .18 (nIH." ,95CT3RM) 
XYPlOr,XYPRINT OIS? RESPONSE 114(T3RMJ.lelT3RMJ.9S(f3RMJ 
yTf TLE = ELE!\ENr SrRESSES ( '"AGNltUDE.PS! ) 
TClJRVE = H(3J.ll(5',lln).llHO),lUlZlHH1'tt 
X'(PLO r, x YPRI NT STRESS RESPOUSE Ill( 3 J.ll C 5),11 (7 J. 
IlL 10 J,. H( 1.2) \Ill( 14! 
_ T~URVE = 109[3',109(S).109[7'.lOHIO'.109112).109(14. 
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1 ' GRID 90 30100 225.000 o. 
• GI(ID 91 't.300 225.000 O. ) . 
GRID 92 5.200 225.006 o. 
i· GRIO 93 1.100 220.000 o. 
1. GRID 94 2.000 240.000 o. GRID 95 3.1.00 240.000 o. 
GRID 96 't.300 2 f tl} .000 o. i- GRID 97 5.200 240.000 o. 
• GRID 98 7.100 240.000 0 .. ... 
GRIO 99 7.100 230 .. 000 o. 
opL GRID 100 8.500 220 .. 000 -0.250 .~ 1. GRID 101 9 .. 700 220.000 -0 .. 500 GRID 102 8.500 23J .000 0 .. 250 
-
GRID 103 9.700 23().OOO 0.500 
'.j GRID 101t 3.100 255.000 o. ~ 
1, ~" GRID 105 40300 255 .. 000 O. 
GRID l06 5.200 255.00(1 0 .. 
I GRID 107 7.l00 250.000 O. GRID Loa 2.000 27<J .. OOO o. 
GRID 109 ] .. 100 210 .. 000 o. 
-
':;RIO 11.0 4.300 210.000 o. j, GRID ' 1I1 5.200 210.000 0 .. 
GRIi) 112 7. toO 21'O~OOo o. 
I GtnD 113 
10 toO 2M) .. 000 O. 
GRID l1't 8.,500 25:>.000 -0.250 





i~ i1 ~.::.! , r::J 
f ' .. ,. r~' '-',-C:1t ;fi,:lll t'AGf:. t~ ~ ." "" l 4', ~_> I· • ~ . • f m= FOQRQUAUl'Y I ~ ,':: ' .. !!1 S 0 R ". I::' fl.e I' tK 0 n T 11 fj t.· .... '-' 
• 1 ... 2 Q .. 3 •• ft ., .. 5 0 .. b e • 
~ GRID 116 8",500 260 .. 000 0 .. 250 GRIn il7 9~, jaG; ;! () Is-. tit) G (jOlliOO GRID . lla 3 .. ;,00 265 .. 000 0" 
W 
GRill 119 4>.300 20::; .. 1::00 o~ 
GRID 120 5.200 285 .. 000 0 .. 
:;RID 121 1 .. 100 280':000 0 .. 
GR!O 122 l .. OOO 300.000 0 .. 
n' GRID 123 3.100 Joa.ooo o • . bl, GRID 124 fh300 30G.OOO 0 .. 
GR!D 125 5.20(} 30()"OOO o. 
~ GRIt> 126 7.100 30C!.OOO o. u~UD 127 1.100 2<)1>.000 o. GRID 1ze 8.500 zeO.DOG -0 .. 250 
GRID 129 9.100 280.000 -0.,500 ~ GRID 130 8.500 290.000 0 .. 250' ..... GRID 131 9~100 290~00O 0.500 
GCJ.ID 132 3.100 315.001} 0 .. 
~ GRID 133 4.300 315.000 0 .. .. GRID 134 5.200 315.000 o • GR!D 135 7 .. 100 310 .. 000 o. 
~RID L36 2.000 330.00Q 0 .. ~ GRID 137 3 .. 100 3300000 o • .. 
• ';RIO 130 4 .. 300 330.00Q 0., 
GRID 139 5.200 330.000 o. 
m 
Gi{ IO l'tO 7 .. 100 330.000 o. 
GRID 141 7.100 320.000 o. 
GRID 142 8.500 310.000 -0 .. 250 
m 
G~I:) 143 9 .. 100 310.000 -0 .. 500 
GR[[) 144 3.500 320.000 G.;250 
GHtO 145 9.700 320.000 0 .. 500 
B 
GRID 146 3.100 345.000 o. 
GRID 147 4.300 345.000 o. 
GRID 148 5.200 345.000 o. 
G~[D 149 7.100 3l~O .000 o. 
~ GKIO 150 ·z.ooo 0.000 o. GRIJ 151· 3.100 a.noo o. 
litHD 152 4.300 0 .. 000 0 .. 
~ CiUO 153 5a200 0.000 o. GRID 154 1.100 o~OOO 0 .. GRID 155 7.100 350.000 o. 
GR l\) 156 a.500 34:).000 -0 .. 250 
~ GRID 157 9.700 340.000 -0 .. 500 !.f .:JRID 158 6.500 350.000 0 .. 250 
GRiO 159 9.700 )50.000 0.,500 
rn 
GRIll IbO 3 .. 100 15.000 o. 
GRIJ 161 ( •• 300 15 .. 000 o. 
GRID 162 5 0200 15.000 o. 
G~UD 163 . 1.100 10.;000 o. 
m GRIO 169 7.100 lOuDOO 0. GHID 170 0.500 10.000 -0.250 
~1 1,1 
of 
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TASlEDl 100 
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Of POOR QUALITY. 
S 0 R rEO s U ~ K DATil ECHO' 
... 1 e .. It 
') .. 100 















1.0 1000 .. 0 
.... 5 
Ao.aoo 
20 .. 000 
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ihis example uses the forced vibration capability with cyclic syrnnetry. 
The llser input/output ::lata fOl' loads, displacements, stresses, etc" pertain 
to the physical representation of the various segments of the bladed disc. 
The frequency-dependent applied loads· correspond to k = 2, and hence the solution 
loops onttle circumferential harmonic index· k lJr(; restricted to k = 2 only via 





1 • Pa rameters: 
2. 
3. 
·In addition· to general 1n~ut parameters, 
CYCIO = +1 physical cyclic input/output data 
KMIN = 2 minimum circumferential harmonic index 
~4AX = 2 maximum circumferential harmonic index 
NSEGS = 12 number of rotationally cyclic segments 
RPS = 0.0 rotational speed 
GKAD = FREQRESP\ Specify the form in which the damping parameters 
LGKAD = +1 J ar'e used. 
Constraints: 
Same as general input constraints. 
Loads: 
\'1here 
pn(f) = ACf) cos (n-l .®.@> 
n is the segment number, 
® represents k = 2, 
@ represents the tota 1 number of segmen ts in the bladed 
disc. 
P is specified using RLOADi bulk data cards. 
Results 
Displacement and stress output results for selected grid points and elements 
presented in Figures 7 through 10. Agreement betwee.n results of Figures 7·8 
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D. Driver Decks and Bulk Data 
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"u.s~. E >tAr.1Plt:2 
O£5P 
C K E C H (J 
I . :$$~.~~$iiSi5~'$$~$'~S't!'~'5~i!SSS$~55SS'I.$'~5$'$iSS'S'S'~I$~~S$~~$~S: 
ILtG!~NING UF ~F ALlER aSI - KF H I SERies R (Lt7.i' I 1-26-82-'·M.Go & 
~ ;. 5 t$I~'~~SbS$'$"$"SS~'$5.Si$$~$$SS~S~£~'.~S$$'lSSSS$$$$$S'S$~$SSSS$t~S~$ $ $ 
~ PURPGSE - TO MQU!F' IHl OIKE" ~nE~UENLV ANO RANUOM RESPONSE RIGIO G 
i FURMAI TU ENAtiLE Trl~ USER 10 PERFO~M A FCRCED V!dRATIGN 5 




~ fXl~UTlvc uEL~ IN~UT 
.$ 
1. SLJ L 8 
2. K 0".. AL lEk S 
1 








1. ALL SPL A: .... U MP' l.lJNSTKAINTS MliST BE AbOVE HIE SUtH.ASE LEVEL .. 
2. ~ITH~K FKE~ULNCY Uk TSTEP M~ST U~ SELE~TED A~D MUST ~E Adu~E 
ThE SU6CASt L~VEL. 
~. IF ~tL~~TEUt FK[UUlNCY MUST bE USED Ie SELfCT ~NE ANil LNlY 
~N[ ~KEQ. Fkl~l G~ FkEw2 LAkD FRUM THE BULK DATA ueCK ANU 
MU!lT oLUlFINED ABOVE iii!.: SlJBCASE LEVEL. 
~. If SELtCTEU. TSTEP MUST Bt U~EU TO SELECT THE TINt-STEPS lU Of 
US[U ~LR LOAU u~F1NLTIGN ANU MUST UE OEF!~Eil AbOVE THE SUbCh~E 
LEvEL. 
5. DIKELT INPul MATklL[S ARE HOT A'_I.GhEIl. 
b. OfREOUENLY M~~T NUT ut USEU. 
7. A SEI'Af{ATc GI\OUf' UF SUULASt S HUST tlE: ... EF IM.:D F('({ EACH SYHMETK IC 
SEeM 1:1,,1 • 
d. ilLOA~ M0ST bE USE~ TU OEFl~E A FKEUUENCY CR rIME-D~PEND~NT 
LLADI~G L~NDLTIGN F~K EACH SUUGASE. 
fLR FKlQ~tN~Y-UEPEN~ENT LUAUS. ~UUGASES wITHGUT LOADS NEED NOT 
RlfEK 10 A ULuAU tAKU. 
FOR IlHE-uI:PI;NOU-..T I.CAi)~. SUbL.\SfS fllTHOUT LCAUS MUST REFER Tu 
A CLGAD ~AkO THAT GE~E~ATES A NULL LCAU. 
~. Ah ALTEkhATE LlJAJING MtTHOU l~ TlJ DEFINE A SEPARATE ~MOUP UF 
SlJl3C,A!:if:S FUR lAtrl HAlUiUNH. INUf.~. K. THE PAlfAfo!ETER CYCIO i.S 
INGLUUEu ANU THE LC:~lJ ('GMI'Gf\dHS F(.[{ tACH INCEX AkE uEFI.~t:O 
.. UlhtLTLY ri!ThJi~ b\CH GtWUP Fon nIt: VMdLUS LOAillNli (.LJIHHTluNS. 
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NASTRAN E:Xl:ClJi t~ONrRDl DEC K 
. , 
1. SUPORf jjUlK u,HA CAgD:: .~RE !JUI /lLLm~ED. 
2. EPOINT 8UL~ UATA eA~US ARE ~Gr ALlL~ED. 
3. SPG!NT BUl~ uATA CARDS ARE NOT AlLObED. 
4. CYJUIN OULK DATA CARDS ARe REQUIRED. 
50 [F A T SetP c..ARD I S USED THEN I r HUST NUT UE CONTI NJED S weE 
UNlY UNE ~NI~URM TIME Sff? INTE~VAl MU~T BE SPECIFIEu.-












- RE~UIRED - THE IN'E~En VALUE OF THIS PAHANETER 
15 THE ~u"atR OF !O~NrICAL SlGMENiS IN THE 
S TR UC T lJlM l t~(jDt l .. 
- ~E~uIRED - THE IN'E~EH VAlUt UF THIS PARAMETER 
SPEl.lflES HiE ·FORB Of THE INPUT ANO uUTPUT UATA. 
A VALUE CF &1 IS UStDTG SPECIFY PHYSILAl StGMENI 
REPRE~~NrATIGN. A VALUE OF -i I~ USED fO SPECIFY 
C'II..LIG Tl(ANSFCRHA Tl ur~ fU:PRt:~ENr Af ION. THE[(E IS 1'40 
UEFALLT, A VALUE ~~SrBL INPUT. 
- FIXED - THE INr~GER VALUE OF THIS PAHAHETEH 
!lPECIFIE~ THE: PROCI:UIJRE FOk SE;';U£NCING THE 
eQUATIONS IN TH~ SOLUT!~N SET. THE VALU~ Of THIS 
PARA~cTtk hAS uEEN SET TO -1 TG SPECIFY 
ALT~~NAT1N~ LUSINf ~~u SlNE TERM50 
- F 11.1:D - THE £lei) vAUlt': GF TI11S PMAMEH.~ 
DEFI~ES THE TYPE GF LyeLIC ~YM~~THY. THE VALUE 
uF lHIS PARAMEJEa hjS BiEh SET lC -ROT- FOk 
KGTATIUNAL SYMMET~Y. 
RE~~lHEU - THE INTEG~R VALUt UF THIS PARAM~TER 
SPE~lFIES THE MAXIMuM VALUe OF THE HARMUNIC 
INU~X. lNEKE l~ NL DEFAULi FOR THIS PARAMETER. 
Ih~ MAXIM~H VALLE THAT CAN Bl SPEClfiEO IS NSEGS/2 
(jPTlCI~AL - lHE: INr£c.~R VALUE OFlHIS PAI~AHI:T';R 
SPEClfl~~ ThE M'~IMUM VALUE OF THE rlARMG~IL 
IN~EX Te dE USEU I~ ThE SOlUTICNLU~P. KMI~ CAN 
~QLAl K~AX. lrlE ~EfALlT VALUE IS o. 
OPTICNAL - .HE INTEutR VALUE CF lhiS PA~AMETER 
SPECIFIES THE MAXIMUM TIME hAMMO~Ic.. INUEXo THE 
UEFA~LT. VAL0E is NTSrEP~/2, ~HERE NTST[PS E~UALS 
N (fROM lSTEP ~ARuJ PLUS 2. 
- ~IX~D - THE INTEGER VALUt ~F THIS PARAMEr~R 
L~ THE NUMal:K OF lOACI~~ tC~UIT1GNS. THE VALUE 
UF ThIS r~~~MEIER IS INlfRhALLY CALl.JLATI:U •. 
8PJIL~AL - THe REAL VALUE Cf THIS PAKAM~TER 
DEflN~S THE kCTATILNAL SPEEC Cf THE STkUCTURE 
IN RE~OLUlLCNS PER U~lI TIM~. THE. DEfAULT VALUE 
IS 0.0 • _ 
- CPTIU~AL - TrlE POSITIVE INr~GER VAL~1:3 OF ThESI: 
PA~AMEleRS DEFINE THE StT !OENTlFILATIUN NUMJLRS 
UF THE~TAHLEdI HULK DATA CA~CS WhILH aEFINE THE 


















j" A S T H A III 
""'. 
.... 
{j"{<:\,;~:\~ .~:. F~~~·~::' ~J 
OF f'OOl~ QVALrtt-
(,0 N r R 0 L E C H 0 
tJYPTW TAliL~$R[f-;';HEi.j IO tlY il.UlD, HVTW AND CHID 
BZPTIO UEFINt "~G~~rUDEllr-~) JAND tHE TABLES REfEREO TO 
BY ~XP1!~, ~ypriD AND HlPTID-DEfIN~ PHA~~(UiGREt)o 
THI: UEfAULT VALUeS Ar~E -1 WHlt:H HEANS THAT THE 
RESPEGTIV( TERMS AHE IGhJREO. 
K. NUKPKT - uprlONAL - AN INrEG~R VALUE Uf &1 FriR THiS 
PH~AMEIER ~!LL CAUSE THE CUNMENT HARHONICiNUEX. 
KINOEX, TU BE PKINTEDAr THE TOP OF THE HARMONIC 
LCUP. tHE UEFA~LT VALUE IS &1. _ 
L. ~K~PNT - UPflONAL - A POSITIVE INTEG~K VALUE UF THIS 
PARA~ErER WILL CA~SE THE GRID rUiNT ~EIG~T 
b~NERATO~ TO BE EXE~UTED AND THE R~SULrlNG wEIGHT 
~ALA~CE !NFG~MATICN TO BE PRINTED. DEFAULT IS -L~ 
M. ~lMASS - UPTIUNAL - THE IERMS Gf THE STRUCTURAL MASS 
MAT~IX ARE HULTIPLltD BY THE REAL VALUE Lf THIS 
PARAM~rER ~HEN IHEYAREGENlRArEU INEHG. fHE 
o t:F A I.l T 1 ~ L .. 0 .. 
N. C~UPMAS~ - FIXED - GNLY LUMPED MASS MATRltES MUST dt US~O$ 
o. ~KAD - OPTIGNAl - iHE BCD VALUE OF THl~ PARAHtTER 1S 
USE~ Ie TELL THE GKAD MODULE THE OESIRED FORM Uf 
MAIRICES K~0o bOO ANU MUO. IHE OLD VALJE CAh BE 
FRE.lKE')P Gil. mANR(SP .. THE DEFAULT 1) THANRI:S ~. 
hLTt ~ ~~MEM9E~ TG DtfThE PARAMETERS G. W3 ANJ w4. 
SI.:'. SECTION 9.3.3 WIRECI DYN~MIC M,HkLI{ 
ASSEMBLY) PA~ES 9~3-1 AhO 9.3-~ OF THE 
NASJRAN THEuRETl~AL ~A~UAL. 
P. LG~AD - OprtCNAL - THE INJEGEk VALUE OF THIS PAHAMET~R 
R. i-I) 
IS USED iN C{'NJUNCIION hlTH PARAII,EH:R GKAD. IF 
&KA~~rREQRt5P THEN SEl LGKAU:l. IF GKAD=TRANRESP 
THEN SET LGKAU:-l. THE OE~AULT VALUt IS -1. 
GPrLCNAL - Hie REAL VALUl LF lUI'> PARAMC:TErt IS 
~SL~ AS A ~NIFORM STRUCTURAL 0AMPING ~OEFfICIENr 
1 .. Tlif: iiIREL T ~UK/>IULAJ leN uF DYNAlHt.:i PIWti .. H15 .. 
- UFTIUNAL - THE REAL ~AlUE Lt THIS P~RAMtTEM IS 
~S(J AS A PIVOTAL fKE~UEN'Y f~R UNIFURM STK~LTUAL 
lJAI~PING IF PARAr4cTEH (ihA";::IRANHlSP. IN TI1IS C,\SE 
h~ L~ RE~UIRE~ IF UNIFUKM~D STRUCTUAL OAMPIN~ IS 
DLSlkEU. THE DEFAULI VALUE is J.O • 
- OPTlUi\lAL - IHf. REAL VALUE Lf nu::; PAKMltTER IS 
USl.U ~S A ?IVGT~L f-kf.,.,UU~C'" Fi.ir: EU:I1ETlT STiWCTUAL 
DA~PING IF P~R~METlR GKAD=lkANkLSP. iN THIS CASE 
~'! IS ,{t ... UlkED !F STlWCIUAL IJMIPIM; IS u£:SIkE0 FOx 
M.Y GF THE ,Sli(UClU .... L ELEMEf\TS. (lEFA'Jd IS 0.0. 
$. 
'~l"~~"~i~i~SS'$£~S~£$f5~'$~ii$56L~$ii~5$£$lS$S~j$t5t~~~~SSSI$~'$iSi~~ 
~ ~I:NAK!<. S -
~ L. Tj;l:. t.,4ALY,:,IS r.ll.L LLiOP THl\U A KAN..iE Of- THE C;YCUC PWt.X. 
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' bF)"JOOR QUAL. n. : . 1~" I 
r~ASTRAN E X E cur I V E CONTfiCJl. DEC K E C H 0 I 
$".S~~i"$'~'~'£$'$'SI~$I~~tS~ik$~S~5$SSt$$$5S$IS$I~~$$5S5bSS5~~i55S$IS '11 
AL Ttf<· ::I $ 
FIL~ UXVt~APPENa/PuT=APPEhU/POnA~PENn s 
S. PEkFl.n.M I,U HAL ERRUR CHECKS ON NSE(;S AND KMAX. 
,eND ~RRU~CltNSEG~. IF USER HA~ ~Gr SP~CIFIEO NSEGS. 
ceNU ERKU~Cl,KHAX ~ '~USER HAS NOT SP~C!flEU KMAX. 
PARAM IIC~NfEY IV.N,CYCIOERR/V,Y,CY1.10~O IC~N,O $ 
tC~u EKKURC1,LY~lUlRk i IF U~EK HAS NUl SPELIFIED CYCIO. 
PAkhM IIC,N,UIV /\,N,NSEGZ/V,Y,NSEGS IC,N.2 , NSEG2 ~ NSEGS/2 
PA~AM IIC,N,SUB /V,N,KHAXERR IV,N,NSEG2 ./VpYoKMAX $ 
GGNu fKKLRC1.~MAXfkK.i IF KMAX ~GT. NSEGSI2 
$ SET O~tAlLTS FO~ PARAHtTERS. 
PAR~M IIC.N.N~P IV,Y,NOKPKT=&l IV,Y~LGKAD=-l 5 
.. CAL~lJLAT£ LMt:GAe 2*(AI~GA AND Ui'-1f:GA**2 FKOM RPS. ~ETUEfoA\.H.T ~PS. 
PA~AMR IIC,N~MPY ~~.N.OMEGA IV,Y,RPS=O.O /C,N,o.283165 $ 
PARAMk IIC,N,HPY 1~.N.~MfGAl IC.N.2~O IV,N.LMEGA ~ 
~AkAMR I/~,N,HPY IV,N,OHEGASQR IVoN,OMEGA /V,N.LHEGA $ 
, ~LNlRATE N~KPS '~LAL IF kPS IS ZERO. 
~ARAMK IIG,NoE~ II~,Y.KP~ /C,N.O.O 1/IIVoN.NORPS ~ 
$ MAKl S~Rl LOUPLtD MASSES HAVt NCT ~tEN REQUESTEUo 
PARAM IIC;N,NUr /V,N.NOLUMP /V,Y,CLUPMASS=-l ~ 
CCNu ~RROKC2,NULLMP $ 
ALTtk 21,21 ~ AOu SlT TO CUi~UI FOR TRlG. 
~P3 GELJIO,El"f.XH.,GE..ij'12 I SLT,GPTT I V.N,NUGRAIf 5 
thKPNT ~LT.GPTJ ~ 
tiL TEK 23 ~. 
i SlNtL MULTIPLE (.or~~TK~INiS ARE NUT AlLG ... EU lXI:ClJ"ft: GP4 i~Go'J Su TWIT 
$ MOkE lKRG~ ~hECKS LAN oE MAUE ~tFOKE ~LEMENT GENEHATION. 
$ AO~ YS wtEUEO fUR P~F RtLOVERY IN SSGl. 
PARJ\~ IIC;N,MPV Iv.~,NS~!P /~,~,o IC,N,Q $ 




LMKPNI GM,GMD.K~.GU,~UD.KfS.P~F.CPC,USErrY~ S 
$ sup~~r HULK DATA ls ~ur ALlG~ED. 
PAMAM I/C,N,~~T/VfN,KEhCDAfA IV,N.REAcr $ 
CC~u cRKLKt3.KEALuATA $ 
"j. b<E~l.H: UPL f\OwSO LhECKS LAN bE MALiE. ADU TRL TO OuTPUT DAl A ilLOCKS. 
OPG ~YNAMILS.GPl,SIL.USET I GPLlJ?SlL~,USETU,TFPOJL.DLT,PSDL,fKL,. 
TRL.,[~DYN I V,N.LUSET/S.N,LUSETU/V,N,NGTFL/S,N,NOULT/, 
S.N, NGP ~DL/5, t~, NllFRL/V, N, f'iCNLF T/S.N f ,.,01 f{L/ V t ~. NOEE,iJl G, N./ 
S,N,NOUt $ 
~~USl HAVE EITHL~ F~EU OR TSTt:P ~ULK ~AIA. 
PARAMIIC.N,AND/V.N,FTERR IV,N.NOFRl IV,N,NOTKl S 
C~ND EhRO~C5,FT[h~ ~ N~ FNEU Cq TST[P BULK DATA. 
$ UNLY fR~Qut~CY DR lSTlP IS ALL~htO l~ THt'CA~t LCNTRUL 
P,\/(AML l.A5ECC IJ~,~j,Dl1 'I(..t~.l IC.N.14 IIV,CI,FR£USET oS 
P,.RAHL CASEGC IIC,(\;,tJTI 1C.,Ntl IG,N,38 I/V,N,Tlt1LSE:T So 
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. I 
NASTRAIII E X E cur ~ v ~ -C:: 0 N T R 0 L 
PARMI lIC,N,TWT 1\I,~.FIEi{J'i.l /~i"i,jcfHi::;HUi'2 $ 
'PAkAM IIC,N,U: IV~N,NUF!{L~ IVtf·;I(:gE:JS:;·t IC,N.O 
P~HAM IIC.N.L~ lV,N,NOTIHE lV.N,T1HEStr It.N.a 
to~~ EHRu~t6,fTERkl S dOTH fREQ ANil rSl~p IN 
$ lPOlNl o~LK DATA Nor ALLCWED 
P.\KAl., IIC,N,NCT 1\t~N,E):n~Aprs IV,N 9 NOUI:: :, 
't~NG EkkURC4rtX7RAP~S $ 
~ GEN~RArE UATA f~R LYCll MODULE~ 
~ 
$ 
CASE CONTROL OECK. 
C~~YC ~EJM4~EuuYN.USETU /CVLOU IVfNftryp~=Rur IS.N,~OGU 5-
eChO ERRURCl~NUGC $ 
CliKPNT L '(C(;O $ . 
AL IE" J2 .5 
~ PRr-PURtiL DATA dLlJGKS THAT 111 LI. NOT DE l3Uif;kATEO 
PAk~M IIC,N,Ok IV,N~NlJdMl IV,N.NGH~G IV,N.NUkPS S 
PURGE olG~,HIGu I~C~~l $ 
PJRGE M2GG.M2bASlXG I~~MGG $ 
AL rt~ 3~ ~ 
~ G[Nl~ATE UATA elOLK~ FHLX, &lG~. Ml~G. M2GG AND BASfGX • 
. ~ LENtkATt P~kAMETEKS FKHAX AND ~CUASEX. 








AL TI:l< it.:! 
V,y,ill~Tlil=-l/S.N.NUdASfX/V.N.NO~HEU/V.N.~MEGA £ 
fkLX IIL.NfPk~SE~~~ IIIIV.N,NOFRLX S 
L UL FRLX ,1\luFfu.X $ 
FKLX rFkl ~ 
UiLfRLX $ . 
FkL,tlLGG.MIGG,M2~G,BASEXG 5 
$ 
PAHAM IIL,N,ADD IV,~,NU~G~ IV,N,NUdMl IC.NtU ~ RE~~T NOBGG. 
AL TEt< ~2 $ 
~ KtGtfl~E bGu AND KG~. 
CWNG LBLLIAt~OBMl • 
PAPAMk IICtN.COMPL~X II V.N.G~EGA2 I L.N,O.J I ~.N.tMPLXl ~ 
PAkAMK 11~.~,S~d I V.~.MGMlGAS~ I C.N p 0.0 I V,N.OMEGASUk S 
PAHAM~ IIC.N,tLMPLEX II V.N.MUMEGAS~ I ~,N,O.O I V,N,CMPLX2 £ 
A~C d~~tDl~G I H~~l I C,~.(l.O,O.OJ ! V,N,CMPLXl ~ 
E~UIV bG~l.BGC $ 
A~C KGG,Ml~G I KGGI I LrN.tlec.O.D) I Vt~.CMPLX2 $ 
(J~lV ~GG1.KGG ~ 
ChKP~T u~G,KGL ~ 
LMld LUL llA 
AlTc~ ,3.j5 $ GP4 HAS LctN MUVEU-UP. 
ALTtk d~,bU $ LPU HAS ~t~~ MUVtD-UP. 
E C fi 0 
ALl£K 1L4 £ ?A~AM A~D ~~uLV LOG!e UEP~NDING GN LGKAU.fUk FKc~ OR THAN. 
PAI{MI ·IIC,N.Af,iJ/V,N,KULKA/V,N.Ni..UI:/V.N.NO!\2PP 1 
~UNa LGKAUl,LGK~U S JRANCH IN N~l fR~CR[SP. 
AL TtK us $ SU:' AUt/{ U-t COMNENT. 
JUMP LGKh~2 S 
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K.AA t KDD/lWEKA !> 
~2PP,H2pp,n2pPtK2DD,MLDD~B2DDr~OiltMU~ s 
LGKAD2 $ 






118 $ S~t ALJEk Ll~ GOMMENf$ 
LGKA03,LGKAU 5 BKAhCH IF NGT FREGRESPc 
119 $ St~ ALTLk 114 COMMENT. 
LGK.AiJ4 $ 
LA~fL LGKA~3 $ 
E";)U L V b2UCJ, t..iJU/NlH.iP/l T IM2uD. MUD INOS IMP 11<2 UO t KOOI KUE",l So 
LAbEL lGKAu4 ~ 
Al Tl:R 120,123 £ 
$ New SUL~TIUN LQGIL 
( C H 0 
$ G~N~RATf TIME-otP~NuehT lOAUS IF r~T~p dAS REQUESTEU Ih CAS~ CONTROL. 
tGNG L~LTRll,NOT1M~ S 
$ LUuP TH~U ALL SUdCASES FOR TIHE-UEPtNOtNl L~ADS. 
PARAM IIC,h,MPY 1~,~,RiPEATr IG,N.l IC,N,-l ~ 
tlAkAM IIC,N •• WO Iv,I'l,APPl-lG /e,Nol /L,,~.IJ s Ij~lTlAlllE fUK SO!<lo 
JU~P T~LLLOCP$ 
LAcEL rRLGLOOP ~ 
CAS~CAStCC,/LASEYY/C,N,TKA"/S,N,NEPtATT/S,N.NOLQOPI ~ 
ChKPNT CAS~YY $ 
PARAM IIC,N,HPY '\I,N,NCOL I~,N.O 'L.~,L S 











.,PDTl,P~I,.lCL/ V.N,NUSEI/S.N.PUEPDU/V,N.NCUl S 
TNL,PDTI." •• "" 1 ,POT, 'V.N.APPFLG/C.h.DY~A~ILS ~. 
lRL,PUI ""."" I .PO • 'V.N.APPfLG'C,~.OY~A"ICS $ 
IIC,N,AD~ '''.~.A~PFL~ IV.N,APPfL~ IL,~,l. APPFl~=AP~fLuGl. 
TRLGUGNl,KtP[ATT ~ 
1 RL uLuUP • 10 G j, 
LKRC,t{J $ 
TRUiUUNt. £ 
PUT, PO. liJl ~ 
PC,PUT/flJI:PuG $ 
peT !. 
DJ~hUOL TLL,."", I FRLI.~ULl,REGaOI:Rl.~EO~DER2 •••• I 
i,Y,NSEG~/V,Y,CY~IG/S,Y.lHAA=-l/V.N.fKMAXI 
S,N,fU1Ax/5 .N.I~ r~TEP~/Stl\,r-.LiHCliS ,N.1H.iP.C2 ~ 
EUUIV fkLl,F~L II FOLl.FGL • 
~HKPNT FKL,FCL.kE~~GcNl.~ECK0ER2 $ 
JUMP LBLfKL2 $ 
L~etL LeLIRLl $ 
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OF POOR QUP.Lrrv . 
NAS1HAN c ~ ~, R 0 L 0 ~ C K fi C 
fKLG CASEX"'f USHU .Ul'" .F;.l.l,(,;·)u ,.;m tcdr, I PPF fPSt;, PDhE-UL'PH~t>\l1'\ I C,N.UIRll.T/\"~hFI{EOV/C\lNoFRt:Q $ _ 
C.ON/). LbLfRLX1.rmfRlX $ ZERO OUT lUt,p COLUMNS IF FRlX rlAS GHH:JtATlO .. 
HPYAO PPfpPDIEKU, / ~prx IG.H;G $ 
EYUlv P~fX,PPF i 
LAb~L lBLF~lXl $ 
$ FORM Ntw LCAUS. 
~~NO l liL FR Ll ,NDoA 51: X !> 
HPYA~ M2G6rBASlX~t IM2UASEXG IC~N~~ $ 
AUt. rPF.:-12UASEXG I PPFI /C"Ndl.O,Q.O) lC~,\:.'-l .. UoO .. O) $ E~UIV PPFl,PPr $ 
l.Ct-JO L£lLbASU,NU~t:l' 1. 
~S&2 USETD.GHil,YS,~FS,Guu,.PPF I ~PUDUMl~~SFl.POFl S 
EJU!V PSI-I,PSf- II PDFl.,POF $ 
lAUEL LULBAS~l ~ 
LABELLBlFRLl I 
(~UIV PPf,PLF/NUSET $ 
lijr(Pt~r PPF,P SF ,PUF ,FCL j, 
j L~AOS AHE rKtQUiNCY-O~PENDENr 
~. P[RFLIRM C.YI..LlC TRAN!>I-UK."I.UION {jN LOADS IF CYCIC=U. 
PA~AML ~GF IIC,N,Tk~ILtR IC,N,1 IV,N,PUFCGlS $ 
$ CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF lGAUS FOR CYC.IC=-l. 
PAKAM IIC~N,DIV IV,~,NLCAO IV.N,POF~OLS IV.NtFKHAX S NlUA~ = Nf/fKMAX (~~LV PCF,~XF/CYCI~ $ 
CeND LBLPULNE,CYCIO ~ 
I CALCULATE THt NUM3c~ OF LUAuS FCR GYerU=I. 
PAHAM 11l.,N,~IV IV,N,NLCAU IV,~,PUFGOLS IV,Y,NSEGS $ NLOAu = NF/NSE~S 
I..VCTl PCF / PAF,~ ... Vl.fl tV,N,LTYPE ICoN,fURE tV.Y.N~EGS=-1 I 
Y,Y,x,.-:.\A=-l I V,i~.'JLuAa) IS.N,NCG(j S 
I..CNll ERRLHC 1 ,I~(jliu £, . 
Ct-l\lJrn PXF $ 
JUNP L~LPUuNt ~ 
LACEL L ~L FRL2 ~ 
$ lUAUSAKE TlrlE-utP~~U~~T 
PAHAI1 IIC,,~,NUl /V,t;rNUrCYl.lU /\I,Y,~YC.lG $ 
$ BkANLH DEPlNDING UN VAlJt CF CYCIO 
(GNU LULTRL2,NUTl.Yl.IU S 
:£ l.YCIG=-l 
EULlY PDT,PDTKLtINOk~l. 
CGNu LULRulA,NuRul $ 
HPY~O PLT,KEUKUER1, I P~TRll / G,N,~ S 
LAbEL LdLkGIA t 












?XTHll,i\f:GROI:.H2. / PXFli /C,N,'O L 
LbLRU2,\ $ ·lA!JEL 
~ j .~' 4.21 
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PXF 1 .$ 
UiL:TRl3 to 
L OL fRL2 $ 
= t;l 
--
















PXTRl2,K~OKUtRl, I PXIRl IC.N.O S 
L BLlH) 2 il $ LAtl:L 
eYeTt PXTR2 I PXfl2,GCYCF4 I V.N.CJYPE/C,N,fORE/V.Y.NS~GS/V.Y.KMAXI 
V,~,rL~AX/S~N,NuGO $ 
:::ONU ERtWt{l.l,NuG£,; !. 
EuUIV PXfL2,PX~1 ~ 
(.H~PNT PXFl ~ 
LAtlEL LBL TI<L 3 $ 
, TIMf-UEP~ND~NT lOhUS ARt REAL. MAKE LGAUS C0MPlEX Til CORRESPGNU 
, T~ ~ktUUENCY UEPtNUtNT LOAUS. ALSC S~R2 ExP~CTS LUADS TO Bt COMPLEX 
$ IN fKEQRE5P TYPE PRUbLEMS~ 
Lapy PXFl I PXF2 I LCNVERT kEAL ~XFl TO LGHPLEX PXF. 
AiJt. PXF1,PXF2 I PXF I C.NdO.5.1.0) I C.N'(O.5,-1~O. So 
S C~r-l~£ ~LGAU fUK CYC12. 
~AHAM IIL,N,AGO IV,N.~LGA0 IV,N.FLMAX IC,NtO $ NLCAD = FLHAX 
LAb~L LULPJCNE $ 
PAMA~ IIC,NfA~U /V.N.~IN0EX IV,Y,KMIN=O IC,N.O. INTITIALIlE KINU~X. 
$ , -


















1/~.N.AuU Iv.N.KHINL /V.Y.KM!N IC.N,~l S 
NuKM INL ,11.1-11 1'IL .J, 
IIC,N.A~u Iv,N.K~lNV /e,~,o 1',NtO $ 
KMINLLliP $ 
K:-1INLl:lJP $ 
GYCUJ,,,PXf It l.dKfl .. I C,N,fLJ{E/V.Y.NSEGSI 
VtN,KMIN~/VtN9I.Y'SEW/V.N,NLCAU/S9h.N~GC i 
EHRORCl.NO('C So 
PKFL. I uKVfl I C.N.(0.C.O.ul $ 
CYCDD",I.KVfL" I"UXVF., I C,N.dACK/V.y,NSEGSI 
V,N,KMlhV/V,~tLY~SEQ/V~N,NLOAD/S,~,NOGC $ 
[R:<UKC1,hOl"C ~ 
_ II C • N • A U u I V , r ~ , K ~Il N V I V • N t Mil N V Ie, f'h 1 j, 
KMINLOOP,KMINL $ 
fWl\j'lll~L ~ 
fLPLY .. ~ 











____ -. __ -..._,~ __ ~ .... ~:;"'~~'I!'''''''''-\7·~J 
. I 
-. OR!{;~.~u.ri. .. P/\!~~ ~:] 
.0;: :-;001-1 QUALln'.· 






IICoNoO IC.~.KlhDtX $ 
tWKPKT ~ 
C.'rCDIJ,KUU ,MOil ,t f IKKKF tHKKf , ,. It ,N,fORE/V, Y. NSEGS I 
V,N~K!NUExIV.N.CYCSEU=-l/V,N.NLGAO/SfN.~OG~ 5 
t!UWrtC 1 ,f'lOGC ~ 
I'./'I'.f ,11I\.Kf it 






Ilt,N,SVST //e,N,56 le.Ntl $ 14E:1HCD 3T IN eveTZ PHODUCES 
UN~ERflUWS FOR PXF. USE METHOD 2~ 
CYCO~.BUO •• PXF •• I~KKF'fPKF.t I CtN,r-uR~/V.Y,~SEGSI 
V,N,KINUEX/~.NtCYCSEQ/V.N,NLOAO!S.N,~GGO , 
PAkAM I/C.N,SYST /1~.N.50 /~.~.o 5 RESET MPYAU H~rHOD CONTKGL. 
ca~u ~kHUR~l.h~GL L 
'ChKP~T BK~~t~Kf ~ 
S SLiLJl ION 
FHl\Dl KI\KhcKK.t-,MI~!\F"PKF,f(jl I UKVF 1~.N.O.O/C,N.O.O/C.N,-l.O $ 
(.1ilt.PNl tiKVF 3, 
LYCl2 ~YCUO",UKVF.~ 1.,UXVF,p IC,N,BAtK/V,Y.NSEGS/V,N.KINU~XI 
\I,I~,C.YCSLCJ/"tl~,1\LOAD/SfN.NOGC $ 






11~.N,hD~ /V.~,KINO~X/v,N,KtNOEX/tthtl $ KINDEX ~ KINOEX & I 
IIC,N,SUb 1~.~tDUNE I V.Y.KMAX I .V~h,KLhOEX 5 














LtY<..J;CV('Iu ~ .. IF CVCIG .GE. 0 lHEN TRANSfL;t<H Tli PHYSICAL. 
UXVf I UOVF.~lY~tll I ~.N.I..TYP~/C.N.UACK/V.Y.~SEGS/V.Y.K~AXI 






ll3L 1 Rli.,fII0TlML . $ 
PX~,~Uf~' I ~Yt.IU ~ b.1U I V 
~G(I,D 
CYl.Tl 
L<"V~4,l.V(.lU j, If CYCIO .uf:. u THU~ lKANSFOtU1 TO PHYSICAL. 
PXF I POf2.GLYLH2 I V.N.CTYPl!C,N.UAC~/V,Y,~~EGS/V.Y.KMAXI 
V.N.NLuAU l> 
LAAH lCYVt" 
1> 1F LUAUS WERL 11:.tE-uEPi:NUI:NT TIli:N .KECOV[R PPF At-.O P:>f FKOI·1 PXF. 
SOkl u~lTu •• pur2 ••• ~uO,bMO •••• I P~fl •• le.N,l IC.N,OYNAMILS , 
SSC2 ~SETJ.GM~.YStKFS.u~u •• PPFZ I ,PUDUM.PSFI.PLCU~ S 
lUUAV PPFI,PPF II PSFl.PS~ S 
LnKPNT ~PF,PSF ~ 
LAttL L8LTRL4 $ 
ALltK 124.124. US~ fGl I~SI[AD UF PPFT~ ~ET OUTPUT FRE~Jl~CY LIST. 
VOhCASlX~fl~Uy~,USEIU.UDVFfFCl.XYCOu./OUDVLlf/C!NfFREQRlSP/C.N. 
UIRcCT/~.N.~G~LNT2/S.NtNGD/~,~.NUP/C.~.O i 






















f ill f 
r ~ 
I. H 
t U ~ 




N A S T RAN 
C;R:\.1H~,\t ?11G~ [s· 
.. CV FOOR QUi~LiTY 
EXECUTIVE CON r R U l DEC K E C ~ (} 
SUk2 ~ASlXXtCSTM.H~T.UIT,E~DYN.Sll0~,tBGPDP.FLL.UPC,UPVCtEST.XVCDB, 
PPF/UPP~1.O~PL1.UUPVC1~OtSC!.CEf'1,PUPVCl/C.N.FREQRESPJ 




160 $ AGO LAU~L FOR EMROR36 
ERRGR3 S 
ALTER 
10), lac $ REMOVe ERKORl AND ERkOR2. 




(Jr{ T PAiU-I 
Jut,? 
LAcEL 







ERKUKCl 5 CHECK ~SEGS.KHAX A~O OTHER t~Lllt DATA. 
IIC,N,-7 IL.N.cvCSTATlCS $ 
ERRGRC2 ~ LOUP(EUMASS Nur AlLGWEU. 
Ilt,N,O IL,y,LUUPMASS $ 
F IN 1 S S 
~KKUkC3 $ SUPGRI bULK DATA NUT ALLG~ED. 
IIG.I~,-6 IC,N.l.VCSTATlCS S 
ERRLRC~ $ tPGINI BULK UATA NOT ALLOWED. 





t· IN I S .~ 





"K 1 P AkH p" Tt-' AKt1 
JutiP 
U/f.ALTlR 
lRK~RL6 S HlTH fRtU ANU TSI~P ~~RE SELECTED IN CA~E CONTROL. 




IICtI'hO 1(.,r",WTlME $ 
FIN 1 S ~ 
5 $ (BM 370/3031 








r ,j J 
B 
n M CAnD 
cou~r 
~ 1 2 3 
4 











U 15 16 
11 






































TITLE ~FORCEO V~eRAT!ON ANALYSIS OF ROTATiNG CYCLIC srnUC;URES . 
SUBTITLE = BLADED DISC EXAMPLE 2 (cYe MOOEL,Fneo L04DS~nMYSECAL 1/0)-
$ 
SPC ::: 30 
FREO = 1 
OUiPUT 
SET 1 = 8G16.1S 
OLOAO .- ! 
OlSP'SORT2.PHASEl - ALL 
STRESS(SDRT2,PHASEl = ALL 
SU6CASE 1 
LABEL = SEGMENT 1 
OlOAD = 1 $ FREQ DEPENDENT LOAOS 
SUBCA SE 2 
LABEL = SEGMENT 2 
DlOAO : 2 S FREQ DEPENDENT LOADS 
SUBCA SE 3 
LABEL = St:G:~NT 3 
OLOAD ~ 3 $ FREQ DEPENDENT LOADS 
SUSCASE 4 
LABEL = SEGMENT 4 
OlOAD = ~ $ FREO DEPENDENf LOADS 
SUBCA SE 5 
LABEL = SEGMENT 5 
OLOAO = 5 $ FREQ DEPENDENT lOADS 
SUdCASE 6 
lABEL = SEGMENT 6 
DlOAD = 6 S FREQ DEPENDENT LOADS 
SUoCASE 7 
LABEL = SEGNENT 1 
DLOAD = 7 S FREQ DEPENDENT LOADS 
SUBCASE 8 
LABEL = SEGMENT A 
OLOAD = 8 $ FREO DEPENDENT LOADS 
suaCASE 9 
LABEL = SEGMENT 9 
DLOAD = 9 $ FREO DEPENDENT LOADS 
SUBCA SE 10 
LABEL = SEGMENT 10 
OlOAD = 10 S FREO DEPENDENT LOADS 
SUBGASE 11 
LABEL = SEGMENT 11 
uLOAD = 11 $ FREO DEPENDENT LOADS 
SUt3CASE 12 
LABEL = SEGMENT 12 
DlOAD - 12 S FRED DEPENDENT LOADS .. 
OUTPUT (XYPLOTJ 
PLOTTER NASTPLT, HODH 0,0 
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~ 51 S2 53 
5't ~ 55 56 
57 
ffi 58 59 
60 
g 61 62 
63 
64 
H 65 66 
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YPhPER :: 10.5 
>:A X IS:: Vt: s 
YAXI S :: YES 
CAS E 
XGRIO LINES = YES 
YGRID LiNES = YES 
CURVELl NE SYMBOL .. 1. 
YlOG :: YES 
- 0-'1 _. -~ 
: .. -
c. 0 U i R 0 L E 0 U 0 
XTITLE = FRECUENCY LHER1Z) 
VirILE ~ GRID POINT DISPLACEMENTS « HAGNITUDE.INCH 
ICURVE :: 14'T3RM)~16'T3RH) 
XYPLOT,XYPRINT OISP RESPONSE 1 114(T3RH),18(T3RM) 
TCURVE = 2(BRt<1) 
XYPLOT.XYPRINT OISP RESPONSE B 124T3RM) 
VIITlE = ELEMENT STRESSES « MAGNITUOE~PSI 1 
TCURVE.; U(3l.UISl.1l(1),lltlO).lll12hlH!4) 
XYPlOT,XYPRINT STRESS RESPONSE 1 Ill(3).!~{~),11{1). 
11' 10). He 1.2) .ll( 14J 
TCURVE = 1(3).1(5).1(7),1(10),1(12)'U14) 
XYPlOT 9 XYPRINT STRESS RESPONSE 10 Il(])~1'5),1'71. 
1(10'01(12),1(14) 
BEGIN BULK 















t~ , . ;1 , I' td O!~~·~t ~"'{i-J_ ~ "j;:G. t: r~~ 'i 
Oi~ POOR Qu,\!.rr{ r 
-:/'"-. ' i ~ . " I' .' I.: r 
! 
n S T 'E bi I, 0 R E 0 0 U t. 1, il k T I.l r Q. , .. I I 
• 1 ... 2 . .. 3 .0 4 .... 5 ··0 e ,., , ee 7 •• 8 ... '} • • 10 .. I i COR02C 1 .. '3 .. 0 eO 1 .. 0 .0 .0 'co!uz &COR12 0.0 1 .. 0 0 .. 0 i !\iii.' CCUADZ 4 .' 2 2 3 7 6 
II COUAD2 5 2 6 1 12 , H. il COUA02 6 2 3 4 8 1 Jh COUAD2 1 2 1 a 13 12 ;1 CQUADZ 8 2 ~ 5 9 B I, , 
'R' CtJUA1l2 10 2 A 15 14 13 q I, 
tl· COUt\ilZ 11 3 9 16 18 15 11 CQUA02 12 3 16 11 19 18 li ~ ~ 
I CTRIA2 1 1 1 6 10 ~ ! l' C TR lA2 2 1 1 2 6 ~ i crRU2 3 1 10 6 11 ji 
CTRiA2 9 1 a 9 15 Ii , [ CYJ01~~ 1 1 2 3 It 5 1: l. CYJOIN 2 10 !l 12 13 14 i! 
OAREA 1 a 3 -1 .. 0 Ii l! ... DAREA 1 16 3 1.0 
'I ~ DAREA 1 IB 3 1 .. 0 \i .\i~ fI O: .. REA 2 B 3 -0.5 
" ., DAREA 2 16 3 .5 ~, V' J I 
11 DAREA Z 16 3 .. 5 i I J .. DARH 3 .~ ! S 3 eS H 
OAHEA 3 16 3 -0 .. 5 .Ii 
OAREA .. , ... 3 18 3 -0 .. 5 
II 
I 
• DAREA it a 3 1.0 -, .... 
OAREA .. 16 3 -1.0 Ii 
.... OAREA 4 18 3 -1.0 
" f l'OAREA 5 8 3 .5 11 
.... DAREA 5 16 3 -0.5 :11 
'"' 
" OAREA 5 18 3 -0.5 Ii 
-- -ji ~ DAREA 6 a 3 -0.5 ~I 
"'" 
DARE.\ 6 16 3 .5 ~I 
DAREA 6 18 3 .5 l 
-
DAREA 7 a 3 -1.0 ~ 1 OAREA 1 16 3 1.0 ~ 
O.~REA 7 18 3 1.0 l 
"I I iJAREA 8 8 3 -0.5 i OAREA a 16 3 .. 5 ~ ; DAREA 8 18 3 .,5 
';! 
tJAREA 9 B 3 .5 'I 
I DAREA 9 16 3 -0.5 :11 ... .. :1 OAItEA 9 18 3 -0.5 ., 
',' O·ARE . .,. 10 8 3 1.0 :;1 
'i DARcA 10 16 3 -1.0 11 !ir . OAREh 10 18 3 -1.0 II I, 
tJAREA 11 8 3 .. 5 .' r ~ 
"' 
uAREA II 16 3 -0.5 ::j 
U OAREA H 18 3 -0.5 '; a DAHEA 12 !! 3 -0.5 
., 
4.27 
.' ti :; 
.. 
11 




~ i ! I i ,,:::!!i~~[:~~l~ ;'YtGZri,'{ I I ~ d£'. t, '''';~'I~ (iVALllY , I 
I 
• 
.~. S 0 R T E D [l. U t. I, I] A T II E C H Q' • I .. 4 -5 .. 1 •• 2 ... :I . " 
"" 
If: ., b ... -; •• '0" os • 9 . .. 10 .. 1 
r DAREA 12 16 3 05 
; 
DAREA 12 is 3 . ('~ I 
FKEO 1 HOO&O 115000 1111,,6. 1795 .. 1 IB23e85·HIl32 .. 0 ll.D50.l aFnl , 
"I 
CFRl 16ao.o 1920.0 I 
[. GROSET 1 1 I GRID L 2.0 30 .. 0 .. 0 , I 
GRW 2 3 .. 1 30 .. 0 .. 0 i 
iT GRID 3 4.,} 30.,,0 eO l j 
[" GRID It 5 .. 2 30 .. 0· .0 ! , GRID 5 1.1 30 .. 0 .. 0 I 
G,UD 6 3.1 4500 00 I [ , GRIO 7 ~.l ' .. 5 .. 0 .0 I GRID a 5.2 45.0 .0 I 
GRII) 9 7 .. 1 40 .. 0 .0 ! [ GRID 10 l.O 60.,0 00 ! ~ GRID 11 3.1 60 .. 0 00 1 'I 
GRID 12 4.3 60.0 .0 I [ GRIO 13 5.2 60.0 .0 GRID 14 7.1 6000 .. 0 
· GRIO 15 7.1 50.0 .0 I 
GRID 16 80S. 'to.O -.25 j . [ GRID 17 9.1 'to.O - .. 50 ' I GRIO 18 0 .. 5 50.0 .25 ! I 
• I GRID lq 9 .. 7 50 .. 0 .50 l:~1 
, 'I 
E 
MAn 1 30 00&6 .. 3 1 .. 4- t, , . 
PARAi" cyeIO t:l · , 
PARAt-t G .02 , I i 
r. 
PARM' GKAD FREQRESP \, I 
PARAM KHAX Z i I 
.: i 
PARAH KMIN 2 
'I ,. , . PAHAIi LGKAD 1 · . 
r- PARAH NSEGS 12 : I 
1 ~ PARAM RPS .0 
PQUAD2 2 1 .25 
PIJUAD2 3 1 .125 
.' 
PTRIA2 1 1 .25 
. RLOA[H 1 1 100 
RLOADl 2 2 100 : I [ RLOAill 3 3 100 ' I ',J RLOAD1 It 4 100 <, 
RLOAfl1 5 5 100 .. 1 . I 
," RLOADl (, b 100 
';:·1 t~ RLOA01 1 1 100 
RLOAD1 8 8 100 :. I 
[ RLOADl 9 9 100 ,-;1 RLuADl 10 10 100 
RLOAn II 11 100 




r .. ! 










~~ TABlEDl ,;; ~TBDi 
':1 ENDDATA 





























~Jl . -:. .. , ......... _----
.. co 
•• 3 - .... 
100 
0.0 -1 .. 0 1000 .. 0 1.0 
.. .. 
. .Of(i~\!:··~~."- i:; i:..,.t:: ~\~i 
, OF POOR QUAli1Y. 
00 7 c. 
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.:. -. .,...,.: ... 
EXPJ1PL£ 3 
A. Description 
t.?f:J}hiS example uses the forced vibration capability with cyclic sY!l1l1etry. 
T~0'user input/output data pertain to harmonic r·cpresentation.· Frequency-




In addition to general input param~ters, 
CYCIO = -1 harmonic cyclic input/output data 
KrUN = 0 minimum circumferential harmonic index 
KMAX •• 2 maximum circumferential harmonic index 
NSEGS ::: 12 number of rotationaliy cy~1ic sectors 
RPS = 600.0 revolutions per second 
BXTID, BYTID, BZTID \ Refer to TABLEDi bulk data cards to specify 
BXPTID, BYPTID, BZPT!OJ magnitude and phase of base acceleration 
components. 
GKAD ,. FREQRESP\ Specify the form in which damping parameters are 
LGKAO = +1 fused. 
2. Constraints: 
Same as general input constraints. 
3. Loads: 
a) pO.2e = A(f) specified on RLOAOi bulk ,data cards. 
b) Base acceleration as shovm in Figure 11. 
C. Results 
Results are shown i1 Figures 12 through 20. 
Figures 12 dnd 13 pl'esent k :: 0 results (subcase 1). The exci~at.ion c:onsists 
ofaxia~ base acceleration and directly applied loads. The selected frequency 
band of excitation, l700··19?O Hz, lies between the second out-or-plane diSC bending 
mode frequency (1577 Hz, k = 0, Table 2) and the first in-p1ane sh~~i"mode 
freque;:,".cy (1994 Hz, k :: 0, 'Table 2). Since the excitation is parallel to the 
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Figures 14 through 18 r~~sont ~ ~ 1 re~ults (subcases 2 (k c 1c) and 3 
(k = ls». The excitation is dUe to lati;;rall:,'ase acceleration only. Although 
the frequency band of input base acceleration is 1700-1920 Hz, the rotation of 
the bladed disc at 600 Hz (rrrrametet' RPS) spl its th~ input bandwidth into two 
effect i ve band:t/i dths: 
(1700 - 600) = 1100 to (1920 -500) = 1320 Hz, 'and 
(1700 + 600) = 2300 to (1920 + 600) = 2520 Hz. 
, The only k .: 1 mode in these effective band\'1idths is the fh'st torsional 
mode of the blade with the disc practically stationary (2460 Hz, k = 1 t Table 2). 
This is shown by the out-of-plane displacement magnitudes of grid points 18 
(blade) and a (disc) respectively (Figures 14 (k = lc) and 17 (k ~ ls}). The 
corresponding phase responses of these grid points are sho'iln in Figure 16. 
Figures 19and 20 present k = 2 results (subcase 4 (k = 2c)}. The excitation 
consists of directly applied k = 2c loads. The out-of-plane displacement magni-
tude of grid point 18 (Figure 19) compares well with that obtained in example 2 
(Figure 7)., Table 3 lists the out-of-plane ~isplacement response of grid poi~t 
18 as obtained in examples 2 and 3. The marginal difference in response in example 3 
is due to the Coriolis and centripetal acceleration effects at a rotational 5p~ed 
of 600 revolutions per second. 
No k = 2s loads are applied in this example (subcase 5). 
4.31 
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ALTER PACKAGE AS IN EXN1PLE2 . 
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SPC it 30 
FREO ,. i 
OUiPUT 
SET 1 :3 a.16 0 13 
'SET 2 :IE 11 
OlOAD':z t 
OISP4SGRrZ.PHASEi ~ 1 
STnESS€SO~T2,PHASE) ~ 2 
SUQCASE 1 
LABEL m KENOEK 0 . 
,Qm(n~,1~7 PAGE If] 
or r:c·n;:t QUAUT't 
OLOAO .. 1 $ FIl.EQ Df.PEfi!H2f€t U2AJS 
S $ iliUf.t a.lise ACl;ff lOA~$ Vilt PAn:'i4 anJiDvBi'P'iIO 
SUBC/\SE 2 
LABEL'" K!WlEX lC 
~ LAYEnAl eASE ACCN lOADS VIA pv.aIU~ G'IilD 
5UllCASE 3 
LADE~ D r.1~DE~,tS 
$ $,~ATERAL SASE aCCN lOADS VIA PAR!." Ol:IP 
SUeCASE <It 
LADEl ". tUW1EK 2C 
OlOAO • 1 $ FREI) OEPE~mEHr LOADS 
SUBCASE 5 
LABEL 2 KINOEX 25 
OUTPUT (XYPlOn 
PLOTTER NASTPl1, MODEL C,O 
XPAPGR = B .. O 
VPf\PER "" 10 .. 5 
XAXIS :: YES 
,YA)tI S "" YES 
XGRIO LINES DYES 
YGRID LINES = YES 
CURVELINESYHSOL : 1 
XTITlE = FREQUENCY tHERTZ. 
YTITLE = GRID POiUT O!SPLACEf1EMTS « ~M!'-!H'JUDE.mCH ). 
YlOG = YES 
TCUP.VE = 8(T3RM),18(r3R~) 
XYPlOT9XYPRL~r DiSP RESPONSE 1 la(T3R~'.lG€i3R~' 
XYPLOT vXYPRINT O[ SP R~spor~SE 2 /8£ r3RtU .lan3tUO 
XVPlOT.XYPRHH OlSP RESrJOr-.lSE :1 18H3RH)'lCH3RH. 
XYPlOT.i<YPRHH·OISP -RESPONSE'" latT3fUH,,1IlH3iUU 
vn TlE'" . GRID POINI OISPlACEI1ENTS t P~SEU)EGREE ! 
YLOG ~ NO . 
iCURVE = BlT3IPIF1B!l3I?) 
XYPlOT,XYPRINT OISP RESPONSE l la£T3IP).lO(T3IPi 
YTITlE .:0 ELE~iENT STReSSES { HM:1HnUDE,PSI ) 
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c~~!·~·lGri··\jr:l Plt..G~ [5 
Ot: F'OOR- QUALITY. 
, " 
iCU~'J"': D U :~» ~!U~;;t,.H- ~1~,.,rtH1HJI~.~1'.H!':h-l.ul.:~&' 
)tVP/..C!1 :I!t'!PRHlii sr::l~;::'~; ~::.s~'m'~f': !'d?"U3~ 6 !Rff 5lt!U lDo 
ll. f.' 10)0 m.t ~2h. o~..a' A~! 
XVPI.O! ,ltYPfU NT SYn!':SS mEse:;GN5f! 2 iH un .,!aas:UUI1,"t46 
.u., n.O! •• ue lZ» e LUll1l11 
XYPlOTo;};YPIUNl ST~ESS RcSPtlt;!Se $I 11U~Hl'llH5~4XUJ'h 
tlCl0)o&tt~2be'Ad!4b 
XYPlO'1i(VPilH4i SiRESS. hl.!:SPGrJ.SE 4 IU(:Hfj!U5H1U3H 
A~I!Ol.~lCta)ol~dl~J 
BEGiN BUtrt 





















































[. ~ r,r ~,.. , i OR1GtNfs,L Pf' ....... .:. t·.) ! ! 
'U OF [,OOR QlJAU1'Y i : 
! ;'. " g S .a'a 'it ·t: e E)' u ~ £1: -, - f:'4"" a 'i 'i}.- -t.:'-i- ~-tl· '. , co 1 ..... 2 e'. ~ 00 f:I. 0", :; ... (, ole 1 0& a G(J c,1 0:>'" 10 . 
m 
COR02e 1 00 .. 0' .0 .' A .. C.) .. 
.0"" .' .0 ·~to~aa , 
&CO;(12 0 .. 0 1.0 O.,(~ 
CQUAD2 4 "lI 2 !k 1 Ct .... 
COUAD2 5 2 £, i 'la, 11' 
ID CQUADZ 6 Z 
:} 4 e ~ 
CQUAOZ 7 2 7 0 13 t2 
CQUt\02 6 l 4 ·5 '9 0 
~ COUA02 10 ? 9 15 14 13 r CQU,\02 ,11 3 9 lGl Ul 1.5 
CQUA02 12 :3 16 11 19 'lS 
.ll Crn!AZ 1 1 1 6 10 CTllIAZ 2 1 1 2 () CTiUA2 3 I. 10 6 'U 
" CTRIAl 9 1 a 9 1S 
H CYJOIN 1 1 2 3' 4 5 CVJOIN 2 10 11 12 l:l Iii 
DAREA 1 6 3 -1.0 
F1. 
OAREA I. 16 3 1 .. 0 
r-- -. OAREA 1 I.e 3 1 .. 0 
t FREQ 1 '170000 1750 .. 0 1771 .. Go 1195.(1 lOA.a .. a5~!.e32.0 1090 .. 1 ~F!U 
l. I &FRl 180000 1920 .. 0 GROSE T I. 1 
r. 
GRID 1 2.0 3000' .. 0, 
GRID 2 3.1 30.0 .. 0 
I 1 GRIO 3 ~ol 30.0 .0 -'-'f GRID 4 S02 30 .. 0 .0 GRID 5 7 .. 1 30.0 .0 
I· 
T GRID 6 3.1 45.0 .0 
.l GRID 7 4 .. 3 1i5.0 ·.0 GRID 8 5.2 1+5 .. 0 .0 
GRID 9 7.1 1;0 .. 0 .0 
r J GRID 10 2 .. 0 60.0 00 ~. G!UD 11 3.1 60.0 .0 
f GRID 12 4.3 60 .. 0 .0 
r 1 GRID 13 5.2 60.0 <00 GRID 14 1.1 60.0 ;'0 [ ... GRID .15 • 7 .. 1 50.0 .0 
. 
-025 • GRIU 16 , 8.5 'to.o I: ~ £i GRID 17 9.1 - 40.0 -.50 GRIO 18 8.5 50.0 .25 
GRID 19 901 50.0 .5G 
T MAll 1 30 .. 0&6 .3 1 • .8.-1" I ~ .. PARAM BXPHO 9002 PARAH I3XTlO 9001 
!19t PARAf~ BYTIO 900) i I 
.-. I ~1 PtRAti BlTlO 900:" I 
.;it PARAM CYC[O -1 ., 
PAP.AH G .02 I i , 
' PARA"; GKAO FREOI!ESP I I· II PARAM IU-t,\X .2 . I i 4.35 [. 
f. ri I I 
r 
'd ! ilt ",. 
"1 








."., 2 .0 1-
'I!';" PAnAti 




Pt\RMt RPS 600.0 
J PUUA02 PQUA02 2 1 3 1 
FTRlA2 1 ! 






'. &r301. 'j 
... TABlEDl 
0.0 1 .. 0 
9001 
trAllll 1000 .. 0.,0 
i~ TABLEDl &TAElZl 9002 1000. ' -100. 
TABlEDl 9003 
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1 to 
1000 .. 0 1 QI} crUll' 
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2000 .. 0 0.0 ENDl' 
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This example uses the fGl'r.crj'v'itll'i.i:'i;'fon capability with cyclic 5ynmetry. 
The user input/output pert:dng to !ihys'lcal ~·~presentation. Periodic loads arC! 
specified as functions of til,';p' cn the segmc:its of the bladed disc corresponding 
to k = 2. For clarity of nlustratio::n only. :;inusoidal loads of varying 
amplitudes at a frequency of 1814 Hz are specified. The Fourier decomposition 
of these sine functions obviously contains contributions from first harmonic 
alone (R. = 1 )-- the paramet~r LMAX accordingly has been set at 1 (R. = 0, lc, li). 
13. Input 
1. Parameters: 
In addition to general input paralll~ters, 
CYCIO = +1 physical cyclic input/output data 
~~IN = 2 minimum circumferential harmonic index 
KMAX = 2 maximuill circumferential harmonic index 
LMAX = 1 maximum harmonic in the Fourier decomposition of periodic, 
time-dependent loads, 
NSEGS = 12 number of rotationally cyclic sectors 
RPS = 600.0 revolutions per second 
GKAD = FREQRESP> Specify the form in \·,hich the damping parameters are 
LGKAD = +1 ) used. 
2. Constraints: 
, , 
Same as general input constraints. 
3. Loads: 
,pn{t) = A(t} cos (n-1 .®- @y. 
where n is the segment number, 
® represents k = 2, 
@ represents the total number of segments in the b 1 ad~d 
disc, 
A(t) = A'sin (2rr·1814·t). 











Results are presen'ced ~n Tab1c t~ and tire in good' agreement \'11th those from 
o exampie 3. 
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ALTER PACKAGE AS IN EXANPLE2 
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~nu: n fo:lCEi.l·'JImMT10r{·imt'lL'fSIS··a::"r.OiA1l!r~·iftvci.f:C 5'fnfJCfU~H~S '. i, 
SU~TliLE :3 !H.f\{)EO O!5C El1~rtP~ .. e 4> €~'(t Ril;:te~,i£I~2n(;p<:" LO~(j,P~f'l5 i/O., 
$ . ~ I 
SPC n 30 ~. 
TSTEP ::: 1 
OUTPUt 
SET. 1 :J Ot16 t lO 
SEY 2 c 11 
OLO."~O :: 1 
OISP(SORT2,REALi ~ 1 
STRESS(SORT2,nEAL5 ~ 2 
SCOtASE 1 
LABEL = SEG~ENl 1 
OLOAO s 1 ~ TI~EOEPENOE~~ LOADS 
SUBCASE2 
LABEL :'SEG~ENT 2. 
OLOAD ,. 2 S Ti ~E DEPet~OENT LOADS 
St.;BCASE :3 
LABEL n 5EGI~ENT 3 
OLDAO ::: 3 5 Ttt~E DEPENOEh7 LOADS 
SUSCASE It 
LABEL = SeG~E NT 4 
OlDAO =' 4 ~ Tl fiE OEPENDENT LOADS 
St.;SCASE 5 
LABEL : SEG~ENT 5 
DLOAD ,. 5 S Tt~E DEPENDENT LOADS 
SUBCASE 6 
LABEL : SEG~EST 6 
OLOAD ::: 6 $ TI fJC: DEFeUOENT LOADS 
SUBCA SE 1 
LABEL = SEGMENT 7 
DLOAD :: 1 $ n f'E DEPF.NDE~~T. LOA[J5 
SLBCASE ·8 
LABEL = SEGHENT e 
OLOAO = 8 $ TI~E OEPcNnENT LOADS 
SLBCi\SE 9 
LABEL ~ SEGMENl 9 
OLOAO = 9- $ TI~E DEPENDENT LOADS 
SUBCA SE 10 
LAB El. = SEGMENT 10 
OLOAO = 10 S iI~E DEPENDENT LO~nS 
Sl;BCASE 11 
LABEL = SEG~ENl It 
DLGAD = 11 $ iI~E DEPENDENT LOADS 
SLBCASE 1.2 
LABEL = SEG~ENT 12 










~~FO~~A~I~~ ~~SSAGE 207. BULK DATA NCT SCRT2D,KSCRT WILL RE-ORDER DECK. 
h 
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This example uses the forced vibration capability \'1ith, cyclic symmetry. 
The user input/output pertains to har;r:onic representation. Periodic loads are 
specified as functicns of ti!il;~ foy' the cir'cll;:rferential hat'monic index k ::: 2. 
For clarity of illustration only. sinusoidal loads al'e selected. 
1. Parameters: 
In addition to general input parameters, 
CVCIO :: -1 
KfHN :: 2 
KPaAX = 2 
U1l\X = 1 
harrr~nic cyclic input/output'data 
minimum circumferent"ia1 harmonic index 
maximum circumferential harmonic inde>-
maximum harmonic in the Fourier dec~m; osition of pet-;odic. 
time-dependent loads. 
NSEGS = 12 number of rotationally cyclic sectors 
RPS = 600.0 revolutions per second 
GKAO :: FREQRESP\ Specify the form in which the dam;Jing parumeters 
LGKAD = +1 J are used. 
2. Constraints: 
7· Same as general input constraints. 
J. 
3. Loads:" 









specified on TLOADi bulk data cards. 
C. Results 
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$ ALTER PACKAGE AS IN EXAr·iPLE2 
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C C NiP 0 l o E·C K. E C ~ ~ 
:s 
TITLE = Ff":lqCEO ·'JIBPATICI, tll\ALVSIS OF ROTATING CYCLIC STRUCTU~ES 
SUBTtTL~ ~ fil4DED DISC E~.~PLE 5 (cye MODEL.TIME CEP. lOAO,~ARM 
~ 
SPC = 30 
"ST!.= P ,. 1 
~ UTe I,;"'i 
S'= T 1 :: 0 ~ 16 ,1 8 
5E T 2 == 11 
!nnAD :: 1 
rISP (SQo 1·2 wRCAU = l 
~!~ESs(sr~T2,REAU :;: , 
SLBCAS~ 1 
LABEL :: 1'1 f\OE)( 0 
CL~AD = qq SNLLl LODD 
SlBGt. ~E 2 
llPEl = K!~DE~ IC 
DL~lD :: 99 5 NULL LOAD 
5 t;BC.':;E 3 
LAB~ l :: r.I Mlf::t 1 S 
OlnAO = ~~ $ ~Ull LOAD 
SLBCA £~ 4 
tA~EL :: KI~UE' 2C 
OI.G.\O :: 1 5 1I POE DfPENDE~;T LQADS 
SLBC 4 $': 5 
LABEL = .I{i.t-.DEX 2S 
QLr.AP. = ~9 $ ~Lll LeAn 
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9 
~ C R T E 0 G U L !( D A ,. A E <: H ') . 
1 2 ":l 4 I: 6 7 8 9 10 • • • • • oJ o • " 0 ... • • •• ,. . ... •• • 
C':':'02C 1 .0 .. 0 .. 0 1.0 .0 .. 0 . ~COR12 ~ r.C nQ 12 C). 0 1.0 O~O 
, CO ',AI) 2 4 2 2 3 7 '6 
CO LAn? 5 2 6 7 12 11 
~CQlAU2 . 6 2 3 't a 7 
;::Q t;t.o~ 7 2 1 B 13 12 
CO LAn 2 8 2 4 5 9 e 
CI) Lh02 10 2 e 15 14 13 ~COLAr2 11 3 9 16 III 15 
CO LAIJ2 12 3- 16 11 19 18 
'::-='1.":2 1 1 1 6 10 ~ C T:> r A 2 7. 1 1 2 6 
CPIA? .3 1 10 6 11 
CT'~IA2 Q 1 8 9 15 
~CYJrtN 1 1 2 3 4 5 
CYJfiPl 2 10 Ll 12 13 14 
!)A~Et.. 1 8 3' -100 
[l.\ ~ F." 1 16 3 1.0 ~""A-;~!\ 1 18 3 1. ij 
'1'=' I} 5E l' 1 1 
S~ H~ 1 2 .. 0 30,,0 .0 
r;:;w ? 301 30~O. ..0 J ~:'.!!1 "3 4.3 3;) .. 1) cO 
r;r: ![o , 4 5.2 30.0 .. 0 ! . 
~ PIn 5 1.1 3C.0 .0 .. ~ r:- T"· ~ 3.1 45.0 .0 J~ .... 
G:l ro 7 4.3 45.0 .0 
r,: r '1 R 5.2 45.0 .. !> ~;; :~ Q 7.1 40.0 .0 
., . 10 2.J 60.0 .0 
tJ~ ; r 11 3.1 61J .l' .0 H r,t: I f) 12 4.3 6il • II .il 
r,= T r . 13 5.2 61,).0 _ .0 
r,,, i D 14 1.1 60.t) .u 
I~; ~ n ] 5 7.1 5~.O .0 I~' -r 16 S. S '40.0 -c25 ~~. 1.' 
r,:- ! I) 17 9.7 4~ .0 -.50 
r,o:; T r:- 18 8.5 50.0 025 I G!= ! 0 1 C; 9.7 ')0.0 .50 
~~A T 1 1 30~OE6 .3 7.4-,+ 
r'A', AI' e 'Ie I r. -1 I p,,, r'.t. I' r,. .. 02 , 
~Af. ~M GI(AO CPI;CF=SP . .~ I 
"h';A~' I~ "If,)I 2 i 
C' A ~ .\ r~ K\I:" 2 
'1 [i,\,) All LG I<AD 1 
O(:'A,'" LII! )! 1 
';;A~AI" ~J ~[G S 12 
~ ?A <Ai" f:P5 600.0 
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.. 
CAT A E CHI)' 
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l; TTT 
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TABLE 1: PRHlCIPAL FEATURES DEMONSTRATED BY EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 
Fi"'ite App1 ied 1..Q2.E..~eci fied as functions of 
Example Element Frequeng (sinusoidal) -;-ime (periodic) Base 
Ho. Hodel Physical Circum.Harmonic Physical Circum. Harmoni c Acceleration 
of Cornponerts Components Components Components 
.. 
1 Complete Yes No 
Structure 
2 Cyclic Yes No 
Sector 
I 
3 Cyc1ic Yes Yes 
Sector 
4 Cyclic Yes No 
Sector 
5 Cycl~c Yes No 
Sector I -

































"'..i . I 
~.--.... . _.-
Frequency (t':ode No.). Hz. .~ .. l'lode Dcscr1 pti on k = 0 k '" 1 k ::: 2 
.. 
·Cft 
214 (1) 208 (1) 2/12 (1) I "'~ I . --=--
I . 
591 (2) 594 (2) 622 (2) I~ 
I 
I 
1577 (3) 1533 (3) 1814 (3) ~ 
I 
2468 (5}**. 2460 (4) 2433 (4) 
, . 
I .... ."",~ 
I 
-it k is the circumferential hal'monic index 
** Mode No.4 for k '" Oat 1994 Hz represents an in-plane shear mode not ex~ited 
by the applied forces. 
4.50 








.' ~ -~ ...... . 
'. . . -' . 
TABLE 3: EFFECT CF COiUDLIS [\~m CLmnPETAL ACCELERATIONS ON THE 
DISPLACEr~ENT !<ESPOt':SE" Of GRIll POINT 18 AT 600 RPS. 
Examp-!i.2 ___ . ___ ~: __ ExamQle 3 
Frequency Segment 1 (subcase 1) k = 2c (subcase 4) 
o Hz r·lag. (in)jPhase (deg) r'lag. (in)lPhase (deg} 
o 1700 0 7.2655 E-5/3t,9.4 I 7.6132 E-5/354.3 
I 
1750 1.307i E-4/343.1 I 1.3844 E'-4/347.3 
j 
1778 2.1580 E-4/332.7 
[ 
2.3252 E-4/335.8 ! 
! i 
I 1796 3.4139 E-4/31 l't.6 I 3.7252 E-4/315.2 I I j jo r- , 
I I 1814 4.8374 E-4/269.9 I 4.9177 E-4/266.8 I 
.0 o. I 
1832 3.4146 E-4/224.9 I 3.2655 E-4/225.5 
1350 2.1451 E-4/206.6 I 2.0742 E-4/209~3 
1880 1.2433 E~4/195.6 1.2214 E-4/199.2 




'!' . - ~ ,_., .~ ,-, ~- ---, --- -- --._. -, ~ ... ~ . -- -.' -- -. - ~ 
,'-
TABLE 4: cm,jPll,R!SON OF RESP\iNSE AT 1814 Hz 
----------~---~---
Grid Pt.Disp. or 
Elem. Stresses 
Exar.:llL 1 (~-3---r'- Examf 1 e 4 
ubcdse;f)-T-Segment 1 sullcase 1)_ k= 2c (s 
~'aQ. ill 1 Phase(;!£g) I !·~:Jq.(in)/Phase(deq) I . 
I 
8 (T3RH), uz 5.4297 E-4/82.6 I 5.4299 E-4/82.6 
. I 
----- ---'''-'' .. -----~--- .. -. 
18 (T3R~1), Uz 4.9177 E-4/266.8 4.9180 E-4/266.8 
------
-.-----.-. 
3/84. 7 ~1.4842 E 3/84.7 
-.. _-- - _. ---. -._----------------
2/83.4. . 2.0892 E 2/83.4 
11 (3). uxx ,l* 
----_._. - .--
11 (5), Uyy , 1 
1.4841 E 
2.0891 E 
--.-....... _-_.-.. -- ... . ----.--- ... -- -' 
11 (7), T xy, 1 1.0774 E 2/64.7 1.0775E 2/64. i 
11 (10), uxx ,2* 1.4677 E 3/2C3.3 1.4678 E3/263.3 
-------- ---.-
11 (12) • U yy,2 2.2489 E 2/260.3 2.2491 E 2/260.4 
2/253.0 1 .8511 E 2/253.0 
: 
11 (14) , Txy ,2 1.8510 E 
_._------ ---- -- - --
* Fibre d1stances 1 and 2. 
. Example 5 "] 
" = 2c subcase 4f :~aQ. (i n ~/Phase( deg 
5.4299 E-4/82.6 
-




... . . 
---
1.0775 E2I64.7 
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i Segment 2 
. Disc in YZ plane 
Segment 8 
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Disc in YZ plane 
Figure 2: Nfl.STRI\N Cyclic tlodel of the l2-Blilded Disc 
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r~ode 4 
2433 Hz 
Figure 3: k - 2 r~odes of Bladed Disc 
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